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Abstract

Commercial and industrial contract labor in central Japan, 1672

1873. Nagata, Mary Louise, Ph.D. The University ofHawaii, 1996. 196pp.

Chair: Paul Varley

I examine commercial and industrial labor during the Tokugawa period

of Japan and focus particularly upon contract labor and labor c·Jntracts. I

. begin with a discussion of the theories of feudalism, capitalism, and

industrialization, and the organizations of labor associated with various stages

of economic development. Then I discuss how these theories have been

applied to Tokugawa Japan. I show that the Tokugawa social and economic

structure was neither feudal, nor entirely "protoindustrial."

In the second chapter I use original and secondary sources to describe the

"Tokugawa economic continuum." I find that various business and industrial

fonns developed simultaneously rather than in progressive stages. I find that

different industries and businesses took different fonns according to several

factors: the nature of the product, time requirements of the production

process, skill requirements, and available labor supply. I also find that the

stem-family acted as the universal framework for businesses of all sizes and

fonns.

In chapter three I examine and analyse the contract text: the similarities

across businesses, industries and regions, and the differences between the

same. Then I use the contracts in the data sample to analyse hiring patterns

and guarantor practices. I find that, although there were differences between

rural and urban businesses, the overall pattern was consistent with labor

shortage and great social and geographical mobility. Finally, I discuss casual
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labor and the competition for labor between industries, provinces, and

regions.

In chapter four I contrast the labor policies found in the contracts with

the labor practices found in numerous miscellaneous documents including

letters of apology, debt, request and thanks. I also discuss the relation between

paternalistic labor practices and the population stagnation found in much of

central Japan during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. I describe how

labor shortage influenced labor practices.

In the concluding chapter, I review my findings of the previous chapters

and discuss how Tokugawa labor practices have continued to influence the

present. I suggest that the economic continuum of the Tokugawa period has

shifted and expanded, but remains part ofJapanese society today.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Labor is a basic element of society. Certainly the study of contract

labor in Tokugawa Japan (1672-1873) reveals a microcosm of some of the

social structures and attitudes of Japan at that time. 1 These structures formed

the basis for later developments in the Meiji period and the twentieth century,

and continue to shape the structures of Japanese labor and business in the

present.

The study of labor and its organization inevitably involves the topics of

industrialization and capitalism. It involves industrialization because

technology can affect the organization of labor, and technological change

plays a major role in industrialization. Various forms of capitalism, too, are

often defined by the organization of labor in production and business

management.

In this dissertation I argue that expanding labor opportunities and rural

industry combined with labor shortage to shape the social and legal relations

of labor and management, and the general social, economic and political

framework of Tokugawa society. I argue that the Tokugawa economy was a

continuum of capitalist forms with small-scale handicraft production,

protoindustry, factory production, and managerial capital coexisting in a

dynamic society with considerable social, economic, and geographic mobility.

The products of many industries were an essential part of the

Tokugawa lifestyle. Sake, soy sauce, cotton textiles, paper, pottery, books,

and ink are some examples of these products. Scholars have paid some

attention to the production processes of these products and the organization of

IThe Tokugawa period refers to the years 1600-1868. My data covers 1672-1873, which roughly
corresponds to the Tokugawa period.
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the market, but little attention has focused upon the labor involved in overall

production and marketing. In this dissertation I explore the structures of

commercial and industrial labor in Tokugawa Japan. I focus specifically upon

contract labor and labor contracts, addressing three areas of interest involving

the organization of labor in larger manufacturing enterprises, the scope of

contract labor, and labor-management relations.

The model of a society in which various forms of capitalism coexist was

proposed by Ferdnand Braudel. In his study of capitalism during the early

modern period, he concludes with several pertinent points. He argues that

capitalism has been potentially visible throughout time, and developed "down

the ages." He notes that there is a stage theory for the development of

capitalism - mercantile capitalism to industrial capitalism to finance

capitalism in regular progression until "true capitalism" is reached only in the

final stages. Braudel rejects this theory, however. claiming that all the various

forms were already in coexistence long before the eighteenth century.

Furthermore, he sees the entire range of forms, including non-capitalist or

"pre-capitalist" forms, coexisting today in modern society.2

By capitalism, I refer to a system in which people with money and

resources, called capital, invest this capital to make a profit. Capital

investment includes the tools and raw materials to manufacture products for

sale, as well as the labor needed to produce and sell those products. The skills

of the laborers are human capital and the value of labor as a commodity can

vary with the value placed upon this human capital. When capital investment

is used primarily to buy and sell products produced or manufactured by

:!Ferdnand Braudel, The Perspective of the World, vol. 3 of Civiljzation and Capitalism l5lh-18!h
CentllO', trans. Sian Reynolds (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1992) 619-632.
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others, the system is called mercantile capitalism. When capital investment is

used for manufacturing, this system is called industrial capitalism. Financial

capitalism refers to a system in which money as capital is loaned to

manufacturers, merchants and individuals for profit. .... ---

Braudel's model of an economy in which these various forms of

capitalism coexist applies to Japanese society during the Tokugawa period as

well. Certainly mercantile, financial, and industrial capitalist enterprises

coexisted in Tokugawa Japan. In this first chapter I outline the historical and

theoretical framework for this study as well as survey the literature on this

topic. Some terms used in Western theory do not quite match the Tokugawa

environment, so I take this opportunity to discuss them as they apply to

Tokugawa Japan. Finally, I introduce my data, sources and methodology and

outline the remaining chapters of the dissertation.

Capitalism, Protoindustry, and Labor

Karl Marx defined capitalist labor as a commodity bought by the

employer. The worker receives a wage paid by the employer, and the

employer profits from the worker's labor and skills without passing that profit

to the worker.3 Marx, of course, gave further conditions. The worker must be

a free laborer without the means to manufacture the product himself, and the

period of his hire must be set. But the key point is that the labor itself is the

commodity and not the worker.

I argue that capitalist labor, and therefore capitalism, was quite common

in Tokugawa Japan. In later chapters I show how legal agreements, labor

management relations, and government policy treat labor and the skills of a

3Karl Marx. "The Sale and Purchase of Labor Power,"~ lrans. Ben Fowles (Hannondsworlh:
Penguin Books. 1976) 1:270-273.
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worker as commodities even when the worker was essentially indentured as

well as when he was free.

Various forms of capitalism have been identified in the ongoing debate

regarding European industrialization in terms of the sudden change of the

Industrial Revolution or the slow change beginning with protoindustry.

Protoindustry is generally identified with cottage industry or the putting-out

system. Urban merchant capitalists provided the tools and supplies for

manufacture to rural cottagers, often farmers, who sold the finished product

back to the capitalist less the original capital expenditure. The merchant

capitalists, also called wholesaler merchants, then sold the finished product for

profit in distant markets.4

Two changes in labor organization brought cottage industry closer to the

social structures associated with the Industrial Revolution and industrial

capitalism in the West. The centralized artisan workshop gathered many

artisans together under one roof. Although each artisan continued to perform

the entire production process from start to finish individually, the

concentration of labor later allowed the capitalist to invest in machinery that

would speed up production. Another innovation was the division of the

production process into several stages, each accomplished by a different

household or group of households under the cottage industry system. When

4Maxine Berg, "Markets, Trade and European Manufacture," Markets and Manufacture in Early
Industrial Europe, ed. Maxine Berg (London and New York: Routledge, 1991) 4-5; Michael Zell,
InduslO' jn the Countryside: Wealden socjety jn the Sixteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1994) 1-5.
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this division of labor was combined with the centralized workshop, the next

logical step was the factory.5

Sidney Pollard points out that manufactories, or "proto-factories,"

developed simultaneously with the putting-out system. Some of these

manufactories used the labor organization described above as centralized

workshops. Others used the "modern" division of labor in which workers, or

groups of workers, accomplished each step of the production process in an

assembly-line.6 He notes that protoindustriallabor was primarily involved in

the textile industry, whereas the manufactories produced paper, glass, and

pottery. Larger, more complex organizations were found in mines, shipyards,

and breweries.

Paul Hohenburg claims that the scope of protoindustrial development

was more revolutionary than subsequent technological advances. He notes

that protoindustry flourished in many regions of England in 1800.7 Certainly,

if the manufactory organization described above developed before stearn

power was applied to mass production, then this change in labor organization

cannot be attributed to the use of steam power and the technological

development of the Industrial Revolution.

The development of protoindustry in England contributed to several

demographic changes that subsequently led to urbanization and

5Erk Wolf. Europe and the People Without HistoQl (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
Califomia Press. 1982); William Henderson. The Industrial Revolution in Europe 1815-1914 (Chicago:
Quadrangle Books, 1961) 2.

6Sidney Pollard. "Regional Markets and National Development" Markets and ManufaclUre in Early
Industrial Eurove. ed. Maxine Berg (London and New York: Roulledge, 1991) 32-34.

7puul Hohenberg, "Urban Manufactures in the Proto-Industrial Economy: Culture versus
Commerce?" Markets ilJld Manufacture in Early Industrial Europe. Maxine Berg ed. (London and New
York: Roulledge. 1991) 159-171.
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industrialization. Cottagers participating in the cottage industry often did not

continue their work as farmers. At the same time, developments in agriculture

and enclosure allowed for higher agricultural production while the cottage

industry took up the labor slack. However, increases in the population

resulting from affluence and better nutrition, together with new agricultural

techniques requiring less labor, contributed to a labor surplus, and many

workers were forced off the land.8 These workers migrated to the cities

looking for employment and contributed to the urban labor surplus, becoming

the proletariat of industrial capitalism.

In Tokugawa Japan, protoindustry existed in several forms. Rural

households participated in the protoindustrial system in two fashions. Many

households produced textiles, paper, pottery and other products as a form of

agricultural by-employment. These villagers were farmers who either

produced these market products in their free time, or divided their labor so the

men worked the fields and the women manufactured the product. The latter

division was common for cotton textile production.9

Another form of production was what I term village based cooperative

industry in which a number of villagers, all the men for example, cooperated

to manufacture a product in a factory style production. The villagers in this

case pooled their capital to invest in the necessary tools, or received capital

investment from wholesaler merchants. 1O Their profits were presumably

divided according to the number of shares the household of each worker held

8Henderson, The Industrial RevohJlion in Europe 1815-1914, 5-6.

9Thomas C. Smith, Native Sources of Japanese Industrializalion. 1720-1920 (Berkeley and Los
Angeles: University of Califomia Press, 1988) 71-102.

IOMieken Kyoiku Iinkai ed., "Mie-ken no Shoshoku," Mieken Shoshoku Kunkd Minzoku Bunkuzai
Ch6sa, unpublished report by Mie prefecture office (1989) 140-145.
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in the village shareholding association which could be termed the village

corporation. I regard this system as loosely based upon a protoindustrial

"putting-out" system in which wholesaler merchants "put out" to village units

instead of households.

In both of these Japanese forms of rural protoindustry, participating

cottagers did not stop farming, nor were they forced off their land. I show in

this dissertation that unlike early industrialization in England, which was

fueled by labor surplus, early industrialization in Tokugawa Japan was shaped

by labor shortage.

The literature regarding labor, capitalism and industrialization in

Tokugawa Japan resembles the tale of the blind men trying to describe the

elephant. Various scholars have approached the task from various directions

and have produced a wide variety of results. Tokugawa society has been

described as feudal, pre-modern and early modern, while the economy has

been called feudal, pre-industrial and protoindustrial. These judgments have

been based upon a variety of interpretations, some of which derive from

Western theory. However, little research has focused upon the overall

organization of labor in Tokugawa business, even though the organization of

labor plays an essential part in much of Western theory, and labor has not been

given the consideration it deserves as one of the basic structures of Tokugawa

society.

The classic definitions of feudalism generally agree that the lord-vassal

relationship is the most important relationship in a feudal society and essential

to it. ll However, Joseph Strayer and Rushton Coulbom point out that the

llMarc Bloch, Feudal Socjety, t....ans. L. A. Manyon (Chicago: Universily of Chicago Press, 1961)
444,446; F. L. Ganshof, Feudalism, trans. Philip Grierson (New York and Evanston, 111.: Harper and
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lord-vassal relationship may also be of great importance in a society that is not

feudal. l2 The lord-vassal relationship is a personal agreement between two

men in which the vassal promises loyalty, obedience and military service in

exchange for the lord's promise of protection and maintenance. Most

definitions agree that the usual form of maintenance in the feudal agreement

was the fief, also called a service tenement. 13 Some scholars claim that a

society was not feudal unless maintenance nearly always took the form of a

fief and not a stipend, wage, or other substitute. 14

In the classic definitions, a feudal society is always agrarian. Agriculture

is either the main source of wealth or the only source of wealth. 15 Moreover,

all the definitions agree that the use of the fief, and therefore feudalism, was

the result of an economy with little commerce and little or no monetary

circulation. Carl Stephenson points out that feudalism decayed with the

development of a money economy, commercialization, and urbanization. The

other definitions also appear to view feudalism as incompatible with these

developments. 16

Row, 1%1, 1964) xvi, 3-5; Carl Stephenson, Medieval Feudalism (New York: Comell University Press,
1942) 14.

12Joseph R. Strayer and Rushton Coulbom, "The Idea of Feudalism," Feudalism in History. ed.
Rushton Coulham (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1956) 6.

13Bloch, Feudal Society, 444, 446; Ganshof, Feudalism, xvi, 3-5; Stephenson, Medieval
Feudalism,14; Strayer and Coulbom, "The Idea of Feudalism," 6.

14Stephenson, Medieval Feudalism,14; Strayer and Coulbom, "The Idea of Feudalism." 6.

15Bloch. Feudal Society, 443-444, 446; Ganshof. Feudalism, 9. Stephenson. Medieval
Feudalism,97. Strayer and Coulbom, "The Idea of Feudalism,"8.

16Bloch, Feudal Socjety, 443, 446; Ganshof, Feudaljsm, 168-169. Stephenson. Mediseval
Feudalism, 98. Strayer and Coulham, "The Idea of Feudalism,"8.
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The above definition contains the essential points upon which scholars

discussing feudalism generally agree. There are other aspects in which they

do not agree. Ganshof, for example, writes about feudal hierarchy whereas

Bloch claims that feudal society was not hierarchical, but simply unequal with

no rigid hierarchy. 17

Scholars who describe Tokugawa Japan as feudal define the relationship

between shogun and daimyo as a lord-vassal relationship and the domain (or

han) as the fief bestowed upon the daimyo for maintenance. Having thus

established Tokugawa society as feudal and therefore, by definition, agrarian

and non-commercial, some of these scholars focus almost entirely upon

agricultural labor in Tokugawa society. William Lockwood, for one, claimed

that there was little trade beyond rice and some luxuries. ls Labor in the

merchant houses is considered to be small scale and of little influence upon

the greater society. Charles Sheldon, for example, regarded merchant houses

as small family businesses employing only one or two apprentices at a time.

He described these apprentices as essentially hired from within the kin group,

the local neighborhood, or the trade association, which he termed a guild. 19

At the same time, other scholars, using arguments in Marxist theory, claimed
I

peasant hardship from feudal exploitation caused many peasants to be forced

17Bloch. Feudal Socjety. 443; Ganshof. peiiufi!i"m, xv.

18William W. Lockwood. The Economic Development of .Japan: Growth and Structllml Cham:e
(Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1968) 3-4.

19Charles D. Sheldon. The Rise of the Merchant Class in Tokll\:awa Japan (New York: Institute for
Pacific Relations. 1958) 52-53.
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off the land. However, there was little discussion of where these peasants

went or how this labor force was later organized or exploited.20

All of the classic definitions agree that a feudal society did not have a

money economy and that feudalism is incompatible with commercialization.

Industrialization is not mentioned in these definitions because "feudal

industry," except on a very small scale for a luxury trade, is an impossibility

by definition. After all, industrialization requires commerce and a money

economy, and is generally associated with urbanization, all of which cause the

decay of feudalism. All of the data used for this dissertation attests to a money

economy as well as commerce, and I argue that the Tokugawa period is one of

industrialization. These findings, in turn, show that Tokugawa society could

not have been feudal according to the classic definitions.

Scholars taking the pre-modem and pre-industrial interpretation see

commercial labor as relatively small scale. They recognize the existence of

manufacturing, but this too is considered to have been very small scale and

essentially organized as domestic by-employment.21 Major merchant houses

such as Mitsui and the various merchant houses from Omi province are

considered aberrations by these scholars. Nevertheless, they point to these

20Honjo Eijiro, Economic TheOlY and Histoty of Japan in the Tokugawa Period (Tokyo: Maruzen,
1943); Honjo Eijiro, HyakushO ChOnin no Rekishi, (Tokyo: Baifukan, 1949); Takao Tsuchiya, An
Economic Histoty of Japan, ed. Kurt Singer trans. Michitaro Shidehara, The Transactions of the Asiatic
Society of Japan, 2nd ser. vol. IS (Tokyo: Kobunkan, 1937) 162-166. Also see discussion of Japanese
historiography by Mikio Sumiya and Koji Taira ed., An Outline of Japanese Economic HistoIY 1603-1940
(Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 1979) 3-16. For a recent discussion of Tokugawa Economic
historiography see Conrad Totman, The Lumber Industry in Early Modem Japan (University of Hawai'i
Press, 1995) 1-5.

21Johannes Hirschmeier, The Origins of Entrepreneurship in Meiji Japan (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1964) 7-43; Johannes Hirschmeier and Yui Tsunehiko, The Development of Japanese
Business. 1600-1980. 2d ed. (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1980) 11-69.
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houses and their activities as precursors for Meiji industrialization in support

of modernization theory.

As the Western theoretical debate regarding industrialization began to

focus more and more upon a long, slow process beginning with

protoindustrialization, this theory too has been applied to Japan as part of the

modernization theory. Scholars using this theory point to domestic by

employment and a thriving cottage industry for cotton and silk textile

production. 22 They also present evidence for a large migrant labor or

dekasegi population that brought additional income as well as social,

economic and cultural ties into the villages of rural Japan.23 Having pointed

out the benefits of this large labor force and the opportunities for cottage

industry, these scholars have not further examine where this labor force went

to work. They recognize the existence of manufacturing, sometimes on large

scale, but little research has examined the scope of such labor and how it fit

into the overall structure of society.

Even though demographic issues such as migrant labor, geographic

mobility, and hiring patterns are important to many of the above arguments,

there is surprisingly little research on the demographics of contract labor. In

this dissertation I investigate the following questions using statistical and

textual analysis of contracts: From where did the labor for Tokugawa

enterprises come? Who were the workers? How did they find contract

22William B. Hauser. Economic Institutional ChmH.~e in Iokul:awa Japan (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press 1974) 136; Smith. Native Sources of Japanese Industrialization. 1750-1920,71-102;
Saito Osamu. "Scenes of Japan's Economic Development and the 'Longue Duree'," Silkwonns. Ojl. and
Chips, . ,: Proceedinl:s of the Economics and Economic HistoQ' of the Fourth International Conferences
Oil Japanese Studies. Paris. September 1985. Erich Pauer ed. (Bonn, 1986) 15-27.

23Hayami Akira, Edo no Nomin Seikatsushj (Tokyo: Niholl Hoso Shuppan, 1989) 111-135; Susml
B. Hanley and Kozo Ymnantura, EcoJlomic and Demol:U1pbic Chanze in Preindustrial Japan. 1600-1868
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977) 81-89.
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employment? Who were their guarantors? What was the guarantors' relation

to the workers and to the employers? What was their role? If there were

differences in hiring practices, what were they and what were their basis?

Labor Organization in Business and Industry

The overall organization of labor in larger manufacturing enterprises is

rarely addressed in the literature. In particular, s~holars have largely ignored

the relation between contract and non-contract capitalist labor. I say capitalist

labor because I do not mean nonproductive servile labor such as household

servants, although data regarding household servants is sometimes mixed in

with the business data. Much of the research on labor has focused on

merchant houses, and research on manufacturing has focused only upon labor

in the production process. But some Tokugawa manufacturers had their own

multiple retail shops, provided for their own market transport, and often

profited in diverse areas of business such as banking, dyeing, real estate, and

public transport. This type of large diversified business implies an

organization more complex than a small family business or single

proprietorship which is a common description of Tokugawa business. This

organization and the dichotomy between contract and non-contract, or casual

labor in these larger Tokugawa enterprises requires examination as well.

Labor organization has not been entirely ignored, however. In the

1930s, Japanese scholars of the Otsuka school, who were influenced by

Weberian theory, focused upon "manufactures" and their possible existence

during the Tokugawa period. During t.he postwar years Japanese scholars first

tended to take a pessimistic view of Tokugawa economic history. But the

findings of the modernization school encouraged some scholars to take a

positive view and gave industrial history a legitimacy it had not achieved
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previously.24 Numerous studies have been made of the cotton and silk textile

industries, but less attention has been paid to other industries. Yunoki Manabu

has written many studies of the sake breweries in Itami, Ikeda and Nada,

examining brewery labor for the division of labor specifically in the

production process and the scale of production.25 However, production labor

was only one small part of the overall labor organization for breweries that

included multiple retail shops, handled their own shipping and transport, and

did business on the side in real estate and money lending. Other scholars have

used the same method for other industries as well, such as paper making and

safflower processing.26

A similar effect can be seen in the research of the merchant house. Mito

Tadashi, for example, argues that the merchant house was essentially different

from the family business discussed by Max Weber, but Mito treats the two

organizations as identical after arguing their differences.27 There are, of

course, certain similarities in the household communism Weber described for

the merchant houses of Northern Italy and the business houses of Tokugawa

Japan.28 Nakano Takashi, however, clearly points out the essential differences

in the two organizations and goes on to discuss merchant federations. Perhaps

the main difference is the council of directors that developed in Tokugawa

business houses. This council had the power to remove and disown the head

:!4Mikio Sumiya and Koji Taira eds., An Outline of Javanese Economic History. 16m- 1940
(Tokyo: Universily of Tokyo Press, 1979) 9-15, 130-151.

25Yunoki Manabu, Sake Zukurj no Rekisbj (Tokyo: Oyamakaku Shuppan, 1987) 190-214.

26Kodama Kola ed., Sanl:yOsbj II (Tokyo: Yamakawa Shuppan, 1984).

27MilO Tadashi, Ie no Ronri (Tokyo: Bunshido, 1992).

28Max Weber, Economy and Society, trans. Claus Wittich et aI., ed. Guenther Roth and Claus
Wittich (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of Califomia Press, 1978) 357-359, 376-380.
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of the house, and to adopt a capable successor from outside the house if

necessary.29 Other scholars have chosen to stay with case studies of individual

houses or groups. There are excellent studies by several scholars of the

merchant houses of Omi province, and Yasuoka Shigeaki has written equally

good case studies of Mitsui and Konoike house management.30

More recently a group of scholars led by Hayashi Reiko have been

researching the history of soy sauce brewing. Several scholars in this group

have written excellent studies of soy sauce brewery labor, noting not just the

brewing process ar:d the division of labor, but the skill requirements, the

origins of the workers and the methods the breweries used to keep track of

newcomers)1 Nevertheless, little effort has been made to fit these results into

the larger business or social context, or to find a new interpretation of

Tokugawa society.

In the West, factory organization facilitated mechanization and is often

regarded as the main new labor organization of the Industrial Revolution.

Mechanization, however, was often a result rather than the cause of factory

production. During the Tokugawa period, factory-like production developed

in a primarily wooden technology prior to mechanization. I argue that much

of Tokugawa production qualified as factory production because the

production workers in many enterprises met the definition of factory workers

rather than artisans.

29Nakano Takashi, SbOka pOzokudan no Kenkyii, 2 vols. (Tokyo: Miraisha, 1978·1981) 1:4-10. I
will discuss this house-business organization more fully in chapler two.

300gura Eiichiro, Omj SbOnjn no Kejej (Kyoto: Sanburaito Shuppan, 1988); Watanabe
Morimichi, Omj SbOnjo (Tokyo: Kyoikusha, 1986); Yasuoka Shigeaki, Mitsui Zajbalsushj (Tokyo:
KyOikusha, 1985); Idem, "Kinsei ShOka Hokonin Seido no Nirui Gata: Konoike, Milsui ni Tsuite,"
DOshjsha SbOCakll 39, No.5 (1988).

31Hayashi Reiko ed., ShQyu JQzO~yQsbj no Keokyu (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 1990).
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Although artisans and factory workers have many similarities, and many

factory workers began al\ artisans, there are some basic differences. An artisan

owns his tools; the employer owns the factory worker's tools. Consumers

evaluate the individual skill of the artisan, but the quality of a factory product

depends upon the group, so the factory is evaluated for quality, not the skill of

the individual worker. The artisan possesses all the skills necessary to produce

the product, and these skills were gained only after several years of training,

often through apprenticeship. The workers in a factory, however, cooperate

to produce the product with no single worker possessing the necessary skills

for the entire process. Much of the work may be simple, making on-the-job

training possible because skilled workers work together with the unskilled.

Moreover, an artisan controls the pace of his labor, taking breaks or vacations

when he wishes, whereas the factory management determines the work pace

and rest breaks of factory workers.32

Casual laborers in Tokugawa Japan were usually farmers who used

whatever free time they could spare from their agricultural labor to earn

money in a manufactory. Seasonal workers were common because farmers

used their agricultural off season for factory work. Workers found

employment by the day, several days or a month and were paid accordingly,

usually by the number of days they worked.33 These workers were unskilled

or semi-skilled and did not own the tools of the trade. Instead, they used the

tools provided and followed the instructions of the supervisors who were the

nHarry Bravcrm'lIl. Labor and Monopoly Capila!; !he Dg::rm1mjon of Work in !he Twell!jg!h
Century (New York: Monthly Review Press. 1974) 59-83. 16()-183; Odaka Konosuke. Shokunjn no
Sckaj * KQiQ no Sgknj. (Tokyo: Riburopooto. 1993) 17-22.

:nw. Mark Fruin. Kjkkoman: COIDpany. (lim and Community (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press. 1983) 36-~5.
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experts in the production process. I find that these casual laborers meet the

definition of factory workers.

The combination of casual labor in production and contract-labor used

as production experts and management labor, together with diversified

businesses, leads me to claim that larger Tokugawa enterprises had a

complicated management hierarchy that met the definition of managerial

capitalism. Alfred Chandler's theory of managerial capitalism is based on the

twentieth century emergence of big business and the bureaucratic

management structure it uses. In managerial capitalism, basic decisions

concerning the production and distribution of goods and services are made by

teams of salaried managers with little or no equity ownership in the businesses

they manage. Chandler contrasts this business organization with smaller

businesses, often family businesses or single proprietorships, in which the

owners manage the business and make all the important decisions. He

theorizes that salaried managers and a managerial hierarchy became necessary

only with developments accompanying the advent of big business. 34

Managerial capitalist labor organization arose in the United States and

Europe as the direct result of at least two developments in business expansion.

One such development was the expansion of a shop into a chain store.

Managers were required for each shop in the chain, and the central, or home

office needed a hierarchy to coordinate the multiple stores in the chain.

Another development was the forward or backward integration of various

parts of the production process from raw materials to sale of finished product.

A manufacturer integrated back to ensure a continuous supply of the raw

34Alfrcd Ch:Uldlcr Jr., "Thc Emcrgcncc of Mallag~rialCapil~llism," Bm:jncss Hjslory Revjew, (1984)
473-475.
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materials needed for production, and integrated forward to control advertising

and sales. sometimes investing in franchise shops specializing in his product.

He then needed managers to oversee the supply of raw materials, advertising,

and sales as well as manufacture. Chandler assumes these developments

belong to the period after the· second Industrial Revolution, or the

development of mass transport, mass communications, and mass production

by mechanized assembly-line.35

Tokugawa businesses also expanded by establishing branches that

eventually formed chains similar to franchise chains. Larger manufacturers.

such as sake and soy sauce breweries owned some of the land that supplied

their raw materials. brewed or manufactured their products, tmnsported them

to distant markets and established retail shops to sell their products and the

products of other manufacturers. Unlike Chandler's theory, this kind of

backward and forward integration developed in Japan without the

technological advances of the first and second Industrial Revolutions.

Labor, Labor Contracts, and Society

The topic of labor-management relations, or simply employee-employer

relations if one ignores the larger enterprises, includes a number of questions

for which there is little or'no research in either English or Japanese. What was

the legal basis for the labor contract and the contract relationship? What

actually happened when problems occurred? Was there a difference between

the contract agreement and reality in this respect? What was the nature of the

relationship?

35Chandl~r. "Tht: Emergence of M:Ulagerial Capitalism," 479-492.
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Merchant ideology provides some insight in answer to these questions.

and Gary Leupp has used contemporary literature by Ihara Saikaku and

Chikamatsu Monzaemon for another approach to understanding the labor

management relationship,36 But ideology only presents the ideal as the

employer and society envisioned the relationship ought to be, and popular

literature similarly caters to the popular perception of the relationship.

Moreover, Leupp frequently cites the work of Ihara Saikaku for his graphic

images of urban life, but Saikaku died before written contracts were required.

Even official legal records of praise or punishment used by Leupp reveal only

the extremes deemed worthy of public recognition,37 What about the

common, normal reality? And what hidden assumptions were behind the

actions taken in contrast to the stated ideology?

One way to approach these questions of labor-management relations is

analysis of contract text. I also examine miscellaneous documents that include

letters of apology, thanks, debt, business reports, and requests for rehire from

worker to employer. These documents are invaluable windows to the realities

of labor-management relations. Labor contracts during the Tokugawa period

took the form of letters of guarantee. The contract was a letter from the

employee and his guarantors to the employer guaranteeing that the employee

would serve the employer according to the terms of the contract.

36Gary Leupp. ServanlS. Sho[lhBnds Bnd Laborers in the Ciljes of Toku~mwa JB[lBn (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press. 1993). See also Tclsuo N'Uita. Visions of VirtllC in TO!sUgBwB ,1npan: Ih,;
Kailoklldo Merchant Academy of Osaka (Chicago: Chicago lJniversily Press. 1987) for a siudy of
merchanl ideology; ,lIld Tessa Morris-Suzuki, A Hjslory of Ja[lallcs,; Ecollomic ThoUllhl. (London lUUJ New
York: Roulledge. 1981J) for a discussion of Ihe economic theories debaled in Japan during Ihe Tokugawa
period and laler.

37Leupp. "Mm;ter-Servanl Rdalions," S,;rvjIIJ!s. Sho12hands and Laborcrs, 65-105.
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During much of the seventeenth century, contracts were verbal

agreements between the employee, his parent, the guarantor(s) and the

employer. Employers frequently paid wages in advance and apprentices often

worked an extra year to repay the cost of their upkeep during their training.

This verbal agreement was effective when all parties to the contract were

related or well known to each other. During the rapid urbanization of the

seventeenth century, however, these contracts increasingly became

agreements between strangers and therefore difficult to enforce. Numerous

scams designed to cheat the employer out of the labor he paid for caused the

government to take action by enacting various laws aimed at controlling such

practices. One such law enacted in 1698 required written rather than verbal

contracts,38 This legal background defined labor contracts as a means to

protect the employer from possible illegal action and loss caused by the

employee. This definition, in turn affected the structure of labor contracts.

The written contracts of the Tokugawa period shared a common

structure. Each had three basic sections of text, followed by other contract

formalities. The first section usually identified the employee and set the basic

terms of the contract. The second section guaranteed that the employee was

an honest, Buddhist person who would obey government laws and house

regulations. The third section explained the prohibitions and penalties applied

to delinquent employees. The employee, as well as a combination of people in

both kin and non-kin relations to the employee, dated, signed and witnessed

the contract at the end of the text. Finally the contract was addressed to the

head of the business or the person ultimately responsible as employer.

Sometimes the employer later added postscripts noting changes in the

381shii Ryfisukc. Shill Edo Jjdaj MaobjlslI (Tokyo: Asahi Shinhull. 11)88) 1)5.
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witnessing guarantors, their addresses. the employee's name, or other pertinent

information.

The contract format I have outlined above was a product of both the legal

history of contract labor in seventeenth century Japan and the assumptions of

Tokugawa society regarding the contract relationship. At the same time, there

were variations in the contracts specific to each business. These variations

sometimes reveal the prejudicial attitudes of the employer. The contracts of

the Noguchi dyeing business in Kyoto, for example, guaranteed that the

employee was neither a masterless warrior nor the child of one. Other

variations reveal efforts to prevent problems that occurred in the history of a

particular business or industry. Thus the contracts of the Konishi sake

brewery include prohibitions against gambling.

Although the text could vary greatly from house to house, the contracts

within each house followed consistent formats. The phrasing sometimes

differed in minor points, such as the degree of formality or the choice of

vocabulary. Nevertheless, the contracts of a house were nearly identical in

essence, which greatly facilitated the deciphering process. Some collections

included sample contracts that served as models for the others. The variations

presented here, therefore, do not represent individual variations, but variations

between houses.

Data and Methodology

For data, I have collected more than three hundred contracts and more

than one hundred other miscellaneous documents from twenty-three

Tokugawa businesses in central Japan. Comparison and analysis of the

contract texts gives a picture of the legal contract relationship that may be

somewhat different from some previous assumptions. Statistical analysis
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provides evidence for the scope of the contract labor market, hiring practices.

guarantors and the effect the guarantor requirement may have had on

employment prospects.

Kyoto, the smallest of the three great cities of the Tokugawa period, has

not attracted much attention from scholars engaged in economic research.

Instead, scholars have understandably focused on Edo, the huge political

center with a population of over one million, and Osaka, the economic center

of Western Japan with major port facilities. Kyoto was undeniably a cultural

center, home of the imperial court, numerous temples and shrines, and equally

numerous scholars, doctors, and artists of various professions. Nevertheless.

Kyoto was an industrial center as well. Silk textiles from the Nishijin weavers

were a prized luxury item. Kyoto also boasted local sake and soy sauce

brewers' organizations and a pottery industry. And Kyoto was the nearest

major city for many people migrating from northwestern Japan in search of

work.

I chose Kyoto as the urban center for this research partly because it was

not as economically important as Osaka or Edo, and partly because I

perceived a hole in existing research which has tended to focus upon Osaka

and Edo. Because of the nature of Edo and Osaka, the migration of people

from many distant parts of Japan in search of work to these cities is not

surprising. If I can show the labor sources for Kyoto and other towns and

villages in central Japan, however, it will reveal a broader picture of the

employment opportunities and labor migration in general. Nevertheless, this

data and analysis is limited to central Japan. The demographic, agricultural.

and industrial development of northeastern Japan and southwestern Japan

were different, so I cannot make any claims for those regions at this time.
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I am using 327 contracts collected from twenty house collections as the

basis for the contract analysis. The contracts span 159 years from 1714 to

1873. In addition, I have a registry of 52 laborers from the temple town

Tondabayashi recorded in 1672. The entries in this registry gi ve no

information as to guarantors, witnessing patterns, or the sex of the workers so

I cannot use the data for all my analyses. However, the demographic data

given in the registry provides a useful seventeenth century comparison to the

later contract data.

Nineteenth-century contracts outnumber eighteenth-century contracts by

a ratio of about two to one in my collection. This imbalance is the result of

numerous factors beginning with differences in document age and does not

reflect any differences in the scope of business between the two centuries.

Older documents, of course, have had longer exposure to the elements and the

possibilities of natural damage from worms, mold, mildew, or other

disasters,39 Fire demolished much of Kyoto in 1788, which may explain the

relatively small number of Kyoto contracts predating the fire.4o Table 1.1

shows a decade by decade breakdown of the contracts. I have only a few

contracts from the earliest decades, so I have grouped them together for a

more balanced comparison. The first eleven contracts are dated 1714, 1717,

1723, 1726, 1729, 1730, 1732 (two contracts), 1733, 1738, and 1739. I only

have two contracts from the decade 1870~1879, so I have grouped them with

39Archivists in Fukui. Gifu. and Mie prl:l'ectures tdl how old documents were melted down to
provide the raw materials to make new paper when there were resource shorlages. or were lIsed to cover
doors. line S:lke and soy sauce harrds. make string. or even as toilet paper in times of paper shortages. I
have seen some documents that had their reverse side used as scrap paper for childrcn to practicc Icssons
on.

40Rekishigaku Kenkyiikai cd.• Shjnpw! Njhonshj NenpyO (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten. 1991) 199.
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the contracts from the previous decade. These two contracts are dated 1870

and 1873.41

t B D dT hIli D' 'b' OfTh Ca e . Ism unon e ontrac s iY 'eca e.

decades contracts decades contracts

1710-1739 11 1800-1809 29

1740-1749 26 1810-1819 22

1750-1759 19 1820-1829 29

1760-1769 8 1830-1839 53

1770-1779 8 1840-1849 20

1780-1789 20 1850-1859 28

1790-1799 17 1860-1879 37

subtotal 109 subtotal 218

av\!o oer decade 15.6 av\!o oer decade 31.1

As table 1.1 shows, some decades have m0re contracts than others. This

distribution is partly the result of the business histories of the houses

supplying the data contracts and partly due to data lost by fire or othei

disaster. The Sugiyama house, for example, expanded its brewery production

41Dates during the Tokugawa period followed a lunar calendar with adjustments of leap months. I
have used chronological tables to translate the years into the Western calendar. but I have left months and
days in the original as their precise translation would not add to this dissertation.
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and labor force during the years 1741-58.42 Thirty-two of the contracts from

these years belong to the Sugiyama collection. Similarly, the Endo house

expanded its labor force during the years 1829-41. Fifty of the contracts from

these years belong to the Endo house. The Konishi house also expanded its

business during this decade and opened a second Edo shop in 1832.43 Nine

contracts from the decade 1830-39 belong to the Konishi house of which six

represent clerks sent to Edo.

Geographically, I have 204 contracts from Kyoto and 123 contracts from

rural towns and villages in central Japan. Only thirty-two of the Kyoto

contracts were written during the eighteenth century as compared to seventy

seven from other areas. On the other hand, 172 Kyoto contracts were written

during the nineteenth century as compared to forty-six contracts from other

areas. With this kind of distribution, employment patterns and practices that

seem to change over time could be a reflection of geographical differences.

Nevertheless, there are contracts from each geographical category spread

throughout the sample period, so both temporal and geographical analyses are

viable.

42BlInkazai Kcnzfihlllsu Hozon Gi.iulsll Kyokai cd .• KyO SUl,:iymnakc Wlaku Sbfrrj HQkoku~ho
(Tondabayasbi. Osaka: T(}ndahaY;L~biCily. 1987) 12-13.

43YlInoki Manahu. "Kinsei lIami Sbuzogyo nl' Tcnkai 10 Konisbike." Cbjjkj Kcnkyfr Itmnj 18
(1989) 18.
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This map shows the provinces of Central Japan and the cities and villages that are the
sources for the data set.
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The 123 contracts from outside of Kyoto are taken from six rural based

businesses. Two of these businesses were based in castle towns, one in a

temple town and three in smaller villages. Two of the villages were within a

day's walk from Kyoto to the west in Tamba province and the third was in an

isolated part of Echizen province. Because the Tamba villages were so close

to Kyoto, their hiring practices may have been influenced by those of Kyoto.

I have eighty-one contracts from rural towns and forty-two contracts from

villages, of which twenty-six came from villages in Tamba. The contracts

from each of these areas, with the exception of the temple town Tondabayashi,

span both centuries. Therefore the data should reveal geographical

differences and changes over time (see figure 1).

Although these businesses were based iil rural towns and villages, four of

the six businesses were selling their products in the big cities of Edo, Osaka

and Kyoto. At least one employee from Tatsuno in Harima province was sent

to work in Kyoto and many of the employees hired in Itami in Settsu province

were sent to Edo or Osaka. With the size and scope of these businesses, there

might not be any differences between urban and rural practices.

Differences in industry or type of business could also result in differing

hiring practices. I have divided the contracts according to the industry or type

of business of the employer as follows: 1) sake and soy sauce brewers, 2)

textiles, 3) dye and safflower products, 4) other craft manufacture such as

lacquerware, and 5) other employment. I have made a distinction between the

dye and safflower industry and the textile industry. Although safflower was

used to produce textile dyes, it was also used to dye paper and make red ink,

cosmetics and food coloring. The two industries, while related, used different

materials supplied from different regions and should be considered separately.
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Furthermore, separation allows examination of both similarities and

differences in their hiring practices.

The category "other craft manufacture" includes paper, lacquer ware,

incense, and measuring cup manufacture. The paper manufacturer was

located in Echizen. Sixteen of the twenty-four contracts in this category are

from the Echizen paper business. I have used the category "other

employment" as a catchall for all other contracts which include fourteen wet

nurse contracts and contracts from an oil shop, a fish broker, an import shop

and a shop in Tamba called a malt or yeast shop.oW

I use these categories carefully. With ninety-four textile contracts,

eighty-one brewer contracts, fifty-nine dye and safflower contracts, thirty

seven other general contracts, thirty-two carpenter contracts, and twenty-four

craft manufacture contracts, the categories are not balanced. Furthermore, all

the brewer contracts are from rural towns and all the textile and dye and

safflower contracts are from Kyoto. A further complication is that all textile

contracts except one are from the nineteenth century. On the other hand, there

is enough overlap that industrial differences should be easy to distinguish

from geographical differences, because there are other industries besides

.brewing in the rural areas, and other industries besides textiles in nineteenth

century Kyoto.

The sample of 327 contracts includes one hundred women, of which

fourteen were wet-nurses or nannies Cuba), and 227 men. These men and

women were of varying ages from 11-50, came from various places and

classes, and both genders worked for both rural and Kyoto businesses.

44Thc shop n:une W:t'\ Kojiy". Obllllsha's COlDprehensive ,1anancs..;-Em:1jsh Dictionary (Tokyo:
Obunsha. 1(95) 534. transl:lles kiiji as both malt and yeast. and it is an essential ingredient to brewing
sake.
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In this dissertation I explore industrial and commercial labor as a social

as well as an economic structure. And I ask what implications this structure

has for understanding Tokugawa society. I use three lines of analysis to reach

my conclusions.

In chapter two I examine the economic structures in society as revealed

in the organization of labor in commercial and manufacturing enterprises. By

exploring the structures of the businesses and industries in my data, I show the

economic continuum of Tokugawa society with various types of capitalist and

industrial organization coexisting.

In chapter three I analyse the demographic aspects of contract labor. I

consider the workers, their guarantors, and how workers found employment.

Through this analysis I show the scope of employment opportunities available

in central Japan, and hiring and migration patterns. The results of this analysis

reveals a dynamic society of great social and geographic mobility and signs of

a growing labor shortage and population stagnation.

In chapter four I consider labor-management relations. My analysis

shows the consequences of a labor shortage in a society with expanding labor

opportunities and how these circumstances shaped the social and legal

relations of society.

In the concluding chapter I consider the implications of my findings for

interpretations of Tokugawa society and later economic and social

development. I further consider western theories of labor, capitalism and

industrialization. I argue that industrialization should not be defined by

technological change and that the structures of capitalism do not necessarily

develop in consecutive, predetermined stages.
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Chapter 2: The Organization of Labor and Industry

In this chapter I examine the organization of labor in Tokugawa

commercial and manufacturing enterprises and the economic forms of their

respective industries. I find that Tokugawa industries formed a continuum of

capitalistic forms from classic protoindustry to the diversified managerial

capitalism of modern big business.

Tokugawa enterprises employed a combination of contract and non

contract labor which matched their needs for skilled and semi-skilled or

unskilled labor. These needs were determined in part by the production

process, the organization of production labor, and the size of the business.

Again, the combination of contract and non-contract labor formed a

continuum ,ranging from relying entirely upon contract labor to relying

almost entirely upon non-contract labor for production.

Several scholars have detailed the structure of the Tokugawa merchant

house, which was loosely based upon the stem-family. A stem-family consists

of two or more generations under a house-head. The key factor that

distinguishes the stem-family from other family structures is inheritence. All

of the capital and responsibilities of the family are passed to one person,

usually the eldest son of the house-head. Frequently younger siblings of the

successor may be rotated out of the family by adoption, fostering, or - if the

family has sufficient capital - by encouraging these collateral members to

establish independent branches.

In the Japanese form of the stem-family during the Tokugawa period,

distant-kin and non-kin were sometimes adopted to become the successor

when the house-head had no children or no sons. Some were adopted as

husbands to daughters of the house-head. House servants, however, were not
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generally eligible for inheritance. although they may have been family

members in every other sense.

The merchant or business house represents an adaptation of this structure

to corporate needs. Therefore, I will begin with a description and discussion

of the merchant house and its variations for smaller and larger enterprises and

artisan houses. This organization formed a framework that was highly visible

because it was based upon the stem-family and easily adaptable to the needs of

manufacturing.

Next I will analyse the industrial and labor structure of four industries in

the data set: textiles, paper, safflower prDducts and dyes, and brewing. I chose

these industries because the data from these industries shows the full range of

economic and labor organizations on the two continua I described above. The

other enterprises in the data fall within the continua thus described.

Finally, I consider the implications my findings have for understanding

Tokugawa society at large.

Merchant House Organization

The standard labor hierarchy for a merchant house was to begin as an

apprentice (detchi) at around age thirteen and graduate to become a tedai

clerk at about age eighteen. A worker perfonned various tasks as a clerk until

he became the leader of the shop labor at around age thirty as the bant6. At

that time he was eligible to live independently and could either commute to

work at the main shop or set up a semi-independent branch business (bekke).

He usually married at this time, was provided his accumulated wages and

loaned the capital necessary to set up a branch, if that was his choice. If he
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became the director of a branch establishment (shihainin) he also became

eligible to join the co~ncil of advisors to the house head.45

The council that advised the house head was called by various names in

different houses: rabun (the elders), shihaillinchii (the directors), and honke

shihainin toshiyori (the directors and elders of the main house) are some of

the terms found in the data. The council was typically formed to set policy.

No single member had sole, autocratic jurisdiction over anyone store, or the

right to set up a new branch, not even the head of the house.46

When the Endo house hired a drifter, Shohachi, in 1823, he wrote a

letter of thanks instead of the standard letter of guarantee. His letter was

addressed to Hiranoya Chlibei and Zenbei, both of whom appear together and

separately as the addressees for many other Endo apologies and letters,

together with a third director Mohei and the head of the house Endo

Yasaburo.47 I presume that they formed the advisory council of directors of

the Endo house at that time.

When Magoshichi of the Hakutsuru breweries was fired for illegal

actions, the document was signed by the house head Jihei, his wife Yusa, and

seven other people I presume to have been the Hakutsuru council of directors

and elders. Three of the people thus listed - Risuke, Shobei, and Heizo -

45 Nakano Takashi. SbOka Pfizoklldm) no Kcnkyii (Tokyo: Mirnisha. 1978) 1:5-6. 106-193; Murai
Masuo. "Toshi Sdkatsu no Han'ei." SeikjJlsushi. vol. 2. ed. Kimura Isono (Tokyo: Yamakawa Shuppan.
1981) 248-250.

46 Nakrulo Takashi. Sbfika P6zoklldan O() Kenk>,ji, 1:6.

47Shohachi. [to Hiranoya Chiibci. Zenbdl "lssatsu no Koto," Contmct. 10/1823. Entlo collection
No. 693, Kyoto City Library of lIistorical Documents, Kyoto. Sec also Jinbci et al .• [to Mohei, Chiibci.
and Zcnbei) "Issatsu no Koto." Leiter of apology. 10/5/1822. Endo collection No. 695; lchibci et aI .• [to
Chiibci and Zenbei] "1sS<ltsu no Koto." Leiter of apology. 4/1824. Endo collection No. 662; ;U1d Scibci el
al .• fto Hir;U1oya Yasabuw and Shihainin Zcnbci] "lssatsu no KolO." Leiter of apology ;U1d debt. 4/1838.
Endo collection No. 6S7. In document 687 notice that Zcnbci is identilied as a slliJwillil/ director.
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were instrumental in having Magoshichi forgiven and rehired half a year

later.48

The wife of the house head was an important member of the

management hierarchy. She was in charge of training the younger apprentices

and, as Yusa of the Hakutsuru house showed, was a member of the council of

elders. Perhaps these responsibilities explain the importance of wet-nurses

and nannies as contract-employees, as they relieved the domestic burden of

the house mistress. The mistress was also responsible for the basic amenities

of food, clothing, and sleeping quarters for the house labor force. The

household servants under her thus performed an essential service for the house

business.

Under normal circumstances the head of a house would either remain

until death or retire voluntarily. However, the council could force the head to

retire, or even disown him if the council decided he was acting irresponsibly

and was harming the house through his inability. This happened to the Mitsui

house federation in 1747.

The Mitsui house council made Mitsui Takami, who became head of

the Mitsui house federation in 1741, step down for incompetence in 1747 in

favor of his younger brother Takaya. Not only did Takami step down from

his position as head of the federation, but he was officially disowned by the

house. The final document of the separation, a ridatsu todoke, was submitted

in 1756 when Takami accepted 1,200 kanme of silver as compensation for

being disowned.49

48Hakutsuru ed.• Hakutsuru KQIDQnjQ Shiryoshii (Kobe: Hakutsuru Shuzo Kabushiki Gaisha. 1978)
365-368.

49Kagawa Takayuki. "Kinsei Sh6nin nQ D6zQku SQshiki." Shakaiteki ShQshlidan. VQI. 6 QfNihon
nQ Shakaishi. ed. AsaQ NaQhirQ et.al. (TQkYQ: Iwanami ShQlen. 1988) 173-180.
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The house head was the main representati ve of the house, a leader of the

council, and ultimately responsible for the members of the house and their

actions. Who was eligible to become the house head? In many cases the eldest

or most capable son of the former house head became the new house head.

But this was not an automatic choice as shown above. One of the

characteristics of the Tokugawa business house was that little distinction was

made between close-kin, distant-kin, and non-kin members. If the son of the

house head was incapable or unreliable, then someone else was adopted in his

place. At such times, or if the house head had no obvious successor, a capable

and reliable employee was chosen from among the tedai and adopted to

become the successor to the headship.50

For example, Sugiyarna Zenzaemon, the head of the Sugiyama house

who developed the fortune of the house and improved its sake production, was

the adopted son of the former head Shirozaemon.51 Similarly, Fukui Soemon

adopted Hisakawa Kanshichiro to become his successor in 1819.52

Kanshichiro became the head of the Fukui house and took the name Fukui

Sakuzaemon in 1821 after Soemon retired.53

Women were also eligible for the headship. The Kimura house

documents addressed to Sasaya O-Sai in 1807 and to Izutsuya O-Ume in 1793

suggest two women who acted either as house head or interim director of a

50Nakano, ShOka Dozoklld:Ul no Kc:nkyii, 1:6.

51 Bunkaz:li KellzoblltslI Hown Gijutsu Kyokai cd., KyO SlIgiyamakc -'Otak\; ShOri Kiiji
HokokllSho, 12-13.

52 "Yaku Sadamc 110 KOHl," Official document, 1819, puklli collcction No. 0255. Kyoto City
Library uf llislorical Docllmt:nts. Kyoto.

53Kanshichiro took the mum: pukui Sakuzaemon and was givcn carc of the house documents when
he was recognized as the slIccessor in the tenth month of 1821, "Issatsu no Koto." 10/1821, Pukui
collection Nos.1483, 0859, Kyoto Library of Historical Doclllllcnts. Kyoto.
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branch and member of the council.54 The two shops, Sasaya and Izutsuya

were two branches of the Kimura house.

Studies of merchant house organization and labor have given various

ages for the start of a contract. Charles Sheldon and Ishii Ryosuke give the

ages 8-10 as typical for new apprentices. 55 The Omi merchant houses,

however, typically hired apprentices at about ages 12-13.56 Yasuoka Shigeaki

has found the same to be true for the Shimomura, Konoike and Mitsui houses.

He notes, however, that older youths were also taken on as apprentices. and

sometimes the houses hired adults who had already been trained, although this

was rare.57

Of course, some contract-workers were not hired as apprentices requiring

training for management or other skilled labor positions. Fourteen of the

women in the data sample were wet-nurses or nannies (uba). Some others

were undoubtedly household servants such as maids or cooks, and yet others

were skilled workers who had obtained training elsewhere. The wet-nurse

contracts are easy to recognise because they are identified as wet-nurse

contracts in their titles. Other contracts are less obvious as I will discuss later.

Only ninety-three of the 327 contracts I collected give the age of the

employee in the contract. These ninety-three workers appear to be a random

S4Tsuya el al." [10 Sasaya O-Sai] "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto," Contract. 5/1807. Kimura collection
No. B27. Kyoto City Library of Historical Documents. Kyoto: Shobei et al.. [to Izutsuya O-Vme dono)
"Issatsu." Leiter of apology, 2/1793, Kimura collection No. B9.

SSSheldon, The Rjse of the McrchaO! Class, 52: Ishii Ryosuke• .:ih.ililin. (Tokyo: Akaishi Shoten.
1991) 65.

56Watanabe Morimichi, amj SbOnjn (Tokyo: Kyoikush:1. 1986) 188: Ogura Eiichiro. ami SMnjn
no Kcicj (Kyoto: Sanhumito Shuppan. 1988) 106.

57Yasuoka Shigeaki. "Kinsei Shoka H6konin Sddo no Niruigata: Konoike. Mitsui ni tsuite."
D6shjsba Sb(l~aku :w No.5. (1988) 2-4; Idem. "Mitsui Ryog:lctcn ni okcnl lIokonin no KinzokuJijo."
Sbakaj Ka~aku 42 (19IN) 7.
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sample. Their contracts came from fourteen of the twenty-one houses

supplying data for this analysis, and only 33.1 % of the contracts from these

fourteen houses give the age of the worker. I found no geographical nor

gender correlation to explain why these contracts give the ages of the workers

and the others do not.

This sample consists of seventy-one men and twenty-two women. Forty

three of these employees were in their teens, but the average age for both men

and women was twenty. I have analyzed these contracts for sex, employer

house and industry, employment period, and changes over time. The results

show certain patterns useful to understanding Tokugawa labor.

Table 2.1 Comparison of Age and Sex

male male % female female% totals

11-14 16 22.5% 2 9.1% 19.4%

15-19 20 28.2% 5 22.7% 26.9%

20-24 17 23.9% 11 50% 30.1%

25-29 9 12.7% 2 9.1% 11.8%

30+ 9 12.7% 2 9.1% 11.8%

N 71 100% 22 100% 93

The sex and age distribution is shown in table 2.1. The largest age

cohorts were 15-19 for men and 20-24 for women. The age range for the

twenty-two female employees was 12-41. Two girls were twelve years old,
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two women were over thirty, and the remainder were ages 15-26. The age

distribution for women probably shows the influence of wet-nurses who were

in their early twenties, but men cannot be explained so easily. The most

common age-at-contract for men was seventeen.

Table 2.2 Al!e-at-Hire for Kvoto and Rural-based Businesses

Kyotoa Matsuya otherb Su~iyama

11-14 5 12

15-19 10 1 16 3

20-24 14 6 3 5

25-29 3 8

30+ 1 10

totals 29 10 31 26

a These figures do not include the Matsuya data.

b These figures do not include the Sugiyama data.

A close examination of the collections supplying these contracts reveals

that all but one contract for older workers came from the Matsuya and

Sugiyama collections. The ten men working for Matsuya were 19-29 years

old, the nineteen men working for the Sugiyama house were 16-50 years old,

and the seven women working for the Sugiyama house were 18-41 years old.

When I remove the Sugiyama and Matsuya contracts from consideration, the

remaining fifty-four contracts that give the age-at-hire of the worker
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represent, with one exception, workers under the age of twenty-two

throughout the period. The remaining rural based businesses tended to hire

teenagers ages 11-19, while Kyoto employers tended to hire young adults ages

17-22 (see table 2.2).

Although there are some later contracts in the collection, most of these

Sugiyama contracts were written 1744-1767. Similarly, most of these

Matsuya contracts were written 1863-1873. Therefore, changes over time in

the age of the worker when hired are not apparent in the 150 year period

covered by the data even if they existed. I found no other apparent industry or

house related differences.

Age also correlated with contract period as shown in table 2.3. The

merchant house hierarchy and the need for a period of apprenticeship to train

skilled workers suggests that the longer contracts and many of the open-ended

contracts were for apprentices. The shorter contracts could have been for

either household servants or workers who already had completed their

training elsewhere. Seventeen was both the most common age-at-hire for

men and the pivot age for contract length. The seventeen-year-olds

represented in the contracts were hired for every period length from one year

to twelve years and indefinite periods. Workers younger than seventeen

tended to have longer contracts, and workers older than seventeen tended to

have shorter contracts. Contracts for workers twenty-three years old and

older came almost exclusively from the Sugiyama and Matsuya collections as

explained above. I chose the age cohorts in table 2.3 to reflect these

circumstances.
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Table 2.3 Age and Contract Period

11-16 17 18-22 23+

6mos 1 8 13

1 yr 2 10 16

1.5-5 1 2 2 1

6-9 2 2 2

10-12 12 4 1

indef. 10 3 1

totals 26 11 23 31

How does the data from these eighteenth and nineteenth century

contracts compare with seventeenth century data? The Sugiyama collection

includes a Tondabayshi town registry dated 1672. It records fifty-two

townspeople who were working outside of town that year in cities, towns and

other villages. The fifty-two entries follow two formats: artisan apprentices

called deshi and hakonin who were some sort of contract-workers. A

comparison of these workers recorded from the seventeenth century and the

ninety-three contracts I have for workers with known ages from the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries shows some differences.

In table 2.4 I have put the age-at-hire across the top and the categories .

labor-type and contract-length along the side. The registry recorded the age

of the worker in 1672. If the worker was an apprentice, the entry recorded

how many years earlier his apprenticeship began. If the worker was a contract

l~borer, the entry gave the length of the contract and how many years had

been completed. Of course, these workers probably did not have written
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contracts, since 1672 predates the legal requirement for written contracts.

However, they apparently had some verbal agreement as to length of hire. I

hesitate to translate the term hokonin as servant because many of the older

workers were probably agficulturallaborers and there is no way of knowing

precisely what work they did, so I call them simply labor. The contract

length, of course, applies only to hokonin, not artisan apprentices~

Table 2.4 Tondabayashi Migrant Workers in 1672 by Age-at-Hire.

0-10 11-14 15-19 20-24 25+ totals

labor type

appren 4 8 4 16

labor 5 8 13 6 4 36

contract

hmgth

1-4yrs 2 3 4 4 13

5+yrs 5 6 10 2 23

N 9 16 17 6 4 52

When I compare table 2.4 to the analysis of the ninety-three laborers

above, the 1672 workers were younger when hired than those of the later

centuries. I have no contracts for any workers under the age of eleven, but I

have many contracts for workers over the age of twenty-five both in

Tondabayashi and Kyoto. The 1672 workers were similar to later workers in
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contract for less than one year suggesting contract length may have been

another change.

In summary, these analyses suggest several tentative conclusions.

There seems to have been a change in employment practices from the

seventeenth century to the eighteenth century, some time between the 1672

registry and 1726, the date of the earliest contract in the data sample to give

the worker's age. No such change is apparent in the contract data spanning the

years 1726-1873. On the other hand, these differences may simply be one of

sources.· The contracts from the Sugiyama house of the same town as the

registry are also different from the larger data sample.

The longer contracts tended to be more prevalent in the younger 11-16

age cohort suggesting that employers preferred to train younger apprentices.

However, older men and women were not excluded from the longer contracts

and the possibility of apprenticeship and training. One possible explanation

for the older ages of Matsuya and Sugiyama house workers with shorter

contracts my have been a need to hire skilled workers. I address this

possibility in the next section.

The largest age cohort for women, 15-24, reflects both the inclusion of

ten wet-nurses in the sample and the practice of using employment for

premarital training. Wet-nurses were probably necessary in business houses

to relieve the responsibilities of the wife of the house head. Employment as a

maid, or artisan training in the textile or paper industries which used female

labor, was probably a valuable marriage asset for a young woman whether she

became the mistress of a business house or used her skills for agricultural by

employment.
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The organization of the merchant house loosely resembles the stem

family. The house head and mistress were the father and mother of the

family. The retired head was the grandfather. The reda; were the adult

children regardless of their kin relation to the head, or its lack. The

apprentices were the children of the house and many houses referred to their

apprentices as children or kodomo. 58 However, employed members of the

house worked for a wage they would eventually receive after completing their

basic terms as tedai and they shared neither ownership nor liability with the

house head.

The close relation between the merchant house and the stem-family,

however, ensured that this framework was widely available and easily

adaptable to business needs. Furthermore, strategies developed to ensure the

survival of a house business could be adopted for the survival of a stem

family. One example of this was the use of adoption to secure an heir when no

direct line heir was available or willing to take on the responsibility.

Labor Ol'ganization in Industry

Textiles

The'cotton and silk textile industries of the Tokugawa period are well

known as protoindustries. They have probably received the most attention in

the research literature, so I will only give a brief description of these

industries to show the roles the houses in this data played in them.

The cotton textile industry of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries was dominated by urban manufacturers and merchants. Cotton

58Murai Masun. "Toshi Scikalsu no Han'ci." Scjkalsllshi vol. 2. cd. Kimura Isnno (Tokyo:
Y:unakawa Shupp'lll. 11)81) 251.
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grown in the provinces was sold to urban manufacturers who carded, spun,

wove, and dyed the cotton in preparation for sale. During the eighteenth

century, these processing techniques gradually spread to the provinces where

cotton was grown, and cotton textile production developed as a village

centered industry by the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Cotton

ginning, spinning, weaving and dyeing became a common form of cottage

industry, and an open flexible marketing system replaced the former

domination of urban merchants. The finished textiles were then sold to urban

wholesaler merchants.59

The cotton textile industry of Ise, for example. was a village based

cottage industry. The village girls spun the thread and the women wove the

cloth as a household cottage industry. Older girls apprenticed to older women

skilled in weaving as part of their pre-marital training so that one woman

might supervise ten girls in her household as servant-apprentices. The men

cooperated in factory style production to dye thread and cloth as necessary to

produce the designs in the cloth woven by the women. Mitsui and other

merchant houses based in Ise province provided the capital for this industry,

and sold the cloth produced by the villagers of the region in their various

retail branches established in Kyoto, Edo, and provincial towns in other parts

of the country.60 The Endo house in this data sample also acted as a textile

wholesale merchant of this kind, but the house had no apparent exclusive

59Willirun B. Hauser. Economjc Jns!iluljonal Change in '[okugawa Japan: Osaka and !he Kinaj
Colton Trade (Camhridge: Cambridge University Press. 1974) 136.

60Mieken KyOiku linkai cd.• "Micken no Shoshoku," unpublished invesligalion of lradilional
arlisans ;U1d induslries hy Mie prefeclurc (1981)) 140-145; Yasuoka Shigeaki. Mjlsuj Zajhalsu-shj (Tokyo:
Kyoikusha. 11)85) lot-Hi, 22-30.
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wholesale merchant of this kind, but the house had no apparent exclusive

provincial connection like those of the Ise merchants.6I They sold silk as well

as cotton textiles and court nobles and various daimyo were part of their

clientele for tailored products.62

The contracts for the Endo house include twenty-eight long-term

contracts for men. Postscripts on many of these contracts record when the

apprentice took a new name as a tedai. Fifty women were hired on open

ended contracts, twenty-nine of whom were hired over the ten year period

1828-1838 (see table 2.5). Although these women could have been maids, the

nature of the Endo house clientele suggests that they may have been

seamstresses. This assumption is also consistent with the findings for the

Kimura house which trained and employed women weavers.

The Kimura house participated in the silk textile industry of the

Nishijin neighborhood in Kyoto. They supplied silk thread to independent

weavers and bought their cloth as wholesaler merchant brokers called

nakagai. In numerous contracts the Kimura house supplied silk thread to

weavers and paid them a weaving fee for the finished cloth.63 The house also

hired wage weavers as shown in an apology from a wage weaver named Uhei

detailed below.

61The house had business connections with villagers in Izumi province as shown by an agreement
regarding rapeseed cultivation. Zenzaemon, [to Kyoto Yasaku dono) "Azukari Natane no Koto." 1211847,
Endo collection No. 584.

62Shimonaka Kunihiko ed., Nakagyoku, vol. 9 of Shiryo Kyoto no Rekishi (Kyoto: Kyoto City,
1985) 96-97.

63This system is described in Kuromatsu Iwao ed., Nishijjn Hatagyo no Kenkyii (Kyoto: Mineruva
Shobo, 1965) 10-15. The Kimura collection contains many contract agreements of this form. One
example is Kitsuya Rihachi et aI., [to Isasaya Uhei] "Sashi Ire Ukejo no koto," 2/18li802, Kimura
collection No. B16, Kyoto City Library of Historical Documents, Kyoto.
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disobedience and debt together with a report of illness. However, Uhei also

worked as a wage weaver for several other houses at the same ti me. In his

apology his work for other houses was mentioned as something that was

expected when he promised to continue weaving for the Kimura house.64 As a

wage weaver, Uhei did not own his own loom, but worked in the Kimura

house weaving workshop.65

The Kimura house also trained weavers, taking them on as both

employees and students. Wage weaver Uhei's identification in the above

apology was not complete enough to recognize him as the former apprentice

Uhei whose parents paid for his upkeep during training, but the two

documents may have been for the same person.66 The Kimura house also

contracted workers out to other houses as shown in the complaint regarding a

young woman named Oman who was contracted out to Yawataya Kahei and

managed to contract with Wakasaya Rihei at the same time.67

What was the difference between apprentices employed by the house

and students whose parents paid the house to apprentice? I suspect that

students had the option of returning to their families and working

independently after completing their training. Apprentices employed by the

house remained with the house and worked in the workshop or in

management.

MUhei ~t aI.. Ito lzutsuya Yasufusa] "Issatsu." L~uer of apology. 9/1796. Kimum collection No.
B12. Kyoto City Library of IIistorical Docnments. Kyoto.

65Kuromatsu Iwao cd.• Nishijin lIatagyo no Kenkyii. 10-15.

66Uhei et aI.. [to Izutsuya O-Ume donoJ "Issatsu." Apology and payment for training. 2/1793.
Kimura collection No. BI).

67Zensukc. [10 Sasaya lJhd dono I "'ss<l!su." Complaint. 5/1 0/1 HOS. Kimuw collection No. B21.
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house remained with the house and worked In the workshop or in

management.

The nature of the Kimura house business as suppliers of silk thread,

brokers, weaving workshop managers, and textile retailers required a skilled

labor force, which they either trained in-house or hired from outside, and

which included both men and women. The Kimura house had at least two

shops, Sasaya and Izutsuya. Miscellaneous documents sent from employees to

employers reveal a bureaucratic management hierarchy similar to that

described for merchant houses above. However, they definitely played an

integral part in the protoindustrial system of Nishijin silk textile manufacture.

The same is true for the Endo house, although they were less involved in

textile manufacture and more involved in retail and tailoring.

Table 2.5 Gender and Contract Period

male female totals

6mos 1 1

lyr 6 6

6-9 yrs 1 1

10-15 yrs 30 2 32

indef. 7 50 57

totals 39 58 97
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same pattern. The six women with one year contracts were wet-nurses for the

Endo house. The man with a six-month contract was probably a house servant

for the Kimura house. All of the contracts of indefinite length were for the

Endo house.

This analysis shows a heavy concentration of female labor and long

term or open-ended contracts for workers of both genders. The Kimura data

already has shown that female workers were employed as artisans in this

industry. Furthermore, postscripts to the long term Endo contracts record

when these workers took new names as tedai and sometimes what happened

afterwards.

It seems likely that the skill requirements of the textile industry, the

nature of the manufacturing process in which the various parts of the process

can be widely separated by time, and the existing paradigm of the stem-family

as adapted to the merchant house contributed to the organizational form this

industry took.

Paper

The paper industry represents the next step in the continuum of

industrial forms and labor organization. Paper was a common agricultural

by-employment in many regions of Japan. In the province of Ise, paper was a

village based household industry second only to cotton textiles and limited to

winter production.68 Even in Mino province, a center for .paper manufacture

since the Nara period (715-806), paper manufacture was primarily a village

based agricultural by-employment household industry.69 In Echizen

68Miekcn Kyfiiku linkai cd.. "Mickcnno Shoshoku," 140-14.

69Mori Giichi, "Scishigyo." cd. Kodruna Kola. SjIIU:yoshi vol. 2 (Tokyo: Yrunakawa Shuppan.
1984) 346-350.
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province, however, the Mitamura house and the five villages of the Otaki

district where the Mitamura house was based managed to turn paper

manufacturing into a year round, full time industry. The best quality paper

was manufactured during the winter months, but poorer grades were also

produced in the spring and summer.70

According to documents of 1742, the Mitamura house employed

twenty-seven men and seventeen women as contract-workers for their

production labor plus an unknown number of non-contract wage workers. In

1748 the house employed thirty-two men and twenty-one women as their

contract-labor force, after which they generally maintained a labor force of

fifty workers. The house preferred not to use non-contract casual labor

because they feared their production secrets would leak to competing regions,

so casual labor was hired mostly for the lowest positions, such as janitor or

cook. Paper manufacture was a relatively simple process and the secrets of the

Mitamura house production and quality were easily recognizable by anyone

who had knowledge of paper manufacturing. Most of their contract-labor was

hired from within the Otaki five village district, but the house contracts show

that they hired workers from other districts in Echizen province as well.?1

I count seventeen steps to the process described by Kobata Atsushi in

his study of Okamoto village which was formed from the five villages of the

Otaki district: 1) harvest or buy the paper mulberry, 2) steam it, 3) strip the

bark, 4) hang dry, 5) soak in water, 6) stamp on it to remove more bark, 7)

70Kobata Atsushi. "Echizcn no J-Iosho." cd. Chihoshi Kcnkyii Kyokai. Cbiihu ChiM. vol. 15 of
Njboll Sa"~Y(lshj Tajkci (Tokyo: Tokyo University Press. 1%0); Kohata Alsushi. Okamoto Sonshi
(lmadatccho. Fukui: Okamoto So"shi Kmlkokai. 1956) 335.

7t Kobata. Okamoto SOllshi. 3-l7-352. See also the COlI!mcts in thc Mitmnum collcction mId the
geographical :U1alysis of the contracts in chap!l:r three of this paper.
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strip remaining bark with knives, 8) dry. 9) soak in water to expand. 10) boil

with wood coal. 11) rinse, 12) beat on an anvil, 13) rinse beaten pulp in a bag,

14) place washed pulp in trough of water, 15) add soupy rice mixture, 16) dip

paper from mix on bamboo slats, 17) remove paper and hang dry. Notice that

the purpose of five of these steps is removing every trace of bark or other

impurities. The rinsed pulp is dried twice, after which it is soaked in water

twice. The "secret" of the Mitamura production process was in the extra care

taken to remove impurities. Each trough of mix produced eight sheets of

paper at one time and workers at each trough produced 60-70 sheets per day.72

This production also included a sexual division of labor. Women were

responsible for the early stages; men for the latter stages. The Mitamura

house mansion included nagaya dormitory apartments for their contract

workers and two buildings for the factory. Men and women were segregated

in the dormitories and given different break times and meal times. All of the

factory workers lived on site.73

By the nineteenth century the Mitamura house acted as brokers for the

other manufacturers of the Otaki district as well as selling its paper in Kyoto

and Edo and taking orders from all over Japan,?4. Mitamura house myodai

were in charge of transporting Otaki paper to the various markets and special

order customers,?5 One such worker reported his work to the main house in

1763. Unfortunately, he did not do as well as he had expected, so the letter

7:!Kobata. Okamoto SOllshi. 332-333.

731bid. 353-356.

741bid. 26Y-325.

751bid• .350-.351.
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was an apology.76 Another myijdai of the Mitamura house was in charge of

the financial records. When he died, his son continued his work, but did a

poor job and was fired. He returned all the records and receipts with his letter

of apology in 1757.77

The Mitamura house had several major ongoing contracts. Probably

their largest contract was with the shogunate to supply government paper.

The size and importance of this contract led the Mitamura house to establish a

permanent retail branch shop in Edo to deal with government demands. The

branch shop was managed by the leading tedai called the shimari yaku.

As the broker or wholesaler merchant representative for the five village

district, the Mitamura house loaned capital to other manufacturers in the

district, and was thus in some respects similar to merchant capitalists in the

protoindustrial system. In some cases, a small independent manufacturer was

forced to work in the Mitamura factory when he could not pay his debts. This

method for settling debts was possible because the Mitamura house was also a

local manufacturer. Before the house became the broker for the villages in the

Otaki district the daimyo of the Fukui domain, which encompassed much of

Echizen province, had appointed various merchants to act as the brokers.

The domain was largely interested in ensuring its own paper supply.

controlling the domain paper trade, and protecting the paper manufacturers in

the Otaki district. The manufacturers needed capital to buy or cultivate high

quality paper mulberry, so the domain appointed merchants who could loan

the necessary capital. However, the domain did not allow the merchants to

76Katsu Shichiro et al.. "Sashiage Mosu Ncnshi Shomon no Koto." Financial report, 1763.
Milamum collection No. 21) I-II. Imadalccho Shiryo Toshokml. Imadatecho. Fukui.

77Kawachiya Rinucmoll el aI., OISashiagc Mosu Issalsuno Koto," ('over leller for rctumcd timulcial
records upon heing tired, 1211757. Milalllura collection No. 21) I-III.
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foreclose on any unpaid loans and limited the commission percentage these

merchants could make. so many of these merchants went bankrupt after acting

as brokers for a few years.78 When the Mitamura house took over the role, the

house could make-up the bad loans in labor and repossessed supplies meaning

that the house benefited. At the same time, the house could market the other

paper together with its own so its investment in the marketing process was not

burdensome.

Again, the Mitamura house participated in the local protoindustrial

system as a cottage industry manufacturer and later as a wholesaler merchant.

But the success of the house paper products allowed it to expand to a factory

type of organization. At the same time, the house easily adapted its stem

family organization to a rationalized management hierarchy to oversee the

various aspects of the overall business.

The Mitamura house largely depended upon a skilled labor force

usually trained in-house, although they hired trained locals as well. However,

the main reason for depending heavily upon trained contract labor was the

need to control technical leaks rather than an absolute need for all workers to

be trained professionals, and the house hired unskilled workers when

necessary to maintain the necessary labor force. 79 After all, much of the

process described above could be carried out by unskilled workers. However,

any knowledgeable worker could easily recognise that the Mitamura house

used more steps to remove impurities from the final product.

78Kobata. Okamoto SOllshi. 26\)-285.
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any knowledgeable worker could easily recognise that the Mitamura house

used more steps to remove impurities from the final product.

Table 2.6 shows the contract period analysed by gender for the sixteen

Mitamura house contracts in the data sample. The shortest contract with a

stated length was five years so I do not show the shorter periods on the table.

Table 2.6 Mitamura House Gender and Contract Period

male female totals

5-9 yrs 1 1 2

10-12 yrs 2 1 3

indef. 11 11

totals 14 2 16

The paper manufacturing process required certain steps to be

immediately consecutive for reasons of quality control so that the raw

materials did not spoil in the process. This concern was the reason why

villagers in other regions who manufactured paper as a cottage industry

limited their production t.o the winter months. By doing so they could control

the temperature and avoid spoilage. The manufacturers of the Otaki villages

including the Mitamura house became full time professional manufacturers

because they developed ways to work around these concerns. These concerns

were also why the cottage industry production did not break up into steps in
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Safflower

The processing of safflower to make reddish dyes, inks, paints. and

cosmetics represents another step along the continuum of industrial forms.

Safflower was cultivated in many provinces. The flowers were processed

after harvesting to produce a small flat cookie shape and sent to safflower

wholesalers in the urban centers. Some farmers processed the safflower

themselves. Others sold the flowers to a local dealer who would process the

flowers for shipment. When the safflower cakes reached Kyoto, they were

bought by wholesalers who sold them to various dyers.80

A variety of products were made from the safflower cakes. Red textile

dyes were important, but so were red ink, red food coloring, and red cosmetics

such as lipstick and blush. The safflower wholesaler Matsuya apparently

employed both skilled and unskilled laborers, so it seems likely that Matsuya

processed the safflower cakes and sold the products.

Like the Kimura house discussed above, Matsuya accepted students for

training as artisan apprentices called deshi. 81 The fact that the parents of these

students paid Matsuya to apprentice their children implies that Matsuya

employed skilled artisan apprentices for safflower processing. In another

document, Matsuya offered two ryo of gold to Tosuke, one of their wage

laborers, to join their house as a contract-worker. This document shows that

Matsuya also employed casual labor for safflower processing and Tosuke had

80lzuda Tadayoshi. "Bcnibmm." Sall~y6shi vol. 2. cd. Kodmna Kota (Tokyo: Ymnakawa Shuppall.
1984) 316-323.

81 Nishimura Ucn'ucmon sent his fostcr SOli Gcnnosuke 10 M,lIsuya fur a thrcl: ycar apprcnliccship in
1863. In his kllcr. Gcnucmon notcd that hc had agrcl:d to pay ten fl/cJIlme for Gl:nnosuke's carc and
rcportcd that hc had added onc ryii of gold to the agreed mnount. IIe also gave Gcnnosukc live mai of
silver (215 mOfll/lC'). Nishimura Gen'uemon el al.. "Issatsu," Apprenlice agreement. 12/1863. Matsuy,t
colleclion No. 178. Kyoto Furilstl Shiryok:Ul. Kyoto.
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laborers, to join their house as a contract-worker. This document shows that

Matsuya also employed casual labor for safflower processing and Tosuke had

shown a skill Matsuya valued.82 The implication was that he had already

gained training in some form, either by an apprenticeship somewhere else, or

by picking up skills as he worked as a casual laborer for various dyers over an

extended period of time. The casual laborers were probably largely unskilled

or semi-skilled and simply followed the instructions of the skilled artisans in

the manufactory. When a skilled worker like Tosuke appeared, they offered

him a contract.

Table 2.7 Matsuya Gender and Contract Period

male female total

6mos 17 1 17

1-9 yrs.

10-12 yrs 5 5

indef. 3 3

totals 25 1 26

Matsuya was not satisfied to wait for the safflower cakes sent to Kyoto

by provincial producers. Instead, Matsuya tedai went to the provinces to find

82Haiya Rinzaemon. "Issatsu," Agreement for future contract. 6/1859. Matsuya collection No. 164.
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Matsuya shows a management structure similar to the Endo house in its

business practices and similar to the Mitamura house in its labor. Table 2.7

shows the Matsuya contracts by contract length and gender. In the previous

section I showed that Matsuya employees tended to be older than those of

most other houses. This table shows also that many Matsuya employees had

shorter contracts as well.

Matsuya's labor force was largely male. The one female employee

represented in the Matsuya contracts was most likely a maid. These findings

are consistent with the findings for the indigo dye industry of Matsuzaka

which was also heavily male. The employees with long or open-ended

contracts were probably either skilled technical workers or part of the

management hierarchy. The men with shorter contracts were most likely

skilled workers who gained their training elsewhere like Tosuke above. If

they came to Matsuya as casual laborers and Matsuya hired them on contract

for their skill, they probably had backgrounds unknown to Matsuya, giving

the house little reason to trust them. The short seasonal contracts could be

extended indefinitely if Matsuya wished to keep them on, but allowed

Matsuya greater workforce stability in regards to skilled labor than if these

workers had remained casual laborers.

This use of both skilled artisan labor and unskilled, or semi-skilled,

casual labor in production brings the Matsuya production one step closer to a

factory. Furthermore, like the Mitamura house, Matsuya's participation in the

production process as well as the wholesale and retail part of the industry

takes the house another step away from the protoindustrial system. There is

little data in the sample regarding the details of the Matsuya business

hierarchy except that they had tedai and the safflower trade association

included the myiJdai representatives of other houses. It is probably safe to
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assume that Matsuya too had a management structure similar to that of other

houses.

Brewing

The brewing industry appears to be at the top of the industrial continuum

of the Tokugawa layered economy. The data sample includes data from four

breweries of various sizes. One brewery produced both sake and soy sauce,

and the other three produced mainly sake. Three of these four breweries

remain in business today.

The average labor force of sake breweries in Itami, Ikeda, and Nada

the three main sake brewing districts in the Kobe and Osaka area - was an

average of forty workers per day during the eighteenth century and grew

larger in the nineteenth century. The brewery labor force was headed by the

toji or main brewer who had full responsibility for the brewing process,

followed by the kashira.or assistant brewer and the emon who was responsible

for the yeast. Two other important positions were the l1lotomawari who was

responsible for the fermentation process and the kamaya who was responsible

for steaming and cooiing the rice. These five workers needed the knowledge

and skills of the brewing process. The remaining workers merely followed

their orders.84

Although a brewing house might supply the five major brewery

positions from within the immediate family, many houses may have found it

more practical to train apprentices for these key positions within the main

house. Hakutsuru apparently followed this practice. Magoshichi, the director

of a bekke or semi-independent branch of Hakutsuru, secretly brewed sake on

84YlInoki Manabu. Sake Zukuri 11(1 Reisbj (Tokyo: Oyrunakakll Sbuppall. 11)85) 11)0-214.
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Although a brewing house might supply the five major brewery

positions from within the immediate family, many houses may have found it

more practical to train apprentices for these key positions within the main

house. Hakutsuru apparently followed this practice. Magoshichi, the director

of a bekke or semi-independent branch of Hakutsuru, secretly brewed sake on

the side using rice spilled from the hag and steamed rice stuck to the sides and

lid of the rice steamer, and pocketed the profits.85 He could not have brewed

this sake in secret if he had not been trained in the brewing process. So,

although he had become an important member of Hakutsuru management, he

had probably spent a portion of his career as part of the brewery labor.

Sake brewers generally produced only during the cold months of the year

for temperature and quality control. Production usually lasted 130 days,

including the time needed for fermentation. The non-contract wage laborers

of the breweries in Itami and Nada included many farmers from Harima,

Kawachi, and Tamba provinces who migrated to the breweries during the

agricultural off season, which conveniently coincided with the prime season

for sake brewing. Many stayed for a whole season rather than a mere day or a

week because they migrated some distance and were called "one hundred day

laborers" (hyaku nichi kasegi). These seasonal laborers were the nucleus for

the Konishi and Hakutsuru brewery labor.86

The Sugiyama house was a smaller local brewer that entered the

brewing business from an unrelated industry.87 The house hired freelance

8S Hakutsuru ed.• Hakutsuru Komonjo Shir,yOshii, 365.

86Yunoki. Sake Zukuri no Rekishi. 190-214.

87The Sugiyama house shop name was Wataya or cotton shop and probably reflected the business of
the house before it began brewing sake. Bunkazai KenzObutsu Hozon Gijutsu KyOkai ed.• Kyu
SUl:iyamake Jutaku Shuri KOji HOkokusho (Tondabayashi. Osaka: Tondabayashi City. 1987) 12-13.
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probably did not exercise the right until later. When they did begin exporting

to Edo, all of the Kawachi province brewers combined sent only 600-800

barrels of sake per year as compared to the 45,000-58,000 barrels exported by

the Itami brewers and the 123,000-156,000 barrels exported by the Nada

brewers.88

The Maruo brewery was relatively large compared to other soy sauce

breweries such as Higeta or Yamasa in the Kanto region. The Maruo house

brewed both sake and soy sauce. Their sake was sold exclusively in the

Tatsuno local market, whereas they regularly shipped their soy sauce to Kyoto

and Osaka from 1688 and to Edo from 1710. Nevertheless, Maruo sake

production was always greater than their soy sauce production until they gave

up brewing sake and focused on soy sauce in 1813.89 The house probably

chose to focus on soy sauce production because their soy sauce had been such

a popular product in Osaka and Kyoto. Prominent chefs of Kyoto cuisine

praised Maruo soy sauce in 1745 as the most appropriate soy sauce for Kyoto

taste and this reputation continues today.90

Maruo brewery production labor was exclusively non-contract daily

wage labor. The brewery used 46-56 workers daily 1818-1830 and 58-71

workers daily 1861-1868 paying them a basic wage of 1.2 mOllme per dayYl

88Fukuymnn Akim. "Kinsei Knwachi Shuzagya no Tenk'li," Tondnhashi-shi KCllkyu Kiyo (1976)
40-41.

89Hasegawa Akira, Kinsel Tokusanhutsu Ryiitsii Shiron: Tatsullo Shi)yu to Bakuhallsci Ichiha
(Tokyo: Kashiwn Shobo, 1993) 25-30, 238-242. Higashimnru Shoyu K'lbushiki Gaisha cd.• Higashimaru
Shoyu no Ayllmi (Tatsllno: Higashimaru Shayu Co. Ltd., 1993) 5-7.

90Higashimaru Shoyu cd.• Higashimarll Shoyu no Ayumi, 6. The rivalry between the Kanto
breweries Kikkllman. Y:unasa and lligeta. and Higashimaru rcm"ins 4uite strong and there is a distinclive
differcnce in their t:Lo;te. lligao;himaru is the brand mune of the Marui> house.

9tNnkayallln ShOtar[I, "Shoyu Jl1zogyo ni okcru Koyo Rodo." Kknkyii KjYIl vol. 24 (Akashi, 1982)
191-192.
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Until 1804 half of the brewery labor came from the town of Tatsuno and half

from local villages in the province. From 1804 to 1843 the proportion of

urban laborers gradually decreased to about forty percent.92

The non-contract wage laborers were free to come and go because they

had no contracts.93 In many breweries with a strong local base these laborers

wandered in to work for a day, a week, or several months as they took time off

from their farm labor. They were paid on a daily basis and slept in the

brewery dormitory where hot food and drink was available throughout the

day.94 Three non-contract workers at the Maruo brewery, however, actually

worked year round with no time off. Another ten laborers regularly worked

more than 250 days per year. These .regular workers probably filled the

responsible positions in the brewery even though they had no contracts. The

Maruo brewery produced year round, at least during the nineteenth century.

The Maruo family probably acted as their own toji brewers since they

developed the llsukliChi recipe for their soy sauceY5

The non-contract Tatsuno brewery labor was not the entire labor force of

the Maruo house. The Maruo collection includes a number of contracts. The

house established a branch brewery and retail shop in Kyoto called Kikuya in

1754 and they had a branch shop there even earlier. A 1747 contract

92Nakayama Shfitaro. "Maruoke no Hiyatoinincho to KurOdo." TjIlSllno Konjaku, cd. Tatslinushi
Somllka Shishi Henshii Gakari (TatslIno: Tatslino City. 1986) 237-240.

93Pruin calls them casual lahorers. W. Mark Fruin, Kikkoman: COIDtliUlY. Clan and Community
(C:unbridge: Harvard University Press. 1983) 36-39.

94prllin. Kjkkoman: Company. ('Jan and Community, 36-47. Ahurai lIiroko. "Choshi Sh6yu
JOzogyo ni okeru Koyo ROdo," Ronsh" Kjnsej 4 (1980).

95Hascgawa. Kjnscj Tokllsanhlltsll Ryiils" Shjron, 25-30. Higashimaru Shoyu cd .• Hillashjmarll
SbQyu un A)'lIlIli. 4.
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requested that the house send the worker to their branch shop managed by

Miyake Genbei in Kyoto.%

Already in the Kyoho era (1716-1736) the Maruo brewery was exporting

110-160 thousand barrels of soy sauce per year to Edo alone.97A management

hierarchy of some sort was probably necessary to oversee the coopers who

made the barrels, the barges that transported the soy sauce downriver, the

retail shops, the deals with independent wholesalers and retailers, the

necessary supplies of raw materials - soy beans. wheat, and salt - for

brewing the soy sauce, the account books, and all the necessary aspects of

managing a production business. Since their contract labor was not used in

the brewery, I presume that contract labor was used for the house management

hierarchy and possibly household servant labor. The 1747 contract supports

this assumption.

Whereas the Maruo, Konishi, and Hakutsuru breweries had several

branch breweries and multiple retail shops, the Sugiyama business was strictly

limited to the one small brewery. As such, the Sugiyama house probably did

not have a management hierarchy of contract-workers. Even so, the

Sugiyama house probably grew much of the rice it used for brewing sake and

probably used a combination of contract and casual laborers in the brewery.

The three larger breweries were fully integrated businesses with

evidence of a well developed managerial hierarchy of contract workers. Both

Hakutsuru and the Konishi house had branch retail shops in Edo and Osaka,

and supplied their own transport. Furthermore, the Konishi contracts specify

96Ch6bci el al.. Ito Maruoya Magojiro) "Hokonin Ukejo 110 Klllll." Lahor cOlltract. 12/1747. Maruo
Mitsue private collection No. 4O-4lJO-3. Talsuno.

97Higashimaru Shoyu cd.• Ili::asbimaru SbOYlI 110 t\YlImi. S.
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that they were for tedai. and a number of clues in the contracts - the

addressees and postscripts - reveal that these contract-workers were sent

from the main house to their various branches implying a well-integrated

managerial hierarchy.

Summary and Conclusion

The organization of the sake and soy sauce brewing industries appears

to have been the farthest removed from the protoindustrial systems of the

textile and paper industries. Even a small local brewer like the Sugiyama

house had little in common with members of the protoindustrial systems. At

the same time, businesses all along the continuum of industrial structures in

this economy shared a management framework loosely based upon the stem

family. The development of a bureaucratic management hierarchy was

apparently unrelated to the form the industry took, but had a stronger relation

to the size and complexity of the businesses involved.

The skill levels and organization of the production labor formed

another continuum, from the skilled artisans and a high dependence upon

skilled contract-workers at one end to the unskilled casual labor force at the

other. A production process that required all workers to be skilled meant that

all workers had to be trained. and training was usually accomplished by

apprenticeship. At the same time, a production process that could be broken

into parts that allowed unskilled and semi-skilled workers to participate by

following orders meant that casual labor was a possible resource for the labor

force. When casual labor was used for production, then workers could learn

basic skills through on-the-job-training.

For example, spinning, weaving, and the various techniques used to

weave complicated designs and patterns into cloth requires considerable skill.
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These processes cannot be accomplished by an unskilled person following

directions, and an unskilled worker could not easily pick up the skills through

observation. An unskilled worker, however, can easily rake cooked rice cool

or empty a cooked rice mixture out of a vat. He may not know how long to

cook the rice or all of the ingredients that go into the mixture and when to add

them, but he can follow directions. And he can learn these skills through

experience as he follows orders.

Another factor that affected this skill-labor continuum was technical

secrets and market competition. Paper manufacture, for example, was a

process that could use unskilled casual labor. And the unskilled worker could

easily become semi-skilled. These circumstances made the spread of such

skills, and therefore an increase in manufacturers, relatively easy.

Furthermore, the tools needed for the process were relatively uncomplicated,

which made this industry easily adaptable to a cottage industry or a factory. A

large number of manufacturers, however, meant stiff competition on the

market so that paper quality became an important factor for success. Under

these circumstances, a successful manufacturer like the Mitamura house was

concerned about the house secrets of quality control and how they could

prevent their secrets from leaking to other areas. The spread of these secrets

meant the loss of their competitive edge. For the Mitamura house, therefore,

the use of contract-labor and apprentices was more a matter of labor control

than of skill.

The brewing processes for sake and soy suace, however, were relatively

complicated. There was a general understanding that learning these processes

would take three years of constant work in the production process. Under

these conditions, brewers were not concerned that unknown casual laborers

could easily steal their production technology.
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Another aspect of labor control and industrial organization was timing

in the production process. In the textile industry, except for the dyeing

process, the speed and timing of the worker does not affect the quality of the

final product. The work pace and even the various processes that contribute to

the final product can be broken up. Such is not the case for the production

process of paper, sake, soy sauce, or dye. These processes all involve the use

and preparation of perishable materials so variations in speed and timing

greatly affect the quality of the final product and must be carried out under a

single roof, whether workshop, household or factory.

The combination of these three factors - skill requirements, labor

control, and the time requirements of the production process - all

contributed to shaping the forms of industrial organization. The interaction

of these factors to produce the various industrial forms found on the economic

continuum suggests that the continuum was not a progression of stages from

less advanced to more advanced. Moreover, the relation of this continuum to

these factors implies that these industrial forms do not inherently form a

progressive hierarchy.

In the larger society, the use of casual labor meant that rural farmers had

an easy source of additional income and could gain industrial skills. It also

meant that larger manufacturers could easily develop in rural villages and

towns because they were near their sources of raw materials and labor. The

location of major manufacturers in the countryside also meant a continuous

exchange of goods, population, and information between rural and urban

areas, contributing to the dynamic development of Tokugawa society.
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Chapter 3: Contracts. Labor, and Mobility

Contract-labor played an important role in the corporate structure of

Tokugawa business houses as I showed in chapter two above. Contract

workers were sometimes trained and hired as artisans and manufacturing

labor, but larger houses also used contract-labor in their managerial hierarchy.

Because the corporate structure developed from the stem-family, the

employment of contract-workers and their inclusion in the house management

hierarchy was comparable to accepting outsiders into a family.

In this chapter I examine the hiring practices of Tokugawa business

houses, and thereby the scope of contract-labor opportunities. I find that

written contracts developed partly from the need to protect the house from the

dangers of integrating strangers into the house corporate structure. I argue

that the increasing need for ever greater supplies of industrial and commercial

labor led to geographic and social mobility in opposition to local and national

government policies regarding population control. Finally, I argue that the

overall effect was consistent with a labor shortage.

Labor shortage refers to a shortage of people available to supply

necessary labor. This shortage could be related to a low population or a

population loss. However, labor shortage is a relative condition that could

occur with high population density if, for example, there were not as many

people available to enter into full-time contract-labor as there were positions

to fill. Or labor shortage could also occur if there was a greater need for

skilled workers than there were workers available to supply the need.
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During the Tokugawa period, labor shortage has been noted by several

Japanese scholars.'J8 Susan Hanley and Kozo Yamamura also point out the

conflict between claims made by Japanese scholars for agricultural labor

shortage and claims that peasants were forced off the landY9 How could they

be forced off the land when their agricultural labor was needed? I will discuss

possible reasons why labor migration and labor conditions may have been

related to the demographic stagnation of the eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries in chapter four. At this time I argue that there apparently was a

labor shortage, regardless of actual demographic factors.

Key ingredients to the labor contract and labor migration were the

contract guarantor and the contract guarantee. Guarantors have attracted little

attention from scholars of Tokugawa Japan, even scholars who have paid

some attention to labor and business. Yet the employment contract was a

letter of guarantee, and one of its main purposes was to define the

responsibilities of the guarantors. 100 Therefore, I will begin with a discussion

of the legal history of Tokugawa labor contracts, the contract guarantee, and

the guarantors.

Next. I will examine the contracts in my sample for employer hiring

patterns and the implications of the worker-guarantor-employer relationship

when workers looked for employment. Finally, I consider the social

implications of these findings for Tokugawa society.

98Takao Tsuchiya. An Economic I!ist0C' of Japan, ed. Kurt Singer. trans. Michitaro Shidchara The
Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan, 2nd scr., vol. 15 (Tokyo: Kobunkan. 11)37) 163-164. for
exrunplc.

99Hanlcy .U1d Ymnamura. Economic and Dcmo;:ravbjc Cban!:c. 1-11.

IOOlshii Ryosuke. Edo Jidaj MallbjtslI (Tokyo: Asahi Shimbun. 19H8) lJH.
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The Legal-Historical Background of Contract Labor

Contracts and Contract Labor

Contract labor during the Tokugawa period had a diverse background.

After the sale of children was banned in 1616, parents put their children in

pawn, or shichi ire b(Jko, using their labor as collateral for cash loans. In such

cases, the parent borrowed money which the child could work off in a set

period of time. If the parent repaid the debt early, then the child could return

home and the employer would pay the parent any additional amount earned

by the child's labor. lUI Another common practice was to send a child as a

servant to a wealthy house for the benefits of better food, clothing and

educational prospects.102 Children were also sent to merchant and artisan

houses as apprentices. Under this arrangement, they gained training in house

skills and business practices while working as household servants. 103 In all of

these situations, the worker became a member of the house with living and

educational benefits while working as a household servant.

When parents used the labor of their children as collateral for loans, the

set period allowed the money to be applied to the labor rather than the

employee. But the worker could not leave until the loan, or wage, was worked

off or the balance of the loan repaid. This limitation made this type of

agreement bonded labor. Distinguishing legally between such bonded

laborers and apprentices was probably difficult, because apprentices, too, were

101 Ishii. Edo Jjdaj MunhjlslI. 108-109.

IO:!ThOlnas C. Smith. The AI:Ulrjiu\ Qrjl:jns of Modem Jjlpim (Stanford: Strulford University Press.
1959) 15-19.

1030gllra Eiichiro. amj Shiinjn 110 Keis:i (Kyolo: Sunbllraito Shuppull. 1988) 106; Ishii Ryosukc.
Shilllin. (Tokyo: Akaishi Shotcn. 1991) 65-66.
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frequently not allowed to leave before completion of their apprenticeship

unless they agreed never to work in the same profession. I will discuss this

stipulation along with other prohibitions and penalties in a later chapter. The

important point here is that the wage was applied to the labor, completed or

anticipated, rather than to the laborer, even if it was paid to someone other

than the laborer.

Employees sometimes contracted their labor in return for quick cash

paid in advance. Employment agents appeared in the seventeenth century

who found likely workers and introduced them to employers. These agents,

called hitoyado in Edo and kuchiire in the Kyoto and Osaka areas, received

commissions from both worker and employer for the introduction. Because

employers often paid wages in advance during the seventeenth century, many

employment agents were tempted to swindle the prospective employers.

Some agents agreed to a verbal contract and received the money to be passed

on to the worker's family, but then pocketed the money without producing the

worker. Other agents introduced a worker who stayed for a week or so and

then ran away, stealing money and house possessions as he left. 104

In an effort to eradicate or control such practices and protect the

employer houses, the shogunate required workers to have a reliable guarantor

in 1665. When the problems continued, the shogunate passed laws to punish

the guarantors in 1666-1668. Then written contracts were required in 1698;

women and young men under the age of seventeen were prohibited from

acting as guarantors in 1699. 105

104lshii. Edo .Iidai M.il.l!hi.!!ill. 93-94.

IOSlhid.
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A bakufu investigation in 1710 revealed a little over 390 professional

employment agents in Edo alone. The bakufu organized them into thirteen

groups of thirty agents each, all under the control of a union (kumiai). People

who were not part of the union were barred from acting as employment agents

or guarantors unless they had close. personal connections with the worker,

such as being members of the kin-group or coming from the same province as

the worker. If the contract-worker absconded, employment agents and

guarantors were made liable for either reimbursing any wage paid in advance,

finding and returning the worker. or providing a substitute. They were also

liable for the value of any goods or money the worker took when he left. 106

The problems continued, however, as wages went up together with the

opportunities for high commissions from both worker and employer. In

1730, the bakufu limited employment agents in Edo to 202, and ruled that

agents could only receive a flat fee from the worker for the introduction and

nothing from the employer. After the opportunities for high commissions

disappeared, the problems decreased. 107

The Contract Guarantee

Guarantors commonly used three methods to show the honesty and

reliability of the worker. The only essential one found on all contracts was a

claim that the worker's family had long been members of some specific

Buddhist sect, followed by some assurance that the guarantors had the

worker's temple registration certificate. Often the temple was identified and

further assurances were given that the employee was specifically not a

106lbid.

107lbid.
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Christian and not a member of any prohibited religions or Buddhist sects. The

following excerpts show the various forms this guarantee could take.

As for religious affiliation, his family has long been registered at
Genkokuji temple in Tatsuno. I08

His religious affiliation has long been Higashi Honganji and his
temple of registration is at Kawachi province, Shibukawa district,
Daichi village, Entokuji temple. As guarantors we confirm that we
have his registration certificate. lo9

Her religious affiliation has long been Nishi Honganji. We have
her temple registration certificate and she is not a member of the
prohibited Christian religion. If she should become one. tell us
immediately. I10

His religious affiliation is not with a prohibited sect. His temple
registration certificate will be immediately available any time you wish
to have it. 111

This guarantee implies that there were people who were not registered

with a Buddhist temple, and that this lack somehow made them unacceptable

as members of the employer house. Furthermore, the fact that this clause was

a part of every written contract, regardless of other differences in contracts

and employers. suggests that this clause was required by the shogunate.

probably as a method for keeping track of people.

108Shinzo et al.. [to Maruoya Magojiroj "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto." Labor colllract. 12/17YS.
Maruo MitsuI: private colh:ction No. 490-10. T<llsuno.

I09Sosuke ct <II.. [to KOllishiya Shin'uemonj "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto." Labor colllraci. W1784.
Konishi colkclion No. 6-2-7. Itmni Shiritsli Hakubulsuk;Ul. Itmni.

IIOShigt: d al.. [10 Kanaya Yasuhcij "Hok6nin Ukcjo no Koto," Labor conlract. 3/1776. Noguchi
collection No. 289. Kyoto City Library of Historical Documents. Kyoto.

III Tasaburosukc ct al.. [to Sci'ucllloni "I1okonin Ukejo no Koto," Labor conlract. 11/1813.
Mitrunura collection No. 1-289. hnadalccho Rckishi Minzoku Shiryokrul, Imad.lIccho.
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The Tokugawa shogunate banned Christianity in 1612. 112 In 1614,

Tokugawa Ieyasu published a statement written by a monk of Konchiin

temple which declared Christianity to be an evil religion and claimed that

Christians sought to take over Japan. By the 1630s, people were expected to

produce a Buddhist temple registration certificate as proof of social

acceptability and loyalty to the Tokugawa regime as well as proof of religious

orthodoxy. I 13

This practice was probably the basis for the guarantee of temple

registration in the labor contract. The registration was proof of social

acceptability and loyalty, but it would have had little meaning if all members

of the population were indeed registered at birth, as Elisonas claims happened

from the ea~ly eighteenth century. I 14 However, there was an unregistered

population in Japan. Many of these people were homeless vagabonds with no

home village or temple to be registered at. Matsudaira Sadanobu recognized

them in the Kansei reforms of 1787-1793 when he planned to grant parcels of

land to "honest vagabonds" among the mushukumollo or unregistered

population. I IS

How could this population exist if everyone was registered at birth? The

basic unit of the registry was the household, so individuals with no household

I12Rekishigaku Kcnkyfikai cd.• Shjnpan Njhonshj Ncnpyo (Tokyo: Iwnmuni Shoten. I~~I) 162.

113Jurgis Elisonas. "Christianity and the Daimyo." Early Modem lapan. vol. 4 of The ('j!!Dhrjd~e

History of Japan. ed. John Whitney Hall (Cmnbridgc: C:unbridgc University Press. 19lJ I) 362-371.

1141bid. 371.

115Tsliji Tatsuya. "Politics in the Eightecnth Ccntury." Early Mo<h:rn Japan. vol. 4 of lli
Crunbrid;,:c History of ,1apall. cd. John Whitncy Hall (Cmnbridge: Ounbridge University Prcss. 1991) 470.
The quotation marks arc Tsuji's.
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were not registered. 116 This group could include children born out of

wedlock and abandoned children. It also included people who had lost their

homes and households for some reason such as poverty or natural disaster.

These homeless people probably comprised the groups of "honest

vagabonds" targeted by Sadanobu, but there was no particular reason for

employers to avoid these groups. Mushukumono, however, also included

other groups of people. Petty criminals receiving the light punishment of

banishment from a specific area were also removed from temple registries and

became mushukul1Wllo. 117 Furthermore, many villages and communities

banished the mentally ill and the mentally handicapped. IIB Therefore, the

unregistered population included many people who were socially

unacceptable and certainly undesirable as contract employees who would

become members of the employer house.

Some shops were satisfied with the temple registration as evidence of

worker honesty. Further assurances that the employee would obey national

laws and the employer's house rules were common additions to this section.

The contracts of many Kyoto businesses also required the assurance that the

employee was not a masterless warrior, a ruffian, or the child thereof. The

following excerpts show some examples of this assurance.

116Shimada Takashi. "Kinst:i no Sonraku to Kazoku." Shakaishi vol. 2. t:d. Nakmnum Yoshinao
(Tokyo: Y;unakawa Shuppan. 1982) 71.

117Tsukada Takashi. "Kinsci no KdbatslI." Saih:m 10 Kihrm. vol. 5 of Nihon no Shakaishi. cd.
Asao Naohiro cl a!. (Tokyo: Iwan:uni Sholcn. IlJ88) lJlJ.

118Kuwahara lIaruo. "Scishin 1I0kcn Katsuda 110 Rckishi." from "KaiscISU." in Lorcn R. Moser ml<.l
Lorenzo Burti. COJDJDuni!y Mcntal IIcahh, tr:UlS. Kuw,lhara Haruo ct ,II. (Tokyo: Chua 116ki Shuppml.
1992) 4l.W-4X5.
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She will not turn her back on government laws. Furthermore. she
is not a warrior, a masterless warrior or the daughter of one.lll)

He is not a member of any government prohibited religion nor is
he a masterless warrior. However. he will follow your religion while
working for yoU. 120

This person is not a member of the prohibited Christian sect, a
ruffian, or a masterless warrior. 121

The shogunate instituted various means for controlling masterless

warriors. or rfJnin, in' Kyoto. These measures began immediately after the

battle of Sekigahara in 1600 and were further strengthened after the battles of

Osaka in 1615 and Shimabara in 1637. Originally, the Tokugawa government

feared warriors from the losing side of these battles would gather in Kyoto

and plot to overthrow the government. The people of Kyoto were

admonished not to hide masterless warriors in their homes and such warriors

were not to wear their swords in town. The temple registration system was

another method used to keep track of this portion of the population by

requiring a temple registration for each resident of Kyoto, regardless of

whether the residence was owned or rented, and whether the person was a kin

or non-kin member of the household. Later, various neighborhoods in Kyoto

decided not to sell or rent housing to masterless warriors. These

119Shige ct aI., [to Kanaya Yasubcij "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto," Labor contracl. 3/1776. Noguchi
colleclion No. 289. Kyolo Cily Library of Hislorical Documellls. Kyolo.

120Kis.lburo anl.1 Hiranoya Shinzo. [10 Zaimokuya Hikobei] "lIokonin Ukejo no KOlo." L'lbor
contract. 8/1833. Akutagawa collection No. 87. Kyoto City Library of Historical Documcnts, Kyoto.

121 Hanjiro el al., [to Koguya HisaemonJ "Hokonin lJkcjo nll Koto," Labor contracl. 1)/l71·t
Kumagai collection No. 506, Kyoto City Library of Historical Documcllls. Kyoto.
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neighborhoods required residents to have local guarantors to vouch for them

before moving into the area. 122

The shogunate use of the temple registration system to keep track of the

masterless warrior population had some interesting blindspots. Masterless

warriors by definition had no house and so were not registered, although they

might be registered if they boarded with someone. Homeless vagabonds

living along the riverbank together with the hinin outcast population were

also not registered. Moreover, although the requirement of a temple

registration for contract-labor made it difficult for masterless warriors to

enter into contract-labor, casual laborers had no written contract and no

requirement for a temple registration. And, because casual laborers were not

usually around long enough to keep track of in this fashion, masterless

warriors could find employment as casual laborers with little trouble.

However, the shogunate was more concerned with preventing masterless

warriors from gathering in the capital and making plans for rebellion than in

keeping track of their individual activities. Presumably, they could not pose

much of a threat if they could not establish long-term residence in the capital

that could be used as the base for a rebellion.

These strictures should have eased after the seventeenth century when

shogunate power was entrenched and stable. The data presented above show.

however, that many Kyoto businesses cooperated to deny employment to such

warriors even as late as the nineteenth century. At the same time, the fact that

these warriors tried to find employment as contract labor shows the blurring

of class lines at a relatively early stage. The Kumagai contract excerpted

1:!:!Akiyama Kuuizo. Kjnsd Kyoto ChosQ Hjllla!sllshi (Kyoto: Hos~i Daigaku Shuppallkyoku.
ilJ80) 165-173.
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122Akiyama Kunizo. Kinsei Kyoto Ch5so Hattatsushi (Kyoto: Hosei Daigaku Shuppankyoku.
1980) 165-173.
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above, for example, is dated 1714 and is the earliest contract in my collection.

Furthermore, this prejudice was not limited to any specific industry or guild.

The Noguchi house business was dyeing and tailoring, but the Kumagai house

manufactured incense and sold writing materials. The Mizutani house, whose

contracts contain the same clause, sold oil.

Guarantors and Other Witnesses

At the end of the contract text came the date and a list of names. These

names represent who the "letter of guarantee II was from; in other words, the

parties to the contract. An identification of the role in the contract agreement

of each person on the list accompanied each name as well as his address and

his social identification. Finally, each person listed as a party to the contract

had the option of affixing his or her chop, which in Japanese society has the

weight of an official signature in western societies.

There were three alternatives to the carved chop. The simplest

alternative was a dot of ink applied where a chop would normally go, similar

to the X of an illiterate person in the West. A more reliable method was the

fingerprint of the person, called a tsumein or literally his fingernail chop.

Finally, there were freehand drawn chops called ka6. These ka6 were

commonly used as official chops, or signatures, on medieval documents at the

highest levels of society, but were generally replaced by carved chops by the

seventeenth century. I call all of these people listed at the end of a contract

witnesses to the contract. In western terminology they were the signatories,

but this term does not quite apply here as the names are not signatures, and not

all names have some form of chop affixed to them. 123

123The English lerm is awkward. None of the names listed that tell who the letter is from is a
signature. but most have chops affixed which act in the same way as a signature. The format is: address.
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Figure 2: Witnessing forms on labor contracts and other documents

Top left is the "signature" section of a contract for Shakichi, from Yodoya Hanbei,
Tambaya Tobei and Shakichi, [to Hishiya Sho'uemon], "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto," 111851,
Nakaji collection No. 252. Top right is the "signature" section of an apology from Ichibei,
Sho'uemon, and Hanbei, [to Chiibei dono and Zenbei dono] "Issatsu no Koto," 411824,
Endo collection No. 662. Bottom center is the "signature" section of a contract for Chiibei
from Ogawaya Shinbei et aI., [to Beniya Gohei] "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto," 211848,
Tanaka Yoshimitsu collection No. 48-n. All three documents are at the Kyoto City Library
of Historical Documents, Kyoto.

role in contract agreement (parent. guarantor. kuchiire. worker). name. and chop or other mark signifiying
that this person has "signed his name" ie witnessed the contract (see figure 2).
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Examination of the witnesses to Tokugawa labor contracts thus includes

four factors: the role of each witness, the address of each witness, the social

status of each witness, and whether the witness actually "signed" the contract.

The witnessing pattern on the contracts includes five factors: which roles are

represented, how many people fulfill each role, the total number of people

witnessing a contract, the geographical relations of the various witnesses, and

the social relations of the various witnesses.

The roles that appear on Tokugawa labor contracts include the employee

(hokonin), a family representative usually the parent (oya), the guarantor(s)

(ukenin), and sometimes a person identified as a kuchiire. The role of the

employee is self-explanatory. The family representative was usually the

father, but sometimes the mother, older brother, a surrogate parent called

oyadai, or some other person with a claim to the labor of the employee called

the hitonushi. I discuss the claims these people had to the employee's labor

when I discuss wages and debts in the next chapter. The endorsement of a

family representative on a contract at least represented the permission of the

family for the employee to enter into contract employment.

The guarantor, called ukenin, was responsible for enforcing the contract.

The problems that led to the requirement of written contracts were caused

because employers were hiring strangers to join their households as discussed

above. The guarantor provided the surety of the contract arrangement and the

guarantee that the worker he recommended was a reliable, law-abiding person

and therefore acceptable to become a member of the employer house.

When a contract was signed by one or more people identified as

guarantors together with one or more people identified as kuchiire, I presume

the terms were not interchangeable. A kuchiire was not a guarantor (ukenin)

and probably did not have the same responsibilities or liabilities as the
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guarantor. Instead, I suppose they performed their earlier, seventeenth

century role of intermediaries who introduced a prospective worker to an

employer without serious responsibilities toward the contract agreement.

Ishii Ryosuke describes kuchiire as professional employment agents,

and Gary Leupp retains this definition in his study of Tokugawa labor. 124

Kuchiire, however, only appear in the contracts of two houses in my collection

of twenty-three houses: the Sugiyama house of Tondabayashi, Kawachi

province, and the Mitamura house of Iwamoto, Echizen province.

Furthermore, kuchiire only appear as witnesses to nine contracts, eight of

which were written in the eighteenth century, and none of these kuchiire

appear on a contract without another person represented as an ukenin.

guarantor. None of these kuchiire appeared more than once as a kuchiire on a

contract, and only one appeared on more than one contract, even though six of

the nine contracts were written for the Sugiyama house during the ten year

period 1745-1755 representing workers from three districts adjacent to

Tondabayashi. I find, therefore, no evidence that these men were professional

employment agents.

On the other hand, all of the contracts witnessed by kuchiire represented

workers from the same province as the employer. According to the shogunate

laws, these workers did not need professional employment agents. Instead,

they needed someone who could introduce them to an employer. This is

probably the correct definition of kuchiire for much of the rural Kansai

region: someone who could introduce a person in need of work to an

employer in need of workers. I think these men identified themselves as

124Ishii. Edo Jidai Manhitsu. 93; Leupp, Servants, Shophands. and Laborers, 70.
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kuchiire on the contracts to distinguish themselves from the real guarantors

who would be liable for any trouble the worker caused.

Professional employment agents and guarantors were also similar, but

different. An employment agent merely introduced a worker to an employer

and received a commission for the introduction. After written contracts were

instituted, employment agents continued to work, but they probably acted as

agents for casual laborers who again had no written contracts. I find no sign

of professional employment agents in the data sample except when Matsuya

offered a contract to one of their casual laborers. 125

This legal-historical background is an integral part of Tokugawa labor

contracts. For example, most contracts, regardless of house, industry, region

or type, contain the following sentence in some form, usually immediately

following the identification of the worker in the opening lines of the contract.

We have known [his] family well for generations and he IS

reliable, so we stand as his guarantors.126

This phrase was part of the contracts of the Sugiyama house in

Tondabayashi, the Konishi house in Itami, most of the Kyoto houses with the

exception of contracts written by the parent, surrogate parent, or relatives of

the worker, and the Terao and Hirota houses of Tamba. The contracts of the

Mitamura house in Fukui and the Maruo house in Tatsuno did not include this

qualification. These houses probably found it unnecessary because most of

125The letter was written by Haiya Rinzaemon who did not identify his relation to Tosuke in the
letter. However. I assume he was acting as Tosuke's agent because he was accepting money on Tosuke's
behalf. Haiya Rinzaemon. [to Matsuya] "Issatsu," Letter of acceptance. 6/1859. Matsuya collection No.
164, Kyoto Furitsu Shiryokan. Kyoto.

126"...senzo yori yoku zonji. tashika naru mono ni tsuki. warera ukenin ni ai tachi mosu soro.....
Sosuke et a\.. [to Matsuya Den'uemon] "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto." Labor contract. 1/1835, Matsuya No.
126. Kyoto Furitsu Shiryokan. Kyoto.
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their employees came from the same province as the employer house instead

of migrating from outside the province.

The qualification "We have known his family well for generations"

directly addresses the 1710 bakufu law requiring non-union guarantors to

come from the kin-group, close connections, or the same province as the

worker. But did the guarantors really have the close connections to the

workers they sponsored that they claimed? Since the guarantor was liable for

any trouble caused by the worker, the employer was more likely to rely upon

guarantors he knew and trusted, or at least those who were easily accessible to

him and were capable of reimbursing any likely amount. At the same time,

the guarantor needed to trust that the worker he sponsored was honest and

would not cause any trouble that the guarantor would be liable for.

When a worker came from the same neighborhood, village, or city as

the employer, there was little problem. Even if the guarantor was unknown to

the employer, he was close enough to be forced to take responsibility if

necessary. But what about when the worker migrated from a distant

province? How did the worker overcome the regulations controlling contract

labor? Was his guarantor really well known to the worker's family and from

the same province, or did the guarantor have a closer connection to the

employer?

In the next section I show that the practical considerations of labor

shortage and guarantor responsibility were more- important than the

government policies regarding guarantors. And the practical arrangement

was not contrary to the purpose of government policy. The policy of

guarantors having close relations to the worker was designed to protect the

employer from dishonest workers. The practical adjustment which allowed
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employers to rely upon people they knew was also designed for the same

purpose and probably was more effective.

Workers, Guarantors, and Migration Patterns

Charles Sheldon claimed that local trade associations limited merchant

houses to only two apprentices per house. These apprentices were primarily

hired from the children of branch employees. 127 Yasuoka Shigeaki also found

that many of the apprentices of the Konoike house were hired from the

children of branch employees,128 Nakano Takashi's study of the Kyoto

business Yamatoya Chiihachi suggested their 6-9 male employees were hired

from within the kin group and the local neighborhood in urban Kyoto.129

Houses with larger businesses, of course, ha~ more employees and so

needed a larger labor base. Mitsui and other Ise merchants had apprentices

sent to their main shops from their home province of Ise. 13o Similarly, the

Nakai house and other Omi merchants, particularly those from the Hino

district, hired and trained their apprentices back in the home district and had

them sent to their various shops upon graduation from apprentice status. 13 I

Nevertheless, this hiring pattern also relied upon close personal connections in

the home province.

Contrary to Sheldon's claim, Tokugawa enterprises apparently did not

rely entirely upon the kin-group, the local trade association or the local

127 Sheldon, The Rise of the Merchant Class, 52-53.

128Yasuoka Shigeaki. "Kyohoki ni okeru Shoka Hokonin no Seikaku," in Shakaj Ka~aku I (Kyoto,
1965) 92.

129Nakano, ShOka Dozokudan no Kenkyii, 2:475-482.

13OMurai, "Toshi Seikatsu no Han'ei," 248-256.

1310gura, Omi Shanin no Keiei, 106-108.
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neighborhood for their labor force. Table 3.1 shows the migration of workers

at Kyoto and rural-based businesses. I divided the sample between workers

who came from the same city or village as the employer; workers who came

from the same province, but a different village or city; and workers who

migrated from a different province. In Kyoto, half of the contract-workers

migrated from outside of the province. Rural-based businesses, however,

usually hired workers from the same province, if rarely from the same village.

Table 3.1 Worker Origins for Kyoto and Rural-based Businesses

on m K oto K oto % rural-based rural %

same vilVcity 88 43.1% 15 12.2%

same provo 13 6.4% 75 61.0%

diff. prov 103 50.5% 33 26.8%

N 204 123

One reason for these differences was size. Kyoto was large enough that

many workers from Kyoto could still be unknown strangers to the employer.

However, Kyoto was not the only urban area competing for labor in the

province. The smaller towns of Fushimi, Uji, and Yodo were also in

Yamashiro province. Fushimi had, and still has, a thriving sake brewing

industry and tea remains a well-known product of Uji. The numerous labor

opportunities in Yamashiro province outside of Kyoto meant that less of the
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labor in the region actually went to Kyoto, thus accounting for the much

larger portion of workers who came from outside the province.

The rural-based businesses, however, had smaller local communities to

draw labor from and rural employers were more likely to know workers from

the same town or village as the employer. This is probably one reason why

rural-based businesses had fewer contracts for workers from the same village

or town as the business. At the same. time, rural-based businesses were less

likely to be well known outside of their local province and less likely to attract

workers from other provinces.

A closer examination of the workers at rural-based businesses that were

not from the same province as their employers suggests two patterns. The

Maruo house collection holds only one contract representing a worker hired

from outside of its home province of Harima. This worker came from Kyoto,

but the Maruo house had a branch brewery and retail shop in Kyoto and

probably hired more workers from Kyoto whose contracts did not survive, or

perhaps they did not need contracts. Similarly, the Konishi collection

includes fourteen contracts for workers from their home province of Settsu

and twelve contracts from elsewhere. Ten of these twelve outside contracts,

however, came from Osaka and Edo where the house had retail shops under

house management. In one sense, these workers were also hired locally

because they came from the same area as a branch of the employer's business.

The Sugiyama house, however, had no branch shops or breweries. Most

of the contracts in the Sugiyama collection were written during a period when

the house expanded and upgraded its sake production to send to the Edo

market. Until this time, the house had produced only for the local market. 132

132Fukuyama. "Kinsei Kawachi Shuzogyo no Tenkai."S.
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The high wages paid to the workers they hired from outside their home

province, and the origins of some workers from major brewing regions leads

me to suspect the house lured these outside workers to Tondabayashi for their

skills.

The problems that led to the requirement of written contracts imply

that employers were increasingly forced to hire strangers. Tokugawa

businesses may have begun by relying upon the kin-group and other close

connections for their labor-force, but these connections were not enough.

Many businesses required a labor force of a size that could not be supplied by

close connections. The labor contract with its identification of the worker, his

family, and one or more guarantors supplied information an employer needed

if something went wrong, and ensured that someone would settle any

problems. This information substituted for the fact that the employer did not

know the worker or his family.

Furthermore, a basic form of the contract could serve as a travel

document, because it acted as a valid identification. The parent and worker

wrote a basic contract leaving blanks where specific details could be filled in,

but containing the basic, necessary information. The contract opened with a

clear identification of the worker and a phrase claiming the undersigned

guarantors (usually only the parent was listed, but his chop may have been

affixed) vouched for the worker. The sample continued with blanks reading,

for example, "this person will work for you from this year blank month to

blank year blank month for a period of blank years and his wage will be

blank."

The second section of text contained the guarantee I discussed in the

previous section. In short, the contract guaranteed that the worker would obey

shogunate laws and house laws, and was Buddhist registered at a specific
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temple. The final section of text gave the contract provisions that protected

the employer and could vary greatly. However, the main point was the claim

that the undersigned would take responsibility for everything that might go

wrong and settle up so that the employer would not suffer any trouble or loss.

These main stipulations were common to every contract. A worker who

left his village looking for employment could take a sample form of this

content with spaces left for the contract period and wage and enough space

left at the end for any extra clauses the employer might insist upon adding.

The year was specified, but the month could be left blank. A space could be

left for the signature of the main guarantor he did not have yet, but the parent

and the worker would list their names and the parent might affIX his chop.

The document provided references who could vouch that the worker was

who he claimed to be and was looking for work instead of wandering as a

homeless vagabond. Many rural communities in Japan gathered vagabonds

who passed through their area and organized them in the village outcast

(hinin) group)33

In several collections I have found contracts with a blank left for a wage

when none of the contracts for that house specified the wage. Sometimes an

extra clause was added after the signatures that specified extra provisions to

the contract or added a second guarantee by the guarantor who was not listed

with the other witnesses. These are evidence of contracts used as travel

documents.

133Kuwabara. "Seishin Hoken Katsudo no Rekishi." 484-485.
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Figure 3: Two contracts for Yonokichi

The top contract gives the year of the dog in its opening text and was probably written
first. 1863 was the year of the boar so the year of the dog in the top contract was 1862.
Aside from the dates given in the text and other minor differences, the two contracts are
identical, but the "signatures" make the second contract official. Tambaya Yahei. Minoya
Kichibei and Yonokichi, [to Kawachiya Rihei dono] "H6k6nin Ukejo no Koto," 1/1863,
Mizutani collection Nos. B14 and B18. Kyoto City Library of Historical Documents,
Kyoto.
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The details of contract provisions to protect the house found in the third

section of contract text, and sometimes the overall format were specific to

each house and a worker would have no way of knowing what to expect in the

details of the contract. In most cases, the blank spaces left on the travel

document were large enough to compensate for minor differences.

Presumably the guarantor or employer would write these details in the blank

spaces.

Sometimes, however, the house fonnat was radically different. At such

times, a new contract was written with the guarantor's seal affixed. I have

found cases when two contracts were written for the same person in which

both contracts use the same name, same identification, same employer.

However, one contract was written in a different format from the other and

this format differed from other contracts in the collection of that house. In

another case, the worker included a date in the text which did not match the

date of the contract and so had to rewrite the contract. 134 These dual contracts

imply that the employer house required the worker to write a new contract

according to house forms (see figure 3).

Thus brief sample contracts could act as travel documents. I also argue

that not only were written contracts required because of problems that

resulted from hiring strangers, but written contracts were only required when

strangers were hired. I suggest strangers for several reasons. The Tokugawa

contract terms regarding wage and period-of-hire were slippery, often not

specified, and probably not the main purpose of the contracts. Instead, the

important issues addressed by the contracts were the trustworthiness of the

t34The Mizutani collection in Kyoto has two contracts for Yonokichi, son of Ginseya Seishichi of
Shinmachi in Tamba province. There are no signatures on the first contract, document number BI8
originally written in 1862, but he has two guarantors on the second contract, number 814 written in 1863
(see figure 3).
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worker and who the employer could apply to for compensation if the worker

should prove untrustworthy.

Kin members of the employer house did not need this surety because of

their kin relationship; the house was responsible for them anyway. Personal

friends of the employer, business associates, and their children similarly did

not need this surety. If the employer knew the worker ahead of time, he also

knew whether or not the worker was trustworthy. Furthennore, the employer

was likely to know whether the friend or associate was good for the

guaranteed compensation without putting the agreement in writing. In

addition, the employer could take direct steps in regards to business associates

and friends if they did not come through with the agreed compensation.

Finally, the house head was a prime candidate to act as a guarantor for these

workers. Therefore, I argue that written contracts were necessary only when

the employee and his family were unknown to the employer and possibly to

the guarantor.

Matsuzaka, in Ise province, produced the cotton textiles that were the

basis for the business of Mitsui and other Ise merchants. Mitsui has much data

regarding the wholesale, retail, and transport part of their business, but labor

documents for the production part of the industry are not as available. 135

Investigation by scholars in Mie prefecture shows that older, experienced

women of villages in the region would hire up to ten girls to train in spinning

and weaving, and would spend several years supervising their work. The men

cooperated in dying the cloth woven by the women. 136 However, I found no

135Matsuzaka-shishi Hensan Iinkai ed.• ShjryOhen Kjnsei 2 Kejzai. vol. 12 of Matsuzaka-shjsbi
(Matsuzaka. Mie: Matsuzaka City. 1983).

136Mie-ken KyOiku Iinkai ed.• "Mie-ken no Sboshoku." 140-145.
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labor documents, contracts or other kinds, for this industry in this region. The

same situation holds true for Mino, a major paper producing region.

Although archivists in the Mie Prefecture Office, the Matsuzaka City

Library, and the Gifu Prefecture Archives give numerous reasons why such

documents may have been lost or destroyed, I suggest an alternative

explanation. I37 Villagers in Ise and Mino hired local youth, either from the

same village or from neighboring villages. Ergo, these workers were well

known to their employers and so did not need written contracts. If I then

extend this reasoning to the businesses in my data base, it explains several

anomalies.

The financial records of the Mitamura house reveal that most of their

labor force came from the five villages of the Otaki district which included

Iwamoto village, the home village of the Mitamura house. I38 However, few

of the contracts in the Mitamura collection represent workers from these five

villages. The above reasoning suggests that the contracts represent workers

who were strangers to the house and came from outside the village network,

or had some other reason to need a written agreement. 139 Most local workers

did not need written contracts, but these outsiders did. In Kyoto also, none of

the contracts show any obvious family, kin-group or neighborhood

connections even when the worker came from Kyoto and had no guarantor.

137According to Ihe archivists, old documents were melted down to make new paper in times of
famine and shortage in the paper mulberry used for production. Old documents have also been used for
paper doors, rolled into paper string, and used as wrapping paper and tissue paper.

138Kobata Atsushi, Okamoto Sonshi, 354-355.

139Shisuke of Otaki village, for example, contracted to work for the Mitamura house to repay a large
debt he owed them. Presumably the contract was voided when the debt was repaid. because the debt
amount and the chops of Shisuke, his guarantor and his brother all have lines drawn through them.
Shisuke et al.. [to Mitamura Sei'uemon] "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto." Labor and debt contract, 1/1727,
Mitamura collection No. 291-V, ImadatechO Rekishi Minzoku Shiryokan, Imadatecho.
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Worker-Guarantor-Employer Relations

Three kinds of data in the contracts give some insight into how a worker

from a different area might have found a guarantor and how he found an

employer. One piece of information is the guarantor's address which can be

placed in geographic relation to the employee and ~he employer. These data

separate naturally into five categories. Workers from the same city, town or

village as the employer would have guarantors local to both employer and

employee. Workers from other areas, even other nearby villages, would have

guarantors either local to the employee, local to the employer, or local to

neither of them. Finallyt some guarantors had no identifying address, so

these are unknown.

When the guarantor was local to both the worker and the employer, all

three lived in the same community and had ample opportunity to know each

other through personal ties. In other words, they could be nodding

acquaintances or the friend of a friend. When a worker from another area had

a guarantor local to the employee, the guarantor probably knew the worker

personally as well as the employer. I presume that the employer usually knew,

or knew of, the guarantor; otherwise the guarantor's surety value would have

been minor. When the employer did not know the guarantor, then there was

probably some other reason presented why the guarantor could be trusted.

For example, the guarantor might identify himself as the village headman or a

member of the village council.

When the guarantor was local to the employer, then the guarantor

probably did not know the worker personally, but had agreed to guarantee a

relative stranger based upon personal judgment, recommendation based upon

some other tie, or persuasion from the employer and hopes for stronger ties to
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the employer. When the guarantor was local to neither, he acted as a stepping

stone between two strangers.

For example, in a comic story (rakugo) of the period a young villager

went off to the city to become a sumo wrestler. He ate so much that his trainer

kicked him out for fear the young man would eat up his profits. The young

man stopped at an inn on his way back to his village where he ate so much that

he drew the attention of the innkeeper. Upon hearing that the young man's

ambition was to become a sumo wrestler, the innkeeper - a sumo fan 

introduced him to another trainer and offered to supply the young man's rice

each month as part of the agreement.140

In other words, the innkeeper became the young man's guarantor based

on his personal judgement of the young man's character and potential ability.

At the same time, the innkeeper gained a close, direct tie to a sumo training

establishment which likely gained him free admission or preferential seating

at sumo wrestling matches after the young man he sponsored became a

successful wrestler. According to the tale, the young man became the top

wrestler in Japan. 141

Another piece of data that may offer some insight into the employee

guarantor-employer relationship is the number of guarantors listed on the

contract. Although many workers had only one guarantor, multiple

guarantors were not uncommon and some workers had no guarantors. The

number of guarantors on a contract may have depended upon shop, industry,

I40OIOnomatsu." the success story of the sixth yokozuna Onomatsu Midorinosuke. According to the
tale. Onomatsu became a wrestler in 1815. Yano Seiichi. Raku~o Shobaj Oraj (Tokyo: Hakusuisha.
1995) 228-231.

141Introductions remain an important part of Japanese social and business relations. Finding the
right person to perform an introduction is essential. because the introducer has some responsibility over the
success of the relationship between the parties he introduced. and they are obligated to the introducer for
whatever benefits they gained from the introduction.
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or regional practice, but probably reflected how well the employer knew the

worker or the guarantors.

r ti All CTable 3.2 Cumulative Guarantor Loca itv or ontracts.

oguar 1 guar 2+ guar total

locality urban rural urban rural urban rural

near worker 2 5 8 48 - 16 '79

near employer - - 96 10 2 1 109

near both 12 - 72 11 4 7 106

neither - - 1 16 - 1 18

unknown - - 6 7 1 - 14

totals 14 5 183 92 7 25 326

I made some adjustments to make a comparison of the entire sample of

326 contracts that contained guarantor information.I42 For workers with no

guarantors I consider if the worker lived near the employer or not so these

contracts fall in only two categories, local to worker or local to employer.

~or contracts with two or more guarantors, I c~nsider the linkage. If at least

one guarantor was local to the worker and one was local to the employer, then

I call the contract local to both because the entire link was complete. ' If one

1420ne contract in the Maruo colIection was merely a fragment containing only the opening lines
that identified the worker so this "contract" provides no guarantor information and I have excluded it from
the sample. "Hakonin Ukejo no Koto," Fragment of a labor contract for Kihei. (1211806), Marua Mitsue
private colIection No. 490-14. Tatsuno.
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guarantor was local to the worker, but none were local to the employer, then

the link was incomplete and I call it local to worker. The same is true vice

versa when the sum of the guarantors show it to be local to the employer.

One contract in the sample has three guarantors, none of whom are local to

either the worker.or the employer. This contract I count as local to neither.

The full analysis is in table 3.2.

Most contracts in the sample, 84.5%, have only one guarantor. This is

true for all businesses regardless of location or industry, and for all workers

regardless of age, sex, worker origin, or the year, decade, or century the

contracts were written. Some contracts, however, have no guarantors, and

these contracts tend to be for workers at Kyoto businesses. Other contracts

have multiple guarantors, and these contracts tend to be for workers at rural

based businesses.

Urban and rural businesses also show different patterns of guarantor

locality that cannot be explained simply by the differences in worker

migration. Contracts for urban workers tend to have guarantors local to the

employer, whereas contracts for rural workers tend to have more guarantors

local to the worker. The rural contracts also show a greater variety of worker

guarantor-employer geographical relations.

I find that these geographical patterns show little change by industry, or

worker age, sex, or migration. Instead, they are influenced by four factors: 1)

who the employer would trust and accept as surety to a contract, 2) how the

worker found employment, 3) local political policies, and 4) other personal

considerations.

In Kyoto, the large number of workers who not only migrated from other

provinces, but found guarantors in Kyoto supports my thesis that these

workers came in search of work with no previous personal connections to the
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employer. Their guarantors often show direct connections to the employer,

such as having the same business name or showing some sign of participation

in the same industry. At the same time, I found very few connections between

the workers and the guarantors, or the workers and the employers. But what

about the fourteen Kyoto workers with no guarantors?

Three of these workers are represented in the data sample by letters of

apology, not contracts, and probably had some sort of personal connections. 143

Another three have contracts signed by people representing themselves as

"parent or guarantor" (oya ukenin) and I cannot say which applies. At least

one of these three is a surrogate parent, also identified as the landlady of the

worker, and the other two may be guarantors on contracts that do not identify

a relative responsible for the contract.

One contract is the first of two contracts for the same person, a worker

named Yonokichi (see footnote 134 above). This first contract identifies

Yonokichi and his parent, but contains no chops on the contract. The second

contract for Yonokichi names two guarantors who both affix their chops to

the contract. I suspect that the first contract was used as a travel document.

Another contract for a different employer also has no chops attached and may

also have served as the travel document or work application for a worker who

did not get hired. There is no second contract for this worker in the data base.

Thus, eight of the fourteen Kyoto contracts with no guarantor can easily be

explained. The remaining six probably have similar explanations that are not

obvious from their contract documents.

1431 included these workers in the sample because 1 could get contract infonnation from their letters
even though 1do not have contracts for them.
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At least one rural contract with no guarantors was a loan agreement using

the labor of the worker as collateral for the debt. In this case, I presume that

the employer knew the parent, but required the written contract as a loan

receipt. The tendency for rural employers to accept guarantors local to the

worker could be the result of several factors. First, a rural community

probably offered less choice of local people to act as guarantors. Second,

rural employers were also often landowners and therefore had other contacts

with local villages in the province. Third, domain lords often encouraged

local businesses to hire villagers from within the domain as a way to keep

labor in the domain and ensure that villagers had the wherewithal to pay their

taxes.

I suggest, however, that the variety of guarantor locality patterns and the

multiple guarantors witnessing many rural contracts reflect the various

methods by which the worker gained an introduction and guarantor, and

represented himself as employable. This consideration is particularly visible

in the multiple guarantor contracts. Even though a contract with multiple

guarantors suggests that the employer required several people to act as surety

for the employer, I find that only three multiple guarantor contracts actually

complete the linkage from an outside worker to the employer (see table 3.3).

Instead, nine of these contracts list the village headman and one to three

village councillors together with perhaps one person from a different village,

sometimes identified as a kuchiire.
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Table 3.3 Cumulative Guarantor Locality for Rural Contracts with Multiple
Guarantors

local to worker
local to employer
local to both
local to neither
unknown

total

same provInce
15

2
1

18

different province
1
1
1

3

The contracts with three or more guarantors for every rural house except

the Sugiyama house in Tondabayashi are witnessed by the above combination

of village headman, village elders, and perhaps one additional person from a

different village. This pattern suggests that the village leaders were showing

their permission to enter into contract labor by endorsing the contract.

Throughout this analysis, the Sugiyama house in Tondabayashi has stood

out as unusual. Sugiyama workers were older, hired for shorter periods,

migrated from other provinces even though the house had no branch shops,

and the workers had different guarantor patterns. None of the Sugiyama

contracts were endorsed by village headmen, even when the contracts had

multiple guarantors. Closer examination of Tondabayashi village reveals

political reasons why Tondabayashi practices developed differently from

those of other areas.

Many of the Tokugawa domains, or han, were not single geographical

units. Instead, some daimyo were given rights to a portion of the produce of a

great many geographical pieces spread out over a wide geographical area and
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mixed up with the political pieces of other domains. Furthermore, the

shogunate periodically exercised its right to change the domain allotments of

various daimyo and transfer them so a political unit sometimes changed hands

several times during the Tokugawa period.

Tondabayashi village was one such political unit. Tondabayashi

contracts in the data sample spans the years 1732-1790, and 1835 with a heavy

concentration of contracts from 1741-1767. During this time, Tondabayashi

was a part of Sakura han based in Shimousa province east of Edo 1723-1746,

under shogunate direct management 1746-1756, attached to the Osaka

castellan (Osaka jodai) 1756-1759, returned to the shogunate 1759-1777,

attached to Kasama han based in Mutsu province on the northeast coast of

Honshu 1777-1791, and returned to the shogunate in 1791. Altogether,

Tondabayashi changed hands nine times during the Tokugawa period and five

times during the period covered by the data sample. 144 The domains based in

the Kanto region surrounding Edo were probably major factors in the

decision to send sake to the Edo market. The distance of the domain lord and

the lack of political support may also have influenced the failure of

Tondabayashi sake in the Edo market.

Because Tondabayashi was a small piece of a scattered domain,

employers in the village were not constrained to hire only from within the

domain. Indeed, the region was so full of these little pieces that many people

probably did not know which villages belonged to which domain, especially

when the domain affiliations changed so often. This is probably why

addresses in the contracts give the province, a geographical unit, instead of the

144Kadokawa Nihon Chimei liten Henshii Iinkai ed., Osakafu, vol. 27 of Kadokawa Nihon Chimei
liten (Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten, 1991) 845-846.
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domain, the political unit. On the other hand, Tatsuno and Itami were the

castle towns of their respective domains, and remained so throughout the

period. This status gave the businesses in these towns a stability that the

Sugiyama house did not have, and may have contributed to the prosperity of

their respective businesses.

Social Mobility

There is little evidence in the contracts to show direct personal

connections between the workers and their guarantors, although such

connections sometimes existed. Some had a geographical connection in

which the name of the guarantor or employer's shop coincided with the

worker's home province. But there w€?re no obvious business connections for

the workers who migrated to Kyoto from out of town. I must conclude,

therefore, that these workers probably found guarantors after arriving in the

city. Employers also probably preferred to have their workers guaranteed by

people they could rely upon and overlooked any probable lack of connection

between worker and guarantor. After all, the guarantor was the liable party of

the contract agreement.

The lack of evidence for direct ties between worker and guarantor does

not mean there were none. However, it does suggest that migrating workers

were free to find employment outside their home provinces in spite of local

restrictions and policies. Moreover, a basic contract document witnessed by

the worker's parent or guardian minus specific information regarding other

guarantors or the employer could have served as an identification and travel

document.

This analysis, however, also reveals information regarding the witnessing

relative and the social mobility of the workers. All of the employers in the
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data base were either merchants, artisans, or manufacturers. Some, such as the

Sugiyama and Terao houses, were also landowners officially of the "peasant"

class. Thirty-six workers have no witnessing relative on their contract, so the

original social status for most of them is unknown. However, The original

social status of 295 workers is given in their contracts as they are identified as

the son of a boar keeper, the daughter of a farmer, or just the son of a person

identified only by name.I45 As a result, I found that 145, or 49.2% of the

sample were from families that were identified by business names or as

carpenters. The remaining 150, or 50.8%, underwent some change in status.

Of these, the majority were peasants identified only by a single name and the

home village (101), identified specifically as farmers (24), and one identified

as a boar keeper.

A smaller group, including the son of a medical doctor, came from

families that had surnames. It is tempting to claim that these families were

largely of the warrior class, but the Sugiyama, Konishi, Maruo and Mitamura

houses all had and used surnames thus showing that a surname was not

necessarily a sign that a person was a member of the warrior class. 146 The

Maruo and Mitamura families both claimed a warrior lineage, but the

Sugiyama and Konishi families could only claim to be rich farmers and

landowners.

I have already mentioned some contracts with no chops or other .

witnessing marks affixed that I suspect were used as such travel documents.

Further examination of the chops or other marks affixed to the contracts

14SSome conlracts identified the parent in the text even though the parent was not listed among the
witnesses to the conlract at the end.

l46These houses all used their family name in business.
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reveals several interesting correlations. I analyzed contracts for Kyoto

businesses in table 3.4 below. I have divided the contracts according to

whether a relative attached a witnessing mark to his name or not, and whether

the worker attached a witnessing mark to his name. Then I analyzed these

categories for migration and guarantor locality.

Table 3.4 Witnessimr Marks for Relatives and Workers on :Kvoto Contracts

reI with chop reI no chop

worker no mark some no mark some

same city 50 28 9

sameprov 4 3 6

diffprov 24 14 65

near worker 6 3 1

near both 50 28 9

employer 19 11 68

neither 1

unknown 3 3 1

totals 78 45 80 0

As table 3.4 shows, Kyoto workers tended not to affix any witnessing

marks on their contracts, and none of them attached such a mark independent

of a relative. On the other hand, many contracts for workers who migrated

from a different province have no'chop or witnessing mark affixed for either
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the worker or his relative. Many of the contracts state that "we who have

affixed our chops below" take responsibility for the contract. Contracts on

which the worker's parent has not affixed any sort of witnessing mark suggest

that these parents were not responsible ror the contract, and may not even have

known of the contract. I suggest, based upon this and other evidence I have

discussed above, that these contracts were used as travel documents and work

applications. The worker then probably found a guarantor after he arrived in

Kyoto. What about rural workers?

Table 3.5 Witnessine: Marks for Relatives and Workers on Rural Contracts

reI with chop reI no chop

worker no mark some no mark some

same vill 4 8 2 1

sameprov 18 40 3 14

diffprov 11 15 5 2

near worker 22 36 4 9

near both 4 9 2 3

employer 2 6 1 2

neither 3 9 3 1

unknown 2 3 - 2

totals 33 63 10 17
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The same analysis with the same categories for rural workers reveals that

most of these workers generally affixed some sort of chop or other witnessing

mark to their contracts. This was true regardless of whether a relative also

affixed a chop to the contract or not (see table 3.5). Moreover, many of these

workers had their own chops, which is obvious when the parent has affixed a

chop right next to the worker's chop and they can be compared. Fifty-one, or

41.5%, of the rural workers used their own chop independent of their parents.

Another twenty-nine workers used some alternative such as a drawn chop

called a kao, their parent's chop, or their fingerprint. In comparison, thirty

four or 16.8% of the Kyoto workers had their own seals, and only eleven used

some other form of witnessing mark.

During the Tokugawa period, each household generally had only one

chop. Sometimes businesses houses had two chops, one family chop and one

business chop, but one chop per house was the general rule. When the worker

used a different chop from his parent on the contract, it was a sign that he had

a separate independent household. 147 On the other hand, some of these

workers using their own chops were quite young; the youngest was thirteen

years old. I suggest, therefore, that a separate chop was a sign of a collateral

member of the birth house. Moreover, it is likely that all of the workers who

witnessed their own contracts were collateral members of their houses and

therefore their birth families used contract-employment as a means of rotating

them out of the birth house.

147Kodama Kota et aI. ed., Gaisetsu Komonjogaku: Kinsei Hen (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan,
1989) 301-302.
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Labor Migration and Tokugawa Society

During the eighteenth century, central and local governments

frequently tried to control or prohibit labor migration. The Kansei reforms of

the late eighteenth century represented the efforts of the central government

to control labor migration. Matsudaira Sadanobu gave fallow land to

mushukumono, or homeless wanderers, as part of his Kansei reforms. This

policy grew out of a concern that much farm-land was untilled because of a

lack of agricultural labor. Many farmers had also left their land, sometimes in

the wake of famine or flood, and had not returned. Another part of the Kansei

reforms that was repeated in the Tempo reforms of the 1830s was the practice

of returning villagers who had migrated to the cities back to their villages.

This policy too was aimed at remedying a chronic agricultural labor shortage

in the provinces.148

Many domains prohibited or tried to control labor migration outside

the domain because they feared this would cause a shortage of agricultural

labor. Tatsuno domain, for example, tried to control the time people were

allowed to be away. The domain required full and complete records of their

comings and goings and set time limits. People could not leave until after the

wheat harvest in the fall, and were required to return before the rice planting

season in the late spring. In 1754 the domain imposed a high tax upon

villagers who were not back by the deadline, but this tax was widely protested.

Twenty-three people from one village gathered in protest on the river bank,

and were arrested and chained. The domain eventually realized it could not

enforce its restrictions without losing the labor the restrictions were designed

I48Tsuji Tatsuya. "Politics in the Eighteenth Century." 470.
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to keep, and the restrictions were eased in 1763. Instead the domain required

all people leaving for labor migration to register and remain in the fields until

the sixth day of the tenth month each year.I49

The Hayashida domain, which was a neighbor to Tatsuno, tried to

prevent labor migration altogether. The Hayashida domain also came to

realize that trying to prevent people of the domain from finding work outside

was unrealistic. Instead, the domain required laborers to.apply for permission

to leave. The migrant casual labor force and the people finding outside

contract-labor increased for both the Tatsuno and Hayashida domains during

the Kansei era (1789-1801). The two domains published notices encouraging

people to find casual and contract labor within the domains, claiming that the

increasing number of people finding outside work caused a local labor

shortage. Finally, both domains required workers who were away for the

year, (as were those who had contracts), to pay a fee to their villages to

reimburse them for the labor lost by the workers' absence.I5o

This background implies that opportunities for casual and contract

labor were lucrative enough to draw labor out of the rural areas in spite of

government efforts to suppress outmigration. Furthermore, this out

migration created wage labor opportunities in the rural communities the

laborers left behind. Domains, however, could take advantage of this process

by encouraging local industries that would create local labor opportunities to

keep local population in the domain and draw population to the domain from

outside..

149Yagi Tetsuhiro, "Kinsei Chiiki no Mura no Seikatsu: Noson Yojo Rodo wa Dekasegi Ni,"
Tatsuno-shishi vol. 2, ed. Tatsuno-shishi Hensan Senmon Iinkai (Tatsuno: Tatsuno City, 1981) 235-238

lSOIbid.
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The Tatsuno and Hayashida domains both tried unsuccessfully to prevent

or restrict workers from leaving their domains. In both cases, the reasons

cited by the domains in their policies and announcements was labor shortage.

By the early nineteenth century, most domains recognized the futility of

enforcing these prohibitions and many actually encouraged such migration

from economic necessity.l51 This may be another reason why contracts with

more than two guarantors disappeared in the nineteenth century. Workers no

longer needed the signatures of their village headman and elders to lend

validity to their migration and contracts.

The Hikone domain in Omi province, for example, was very strict

about maintaining its rice-growing population. The domain not only

prohibited labor migration, but kept its merchants in the castle town separated

from the villages and prohibited farmers from engaging in commercial

activities. The domain acted as the agent for the people selling domain

surplus and buying necessary imports. The domain reversed these policies in

the early nineteenth century when it realized it had a high population and low

income. Villagers were encouraged to find outside labor opportunities and

the domain encouraged industry in an effort to bring more money into the

domain. These villagers traveled as merchants, establishing shops along the

highways specializing in textiles manufactured both in Hikone and

elsewhere. 152

The common use of casual labor could also have been a result of the

perceived labor shortage as was the long-term employment of contract

workers. Casual laborers worked on a here-today-gone-tomorrow basis, so

151Yagi. "Kinsei Chliki no Mura no Seikatsu." 235-238; Ogura, Omi Shonin no Keiei. 28.

152 Ogura. Omi Shonin nQ Kejei. 25-28.
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considering them a result of labor shortage may seem strange. However,

many of these casual laborers were farmers, as I mentioned in chapter two

above, who worked during their "free time" from agricultural labor. Their

very lack of long-term contracts allowed them to work when many domains

were concerned about losing their agricultural labor force as I explained

above. If employers tried to maintain the necessary labor force by hiring

these laborers for longer periods, then the employers may have lost this labor

altogether. Using casual labor, therefore, increased the potential labor force

making the maintenance of the necessary labor force easier.

This use of casual labor made it most convenient for larger

manufacturers to locate close to rural communities. Laborers, too, could use

their free time most profitably if they did not have to migrate far. This

concern shaped the casual labor migration patterns. The casual labor

employed by the Maruo brewery in Tatsuno, for example, tended to come

from within the Tatsuno domain and neighboring domains within Harima

province. 153 The breweries in Settsu, however, used so much casual labor that. .

these breweries drew workers from the neighboring provinces of Harima,

Tamba, and KawachLI54 Kawachi, however, also had a large textile industry

and a smaller brewing industry which used labor within the province and

drew labor from its neighboring provinces Izumi and Yamato.t 55 Thus

IS3Provinces as geographical units and domains as political units did not always, or even usually.
coincide as I discussed above regarding Tondabayashi. The relationship was often similar to that of
geographical Samoa and the political entities of American Samoa and Western Samoa. See also Yagi
Tetsuhiro. "Kinsei Chiiki no Mura no Seikatsu," 235-238.

IS4Yunoki, Sake Zukuri no Rekishi. 190-214.

ISSFukuyama Akira. "Kinsei Kawachi Shuz6gyo no Tenkai," Tondabayashi-shi Kenkyii Kiyo (1976)
4.
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manufacturers competed for casual labor which was pulled into industry by an

ever increasing demand.

Labor migration on this scale also had other social implications besides

the capitalization of agricultural labor. It brought income into rural villages

together with skills gained from experience in manufacturing. It provided

local opportunities for social mobility as collateral members of rural

households earned the capital to establish independent households or move

out. Local farmers and small manufacturers also became brokers and

wholesale merchants, and successful merchants often became landowners,

landlords and farmers. 156

Labor-migration also facilitated the spread of information and the

diffusion of general knowledge. Contract-labor, with its focus upon artisan

and management apprentice positions, contributed to the spread of literacy

and general math-calculation skills. This spread of general education also

contributed to the cultural life of Tokugawa society as affluent farmers

traveled to Kyoto and other local urban centers to learn and participate in the

arts and intellectual discussion.I 57 And many traveled to sight-see or go on

pilgrimages to famous temples and shrines creating a tourist industry.158

IS6Kobata Atsushi. "Echizen no Hosho." Chubu ChjhO, vol. 5 of Njhon San&yOshj Taikei. ed.
ChihOshi Kenkyu Kyogikai (Tokyo: Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai, 1960).

IS7The Sugiyama family is a prime example of this activity. The Sugiyama house and brewery
buildings remain standing and are open to the public. The house architecture included paintings by famous
artists on paper doors called fusuma. intricately carved lintels. tea rooms for the enjoyment of tea
ceremony, and lacquerware beams as part of decorative alcoves called tokonoma. One Sugiyama daughter
became a poet and was equally skilled on the koto. the Japanese thirteen stringed harp. Bunkazai
Kenzobutsu Hozon Gijutsu Kyokai ed.• Kyu Su&iyamake Jiitaku ShUrj Koii Hokokusho, 12-13.

IS80ne of the perks many merchant houses gave their employees when they received home leave was
a bonus to use for sightseeing on the way. Ogura. Omi ShOnin no Keiei. 114-116.
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In conclusion, Tokugawa labor contracts developed out of the need to

protect employers from the consequences of hiring strangers and accepting

them as part of their house management. The employers were forced to hire

such strangers as business and manufacturing grew and they required a larger

labor force than could be supplied by the kin-group and other personal

connections. This growth pulled both contract and casual labor into

commerce and industry resulting in a shortage of agricultural labor. Local

and national governments concerned with their agricultural base and the loss

of agricultural labor tried, mostly unsuccessfully, to suppress labor out

migration.

However, this labor migration also brought income, skills, and

information into the domains. After unsuccessfully trying to suppress labor

migration, domain lords encouraged local industry as a way to maintain the

local agricultural population and attract labor into their domain. Thus

industry competed with agriculture for labor, and various industries and

regions competed with each other for labor. In this fashion, rapidly

expanding industrial opportunities pulled the agricultural population into

geographic and social mobility and contributed to the formation of a dynamic

society.
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Chapter 4: Labor-Management Relations

In the previous chapter I detailed the hiring and migration patterns for

contract and casual labor. And I discussed how various groups competed for

contract and casual labor. This kind of competition points to a labor shortage.

In this chapter I argue that labor shortage shaped labor-management relations.

This argument relates to four areas: contract provisions and conditions, labor

shortage, labor practices, and human capital.

In the first section I examine the contract relationship beginning with the

kinds of labor contracts found in Tokugawa businesses. This topic leads into

the issues of wages, credit, loans and debts. Then I consider the unwritten

responsibilities employers had toward their employees, both contract and

casual, regarding food, lodgings, and health care.

I discuss the demographic evidence of labor shortage in the second

section. I argue that labor-migration and labor conditions generally beneficial

to the worker nevertheless contributed to the fertility decline and population

stagnation of the eighteenth century, and the mortality crisis of the nineteenth

century. All of these conditions were part of the background of labor

shortage.

In the third section I discuss the consequences of labor shortage for

labor-management relations. [contrast the contract provisions designed to

protect the employer with labor practices that favored the worker. This issue

leads to question of human capital; who owns it and who controls it. Human

capital refers to the labor and the skill of the worker. [n many cases, the skill

of the worker was acquired through aprenticeship with the employer house

and further relates to the production technology of the house and house

production secrets. I argue that employer houses used contracts to bind skilled
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workers to the houses as a strategy for protecting their production secrets and

maintaining a necessary population of skilled workers which again leads back

to the issue of labor shortage.

In the final section I consider why production secrets were so important

for the competitive edge of a house. I argue that the needs for quality raw

materials and labor supply often made it more economical for a house to

locate in rural areas. At the same time, transportation costs meant that

products manufactured distant from the market would be more expensive than

local products. These costs thus made quality a factor more important than

quantity on the market as consumers required quality to justify the expense of

the non-local product. I further argue that labor shortage influenced this

balance as well.

Contract Conditions

During the Tokugawa period, a labor contract was called a guarantee of

service. The term "service" covered all types of work, whether as a maid, a

wet-nurse, a weaver, or a management apprentice who theoretically could

later become the successor to the house. As a guarantee of service, the first

section of the contract text identified the worker and delineated the terms of

this service.

Most contracts clearly stated the month and year the contract agreement

went into effect. However, the length of the contract period and the wage

were often not specified. Some businesses hired their workers for a set period

and a wage that was paid in advance. The employees of the Sugiyama sake

brewery in Tondabayashi, for example, were hired for an average of one year
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and paid an average of 150 nwnme in advance. Wet-nurse contracts also

clearly stated the contract period and wage. 151)

Many contracts said little or nothing of a wage even when the contract

period was quite clear. The employees of the Noguchi dyeing business in

Kyoto, for example, were hired for 6-10 years with no mention of a wage.

The contract employees of the Tanaka carpentry workshop in Kyoto were also

hired for ten years. Later in the Tanaka contracts, the guarantors stated that

any money the employee might eventually earn should be applied to the

expenses incurred by the Tanaka house for his food and clothing.

Most contracts in the data sample follow a straightforward format that

gives no indication of debt or indenture as the following two excerpts show.

We send this person called Hanjiro to work for you from the horse
year for ten years. This person was born in Kyoto at Takakura Shijo
sagaru ch6 as the son of Matsuya Ihei and we have long known his
family, therefore we stand as his guarantors. lOO

This person called S6suke is well known to us. We here affirm
that we stand as guarantors for him and send him to work for you as a
teda; from this dragon month nine. 161 Konishi collection 6-2-7, Itami
1784.

Some contracts, however, clearly show an indentured labor relationship.

One contract for the Mitamura house in Echizen province shows a debt

159Although monetary valuations varied during the Tokugawa period. 50-65 mOlllne of silver was
approximately equal !o one ryo of gold which equaled the price of one koku of rice or enough rice to feed
one person for one full year. Hayami Akira has suggested that one ryo of gold was approximately
equivalent to 500-1.000 American dollars in the present. If so. then one mOl/me was worth approximately
$10-$20. personal conununication Hayami Akim July 1995.

l60lshidiya Kichizo et al., [to Koguya Hisaemon) "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto," Lahor contract.
9/1714. Kumagai collection No. 506. Kyoto City Library of Historical Documents. Kyoto.

161 Aboshiya Shf,hei et aI., [to Konishi Shin'emon) "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto." Labor contract.
lJ/1784. Konishi collection No. 6-2-7. Itami Shiritsu Hakubutsukan. ltami.
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relationsip in which the parent clearly intends to borrow more money against

his daughter's wage in the future. Only two of the contracts in this collection

take this form so I assume that Yoshi's father in the excerpt below really

needed to borrow money as opposed to using the debt format as an exc~se to

enter into a labor contract. Notice that her contract clearly states the length of

her service as well as the days it begins and ends. If it were an open-ended

contract for a sum of money, it would violate the shogunate laws against

selling people and slavery. 162

As I am unable to pay my tax rice this monkey [year] I have
decided that my daughter [Yoshi] will work for you from this monkey
twelfth month twelfth day until the coming ox [year] twelfth month
twelfth day for a contract ,period of five years. I confirm that I have
received eighty monme as her wage, and I certainly will use [it] to
repay the authorities. 163 In addition, she will receive five sets of winter
clothing from you. At this time I expect to borrow more money from
you in the future and so ask that you give her no more than the five sets
of winter clothing mentioned above and not provide summer clothing.

Sometimes contracts written in this form only use the need for tax money

as an excuse for entering into a contract. I discussed in chapter three above the

efforts of Tatsuno domain to prohibit labor-migration and contract-labor

because they took labor away from agriculture. This situation made it

162 Money was coined in gold. silver and copper. lUld rice was the basis for calculating the value of
the coins. One 'yo of gold was equal in value 10 one koku of rice. or the amount necessary to feed one
person for one year. The gold to silver exchange depended upon the price one koku of rice brought in the
rice market. but generally fluctualed between fifty and sixty-five mOllme of silver. For comparison. I will
change all wages inlo mOllme. When the wages were paid in ,yo, I will use tifty as the exchange for thc
lower end of the wage nUlge and sixty-live for the upper end of the wage range. Thus. the Kimum house
paid two women 1-3 'yo which I will report as 50-195 mallme of silver. For exact year to year valuations
sec Kobata Atsushi et a!. cd., Dokushi Onran (Tokyo: Jinbutsu Oraisha. 1966).

163"Kyugin gengin hachijil lIlonJllC tashikrnli uketori, gokogiSluna c sushi age mosu tokuro jissho
nari." Kichitayu ci al .. [to Sd'uemonl "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto." Labor contract. 1211211776, Mitamura
collection No. 1-2IB. hnadalecho Rekishi Minzoku ShiryoklUl. Imadatecho.
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difficult for the Maruo house to legally hire any contract-labor, so they seem

to have used the need to earn tax money as an excuse. I conclude this was an

excuse for several rea<ions. They used this excuse in the sample contracts they

made for workers to copy when drawing up a contract. The wages stated in

the contract were far less than the worker could have earned as a casual

laborer in their brewery in the same time with fewer restrictions. And one

worker asked to be sent to their Kyoto branch shop as I show in the following

excerpt. As a brewery worker, this person could have earned the same amount

of money in one hundred days of labor.

I am unable to pay my tax rice at the end of this year, so from this
rabbit year twelfth month to the coming dragon year twelfth month I
affirm that I will work at the shop of your elder brother Miyake Genbei
in Kyoto. I will not go against any of the house rules, not to mention
the shogunate prohibitions. For wage I have received an advance of
120 monme which I will apply to the unpaid tax. 164

Documents from other houses that used factory labor show that this type

of arrangement did occur. One letter to the Sugiyama house from a young

woman named Haya reveals that her father Tobei had worked in the

Sugiyama brewery as a casual laborer to repay the money he borrowed from

them to establish his own small business. In the letter, Haya thanks the house

for forgiving the remaining debt her father had not yet managed to work off.

The letter also shows how a local manufacturer helped a tenant farmer Tobei

to change his social status and circumstances. 165

164Chobci et ai., [to Maruoya Magojiro) "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto," Labor contract, 12/1747.
Maruo Mitsue private collection No. 40-490-3, Tatsuno.

t65Haya et aI., [to Sugiyama Chozaemon) "Issatsu no Koto," Letter, 8/1776. Sugiy.una collection
No. 97, Kyoto University Muscum. Kyoto.
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I found that about half of the contracts for rural-based businesses in the

data sample specified a wage (see table 4.1). The situation for each house was

different, but generally there were several factors that entered into the issue of

wage. Clearly, some of these contracts provided the worker's family with a

monetary resource, and others were made to look that way to comply with

local regulations as I discussed above. The men working for the Mamo house

probably chose to enter their management hierarchy rather than work in their

brewery, and the women may have contracted as maids for pre-marital

training.

Rralb dB .T hI 41 Wa e aRes at u - ase usmesses

house female N' male N

Konishi - - 50 1

Mama 35-80 5 50-120 7

Mitamura 30-80 2 60-100 3

Sugiyama 30-200 12 65-800 29

Terao 50-130 6 40-200 10

The relationships in these contracts also reflect the role rural

manufacturers played in the local community. These business houses were the

local bank and credit source. They provided education and vocational

training to local youths. And through these roles, the rural manufacturers
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provided the means for social mobility and brought income into rural villages

that was independent of agricultural duties and taxes.

Another factor was the need to compete for skilled labor. When the

Sugiyama house hired skilled workers from regions known for quality sake,

they lured them with high wages and short contracts. The short contracts were

endlessly renewable as long as the wage was paid each period, and may have

reflected the lack of trust the house had in these strangers, or possibly the

workers' lack of trust in a rural brewery. The Sugiyama house similarly paid

for older women to come for short contracts. These women were proabably

skilled in the arts, because this period is just when the Sugiyama house head

became interested in tea ceremony and other pleasures.

Very few of the urban contracts, however, specified a wage. Most of the

women whose contracts specified a wage were wet-nurses and two of the men

were most probably household servants. The remaining six contracts that

specify a wage appear to have been for skilled artisans or artisan apprentices.

The Kimura contracts specify that these four workers, male and female, were

weavers. Analyses of the few contracts, both urban and rural, that specify a

wage reveals that men generally received more than women. Urban workers

also generally received more than rural workers except when, as with the

Sugiyama house, the rural house was trying to entice skilled workers from

distant areas.

Although wages were often not stated in the contracts, the financial and

wage obligations of employer to employee were important parts of the

contract relation. The Konoike merchant house credited employee wages in

an account book instead of paying them in cash. When the employee formed a

branch house or retired, then his accumulated wage would be remitted to
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him. 166 This practice was also apparently used by the Kumagai house as well

as the Omi merchant houses. As long as the employee worked for the house,

anything he needed or wanted could be bought on credit and the house would

pay for it, deducting the amount from the employee's wage account.

house fern wal!e ran e N N

Endo 215 6*

Fukui 70-215 2

Kimura 50-195 2 50-325 2

Nakaji 215 1*

Noguchi 172-274 2*

KTanaka 129 1*

YTanaka 20 1

To ota 172-215 2* 0.15a 1

* All of these women were hired as wet-nurses.

a His wage was 70 mon of copper.

During apprenticeship this deduction amounted to an advance against

future wages. This debit against future wages would disappear as the worker

rose in the management hierarchy and his wage increased, and the remaining

166 Yasuoka Shigeaki. "Kyohoki ni okeru Sh6ka Hokonin no Seikaku." Shakai Kal:aku 1 (Kyoto.
1965) 77.
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amount accumulated in the account book l67 With this system, the house

became liable for employee debts. a liability that could be dangerous if the

employee gambled. Certainly the Konishi house recognized this problem and

sought to avoid it in the prohibition against gambling found in their

contracts. 168

Although no wage was stated in the Kumagai house contracts, they

specified that the house should keep any e~rnings on deposit until the year

before the contract ended. The tools of the profession were also included in

this agreement together with the earnings of the employee, implying that the

house both provided the tools and would give them to the employee upon

completion of the contract.

Apprentices usually received only a nominal wage, if any at all.

Documents in the Matsuya and Kimura house colletions reveal that parents

sometimes paid the "employer" house to apprentice their children, although

the fees do not seem high as compared to their later potential wages. Shobei

and Ichi, for example, paid 159 monme and three btl for their son's upkeep and

training during his apprenticeship. 169 Apprenticeship was, after all, a form of

practical education. They were used for errands, babysitting, and

housecleaning under the direction of the house mistress while she taught them

reading, writing and arithmetic as well as the skills of the house. 170 This

1670gura, ami Shonjn no Kcici. 112.

168The Konishi Collcclion. It:uni Shiritsu Hakubulsukan. Ilami.

169ShObei :U1d Ichi. (10 Izutsuy:1 O-Ume dono] "Issatsu." Leller of apology and paymcnt. 2/1793.
Kimura collection No. B9. Kyoto City Library of Historical Documents. Kyoto.

I7OOgur:l. Qmi ShQnin no Ks:jei. 106. See also Murai Masuo. "Toshi Scikatsu no Han'ei."
Sdkalsusbj yol. 2. cd. Kimura !sono <Tokyo: Yamakawa Shuppan. (1)81) 248. 252-253.
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attitude is reflected in the opening section of a contract for Hanji of Koya

village in Echizen province.

Among my sons there is one called Hanji age thirteen this year
who I send to work for you. As he is young we will not speak of a
wage. You may employ him for any task to facilitate his growth
[seicho]. You may employ him for as many years as necessary to
oversee his development. Furthermore, if in the future of his training
he should become competent at every task, please hire him to work for
you in some capacity.

When Hanji graduated from training, he became eligible for a wage, and

Mitamura house wages could be quite high. Kobata Atsushi reports that an

1821 document records wages for their tedai as 200-800 monme. 171 A debt

repayment contract for a skilled worker records a wage of five ryo and five btl

or 250-300 monme per year.

Because I am in arrears for the above amount [429 monme 5 bu 3
ri] in paper orders, I will work for you from the last month of this ram
year. My wage is set at five ryo five bu per year. I will ask if I need
anything more. One ryo per year will be applied to the debt above
according to your instructions. 172

Employers had other unwritten responsibilities to their employees. All

workers lived on site, at least until a tedai achieved bekke or bettaku status.

Indeed, the two terms mean "separate house" and "separate lodgings"

respectively, referring to the privilege of moving out to establish an

independent household.

171 Kobala. [.)kilJDOlo Sonsbi. 332-365.

172Kinbci cl aI., [10 Sci'uclDon) "lIokonin Ukejo no KoIO," Labor conlracl, 1/1727, Milamura
colleclion No. 2lJ 1-V. Imawllccho Rckisbi Minzoku Sbiry6kan. Imadalccho.
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Because all workers lived on site, employers considered worker iiving

expenses as part of the labor cost invested by the employer and these expenses

were usually not counted against worker wages. Living expenses included

meals, a place to sleep and clothes for contract employees. They received two

full sets of clothing from the skin out twice a year, winter and summer. 173

This practice is reflected in the debt contract for Yoshi above when her father

indicated that the house should only give her one set of winter clothing each

year. Casual laborers, however, did not gain all of these benefits. The

laborers received hot meals and lodgings on site, but they did not receive

clothing. All wages were above and beyond these basic amenities. 174

All of the amenities provided by employers to their employees imply that

the house mistress and the household servants were extremely important to the

business. After all, the house mistress was in charge of the servants who

provided these services. This also explains the need for wet-nurses. And it

further explains why employers frequently chose wives for their bekke

employees. 175 The bekke employee was expected to set up a branch business

and therefore needed a wife who could fulfill the role of his branch house

mistress. This practice also shows why maid-service in a business house was a

popular form of pre-marital training for young women. 176 These young

women. because they were known to and trained by the employer house, were

1730gura. amj ShOnjn no Kdei. 114.

174Fruin. KjkkQIDaJ\: Company. Clan jUJd COlDlDlInily. 37-43.

17SSCt: the HakutslIrll colh:ction of publishc<.l documents. HaklltslIrt! KOlDonjo; ShiO'0shii (Kobe:
Haklltsllrll Shllzo Kabllshiki Gaisha, 1978) 363-369.

176Nakallo Takashi. Shoka DOzoklldan np Kenkyii (Tokyo: Miraisha 1981) 2:482-485.
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prime candidates for wives of the newly graduating bekke branch managers.

For country girls, this opportunity also meant social mobility.

Another important employer responsibility was general medical

expenses for contract-workers. In Ogura Eiichiro notes that the Omi

merchants paid the general medical expenses of their employees, such as

doctor's bills and medicine, but the cost of specialized treatment had to come

from the workers' pockets. 178 The contracts in the Matsuya collection specify

that the house would care for the worker for three to five days and this sort of

agreement was probably most common, even when not stated in the contracts.

The guarantors promised to collect the worker after a certain period of time

and either care for him or return him to his home. The real concern of the

contracts was protecting the employer from blame in case of sudden illness or

death as shown in the following excerpts.

If Kinosuke should become ill, we [the guarantors] will take him
to a healing temple until he is well. 179

If he should become ill during his contract period, we will
immediately retrieve him and his possessions. ISO

If he should become ill, you will care for him for three to five
days, but if the illness should last longer we will take him back. If he

177[ do not have any infonnation in this respect ft:garding the casual laborers. If casual laborers
received mcdical henelits. thclI this practice would havc had consequences even more serious than those I
will discuss in thc next section.

1780gura. Omi SbOnjn no Keici. 113.

l79Kinosllkc and Scihon)'a YO'llemon. 110 Iyoya Mala'lIcmolll "1I6k6nin Ukejo 110 Koto." Labor
contract. 3/1R60. Toyola collection No. <)7. Kyoto City Libmry of Historical Documcnts. Kyoto.

l80Yodoya Scnzo et al.. Ito lIishiya Sbocmonl "HOk6nin Uke.io no Koto." Labor contract. 8/1834.
Nak~ii collcclion No. 132. Kyoto ('ily Library of Historical Documcnls. Kyoto.
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should die suddenly, we will get him immediately so you suffer no
inconvenience. lSI

If he suffers sudden death or sudden illness, we will not blame
you. 182

The issues of sudden illness and sudden death were immediate concerns

during the latter half of the Tokugawa period because of epidemics and other

problems I will discuss in the next section.

As the contract and labor conditions discussed in this section show,

contract-workers became members of the -employer's household

distinguishable from the kin members of the house only by their wages.

Because these wages were often recorded in account books rather than

regularly paid in cash, this difference probably seemed very slight. In fact,

Nakano Takashi points out that kin members of the family were increasingly

defined by their roles in the house business rather than their kin-relationship

to the house head. 183

Labor and Population

The population of Japan grew greatly during the seventeenth century and

then appears to have leveled off in the early eighteenth century. In this

section, I argue that the labor conditions described in the previous section

above were conducive to the spread of epidemic diseases and high mortality.

1810miya Tetsugoro cl al.. [to Malsuyu Den'uemon] "Hokonin Ukcjo no Kolo." Labor contract.
9/1858. Malsuya colleclion No. 160. Kyoto Furitsu Shiryokan. Kyoto.

182"Tonshi lonbyo nite itl'lI ai halt: soro lomo. on uramigamashiku gi mosu majiku kOIO." Shinzo.
Magosukc and JirolaYll. [to M:lruoya Magoucmon) "Hokonin Ukcjo no Koto." Labor contract. 1211795.
Muruo Mitsue Privale collection No. 490-10. Tatsuno.

183Nakano Tak:L'ihi. Shfika Djizoklldan 110 KS;lIkyii (Tokyo: Miraisha. 1978) 1:7.
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Furthermore, increased need for industrial labor contributed to lower fertility

in regions where there were many opportunites for labor migration, because

married couples spent less time together.

Hayami Akira estimates that the population of Japan grew at a rate of

0.7% ·per year during the seventeenth century. The population density was

already 5.5 people per hectare at the time of the first Tokugawa national

census in 1600 which is three times the population density in 1800 of

Flanders, one of the most densely populated regions of Europe. Japan's

population density doubled to 10.6 people per hectare in 1721 around the time

Japan's high rate of population growth ended. 184 .

There were twenty-five measles epidemics during this period; twelve

occurred between the years 1708 and 1862. Typhus epidemics struck Japan

ten times between 1763 and 1867; smallpox epidemics occurred in 1686,

1722, and 1844-1847; and cholera killed tens of thousands of people in 1822,

1858, 1862, and 1863.185

Although central Japan had both low fertility and low mortality rates and

an apparently stable population during the eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries, epidemic diseases and death from illness were probably very

visible. The dangers of such epidemics were particularly serious in urban

areas where living conditions were overcrowded. The overall population

11l4Haymni is quoted by Saito Osmnu in Saito Osmnu. "Nihon Proto Kogyoka Pataan: Jinko to
Noke Keizai:' cd. Yasuba Yasukichi and Saito Osmnu. Proto Ko;:yokakj no Kejzaj \0 Shakaj (Tokyo:
Nihon Keizai Shimbunsha. 1983) 163.

11l5Nak~jima Yoichiro. Byokj NjhoDShi. 2d cd. (Tokyo: Oymnakaku Shuppan. 1988)46-72. 168-
174.
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stability probably reflected relatively higher fertility in rural villages to

balance the demonstrably higher mortality of the urban areas. IH6

The labor conditions I described in the previous section above were

particularly susceptible to the spread of epidemic disease because large

numbers of people - all of the employees of a given business, for example 

were eating, working, and sleeping together. If only one customer, dealer, or

worker came down with a disease, such as measles, they all would contract it.

Employers cared for workers for a few days, but workers with more serious

illnesses were sent home, thereby spreading the disease to the people they met

on the road home and the people in their home villages if they made it that far.

This practice is apparent in three miscellaneous documents I found in

the data sample. Shobei, a worker for the Noguchi house since childhood, was

given time off to return home and get well in 1812. The letter from his

mother and brother thanked the Noguchi house for agreeing to welcome

Shobei back after he was healed. 18?

Kuno, a young woman hired by the Noguchi house in 1802, became ill in

1803. The house let her go because the illness appeared to be long-lasting.

Her parents recognized this situation in their letter and promised to retrieve

Kuno's clothes and other possessions from the house. They also promised she

186Hayami Akira, "Rural Migralion and Fertility in Tokugawa Japan: The Village of Nishijo, 1773
1868," Family and Population in em;! Asian History, ed. Susan B. Hanky ruld Arthur P. Wolf (Stanford:
Strulford University Pn:ss, 1~85) 130-132.

187Kazamiya Scihci, [to Kmtaya YasubciJ "Issatsu no Koto," Leller, ~1l812, Noguchi collection No.
215, Kyoto City Library of Historical Docwnents, Kyoto.
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would not work for any other business in the same industry. 188 Her guarantor

found another woman, Kin, to replace Kuno. 189

Koshichi, a Matsuya employee, died under contract in 1835. His parents

thanked Matsuya for employing and caring for him in their letter. They noted

that they had written a separate receipt for his accumulated wages and his

possessions, and they promised not to cause any trouble or say anything

against Matsuya. l90

The problem of reprisals from angry family members in case of worker

illness seems to have been a real concern for Tokugawa. employer houses.

These three documents in particular were written at a time when the problems

of sudden illness and sudden death became chronic as illustrated by Yasuoka

Shigeaki's 1989 study of the Mitsui house federation.

When Yasuoka first looked at the workers at the main Mitsui shops, he

was impressed with the rapid turnover in the regular tedai workers and

theorized that Mitsui had developed a more modern capitalistic system than

other merchant houses he studied. Closer examination of when and why these

workers were leaving the house so quickly, however, revealed that nearly all

of the workers left the house because of illness or death, and that this tendency

increased over time. He found. after further investigation, that the amount of

money spent for each tedai worker per day was halved from the Kansei and

Bunka eras (1789-1818) to the Koka era and the end of the Tokugawa period

(1844-1868). Mitsui had economized on an interesting array of amenities -

l88Shirokiya Jinbci and TalslImiya Dcnbd. [10 Kanaya Yasubei] "Issalsu no Koto." Lcucr. 1111803.
Noguchi collcclion No. 287. Kyolo.

l89Talsumiya Scibci ami IZlIlIliya Jinbci. [10 Kallaya Yasubcij "Hokonin Ukejo no Kolo." Labor
cOlllmct. 1211803. Noguchi colkctioll No. 281. Kyoto.

190"Issatsli no Koto." Acknowlcdgemcllt of death. 811835. Malsuya collection No. 125. Kyoto
FurilslI Shiry6kan. Kyoto.
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medicine. tea, sake, snacks, greens, dried food, and seaweed - particularly

after the Tempo reforms instituted by the shogunate during the Tempo era

(1830-1844).191

Yasuoka's study does not imply that this situation existed for all

businesses, or even most merchant houses during the eras he examined.

Indeed, he was attracted to the phenomenon because the rapid turnover was

unusual. Nevertheless, the Mitsui data graphically shows how differences in

the quality of employer care affected local demographic patterns.

This evidence implies a relation between labor and urban mortality.

Urban mortality rates were generally higher than rural mortality rates.

Therefore, urban areas required a constant influx of population from rural

areas to maintain a stable population and labor force. Since the rural fertility

rate was lower than the urban mortality rate, population tended to drain from

rural villages to towns and cities. 192

This explanation partially accounts for the low population found in

areas where labor opportunities were numerous, and conversely the high

population of areas where labor outmigration was successfully prohibited, as

for example in the Hikone domain as ! discussed at the end of chapter three

above. Furthermore, a high urban mortality rate may partly explain the labor

shortage. particularly of trained contract labor. I cannot really draw any

further conclusions. As Hayami points out, the demographic evidence

t9t Yaslioka Shigcaki. "Mitsui Ryogaeten ni okeru Hokonin no Kinzoku JijO," Shakaj KjI~aku 42
(Kyoto, 1989) 8-I·t

192Hayeuni. "Rural Migration allli f'crtililY," 130-132.
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requires a great deal more detailed study before conclusions regarding any

causal relations between the economy and population can be reached. I\)3

Regardless of the reality of labor supply, the structures and practices of

Tokugawa businesses were based upon an assumption of labor shortage. This

perception marks Tokugawa and later Japanese economic development as

essentially different from that of Europe during the same period which was

based upon the assumption of labor surplus. This assumption of labor

shortage put the workers in a relatively strong position in relation to their

employers. And, if true, may have contributed to the economic stagnation of

the late Tokugawa period if labor supply was unable to keep up with demand.

This stagnation was probably aggravated by the underlying assumption of

continuous expansion of the house business structure. This assumption is

behind the bekke system in which employees were given the capital financing

to set up independent, or semi-independent branch businesses after they

reached a certain level in the management hierarchy. In such a situation,

weaker businesses and overextended businesses would fold and workers

would either return to the provinces, taking their skills with them, or join

other houses as skilled workers.

LaborMManagement Relations

The final section of contract text outlined the parameters of the

employer-employee relationship and the basic details of guarantor liability.

The prohibitions, promises and penalties in the text ~signed to protect
............... -

the employer from trouble or loss caused by the employee. Many contracts

t93Hayruni Akim. "Population Changl:s." JuaN) in Ir:uJsiljon from Tokullawa 10 Meijj. cd. M'lfius
IN)sen and Gilhcrt Rozman (Prince((lIJ: Princelon Univl:rsily Press. 1986) 315-317.
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promised that the employee would treasure his service and work diligentlyYJ4

Every contract promised that the guarantors would settle any trouble so that

the employee would not cause "even the slightest difficulty" for the

employer. 195

When I compare the contract provisions with the realities of labor

practice as found in miscellaneous letters of thanks, apology, report, and claim

from employee, parent and guarantor to the employer house, I find that the

contract provisions designed to protect the employer house were balanced by

labor practices that favored the workers. I argue that these practices were the

consequences of labor shortage and the efforts of employers to maintain their

human capital.

Two provisions written contracts always included were specific

prohibitions against running away and taking house property. The term used

for "running away" was kakeochi; if the worker took house property as he

went, the term was torinige. In either case, the employer lost the labor of the

employee. The penalties for these two prohibitions directly addressed the

swindling scams that were such a problem in the seventeenth and early

eighteenth centuries. At the same time, the concern about labor lost is echoed

in many of the other provisions.

According to the contracts, if an employee ran away the guarantors were

expected to take care of the problem. Although there were some variations,

the guarantors generally promised to find the employee and bring him back,

194"On h6k6 taisl::tsu ni ai tsutome sas~ mosu beki soro," Myotoku cl <II.. [to Sugiymna
Shigematsu) "Hokonin Ukcjo no Koto." Labor contract. 1111752. Sugiyruna COlll::Clion No. H5. Kyoto
Daigaku Hakuhutsuk,U1. Kyoto.

19S"Sukoshi nimo on-n<lngi ai kake masu majiku sarB." Tmnbaya Yallei. Minoya Kichibci and
Yonokichi.. [to Kawachiya Rihdl "lIokonin Ukejo no KolO." Labor contract. 4/1816. Mizutani collelion
No. B14. Kyoto Cily Library of Historical Documents. KyOlO.
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reimbursing the employer for any lost money or goods. If they could not find

him, they were either to find a replacement or repay the value of any wages

paid in advance. After these debts were settled, the main penalty the employer

required of the employee in the contracts was an apology, although the

contracts suggest other action could be taken against the employee. In the

Endo house contracts of Kyoto the guarantors agreed to report the employee

to the authorities, but this provision was unusual. The following contract

excerpts show the general rule.

If she [the worker] should run away or take anything, the
undersigned [guarantors] will reimburse your lost goods and find
someone to work the remainder of her contract in her stead. 196

If he runs away or takes anything, we will reimburse your lost
goods and take whatever action you prefer. 197

If he should happen to run away, we will find him and
apologize. 19R

If she should cause any trouble whatsoever, not to mention stealing
money, or running away, we will be sure that the house suffers from no
difficulties at all. 199

196Kichitayu and Kyiibei, [to Sdut:mon) "H6konin Ukejo no Koto," Labor contract. 12/1776,
Mitamura collection No. 1-283. Imadatecho Rekishi Minzoku Shiryokan.

197Magosuke et aI., [10 Maruoya Mago'm:mon] "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto," Labor contract,
1211795. Manlo Mitsue Private collection No. 491-10, Tatsuno.

198Aboshiya Sh6bei et al.. [to Konishi Shin'uemon) "Hokonin Ukejo no KOIO," Labor contract.
9/1784. Konishi collection No. 6-2-7. Il:uni Shiritsu Hakubutsukan. llmni.

199Kisanji and Roku'uemon. [to Kanaya Yasubei] "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto," Labor conlract.
3/1776, Noguchi collection No. 289. Kyoto City Library of Historical Documents. Kyoto.
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If this person should run away or cause any problems, we will
report him to the authorities and apologize so he will not cause any
trouble for you. 2oo Endo collection 666 Kyoto 1832.

The above excerpts give the penalties in the contracts, but what actually

happened when an employee stole money or ran away? The cases of three

workers who stole money from their employer show that the worker was

often rehired after he or his family paid the money back and apologized. Two

workers, Kosuke and Kasuke, were employed by the Noguchi house

represented in the excerpts above, and they each wrote letters of apology in

the fifth month of 1823.201 The following example is a translation of the text

for Kasuke's apology.

My son Kasuke has worked for you since he was small and you
specially favored him. However, Kasuke became disobedient and
unlawfully took and used important shop items and money. I
immediately should have returned the money as soon as I learned of his
crime, but it was an inconvenient time for me so at this time I ask you to
have compassion and allow me to delay payment. I am thankful that
you will continue to employ Kasuke. I, his parent, will return your lost
items as soon as convenient and I charge him to work his best for you
and request his reconciliation and your forgiveness.

I have investigated the accusations of his unlawful theft and find
that he was clearly guilty. I ask, please, that [ be allowed to delay the
repayment. Kasuke has repeatedly asked to go back to you so we spoke
to Manbei of your house and I apologise for tiring him with this
problem, but he has arranged for Kasuke to return to you.

200Wakasaya Denbei t:1 al.. [10 Hiranoya YasubeiJ "Hokollin Ukcjo no Koto," Lubor contract,
1.)/ 1832. Endo collection No. 666. Kyolo City Library of Historicul Documcnts, Kyoto.

:!OITherc urc many other leiters of this same type in the data smnple. I chosc Kasuke's leiter hccause
the original microIilm wus relmivdy more legible ~lIld eash:r to tr~U1slatc than some of the others.
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He will work hard and I will not allow further impudence or
unlawful actions... 202

There are several points of note in this apology that are common to most

of the apologies in the data sample. The letter tells exactly what Kasuke was

accused and found guilty of. Furthermore, investigation of the crime and

determination of guilt was the responsibility of the guarantor, or parent in this

case. The letter tells of their arrangements to reimburse the stolen items and

of Kasuke's apologies. Then it goes on to thank them for rehiring him. The

final part of the letter states the standard contract provisions so I assume he

was rehired. The letter relates the history of the entire process of the crime

and settlement in one document.

Kosuke's apology reveals a similar process. Kosuke wrote that he had

unlawfully used house money and goods by mistake. When he was remanded

to his guarantors for investigation, they found that the accusations were true.

He and his guarantors apologized. accepting that he was fired for repeated

unlawful actions and disobedience. After Kosuke repented and apologized

many times, his guarantors and the employer deemed that he had turned over a

new leaf and could go back to work. His guarantors agreed to procure and pay

whatever amount the employer judged to be appropriate to atone for Kosuke's

wrongdoing. Finally, Kosuke agreed to the terms of his original contract. 203

There is no sign that either worker was reported to the authorities or

underwent any punishment beyond apologizing and replacing the value the

house had lost. When workers used house funds for personal reasons without

202Mugiya Hachibei et OIl.. (to Kanaya YasubeiJ "Issatsu no Koto." Letter. 5/1823. Noguchi
collection No. 282. Kyoto City Library of Historical Documents. Kyoto.

:!03Kosuke el al .• [to Kanaya YasubeiJ "ISSaLSU no Koto." Letter of apology. 5/1823. Noguchi
collection No. 280. Kyoto. I include the full original text and translation in the appendix.
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the approval of the house, they were frequently fired for unlawful activity,

insolence, and disobedience. The terms used were kokoroe tagai for

disobedience and furachi for insolence or unlawful activity. In many

documents it is difficult to know which meaning applies, but surely an

employee was more likely to have been fired for unlawful activity than

insolence. A third term with weaker connotations wasfuchoho which simply

meant the worker was rude or ill-mannered.

Many contracts prohibited the worker from finding employment in the

same industry or even going into business for himself after he was fired. And

many times a contract or apology also prohibited the worker from even

approaching the employer shop or customers.

If this person should be fired for disobedience during his contract
period we will certainly settle up his room and board fees on top of
which he shall not be allowed to go into business for himself.204

In practice, however, the situation was rather different. An employer

house was often reluctant to lose the skills and labor of a skilled worker. The

following apology and notice shows how even a worker who had been fired

might continue working at a different branch.

My son Chfishichi has worked for your branch house under Mr.
Usa since he was young. Last rat year [1816] month fi ve he
[Chfishichi] was fired for disservice and remanded to your care where
he worked for you until he returned to us [the parent and the guarantor]
this year. At this time at your shop, before the present trouble occurred,
he made a good recovery within the year which we know very well was
from your keeping him. We can now pay half the amount Mr. Usa lost
with interest and we send it to you. We have added a considerable sum

204Each of Ihe conlraCls in Ihe T.umka colleclion conlain Ihis clausc. Tanaka Kichibd collection.
Kyolo City Library of lIisioriC:11 Documenls.
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to the original amount and will be grateful if you can repay the
remaining debt from this sum and return the rest to Chushichi's
lodgings. Now, of course, we promise that he will not steal or run away
or interfere with your profits. If he should cause any further trouble,
we will immediately come forward to take care of the matter and
apologize. TIlls certificate is valid as written. 205

When a branch of the Kimura house fired Chiishichi, all they did was

send him to the main house where he continued working. He was not sent

home until after he caused trouble a second time. Even then, he continued

working as a commuter and the letter implies, by the addition of contract

provisions at the end, that he will be reconciled and hired again. This process

of firing and rehiring was not limited to Chiishichi. Another worker at the

same shop began his career in the main house, was fired and rehired, and fired

again three years later with no expectation to be rehired. Nevertheless, the

house continued to employ him on a limited basis for, several months after

which he was rehabilitated and rehired again.206

I found that this pattern of fire and rehire was not limited to the Kimura

house, or to skilled artisans in the protoindustrial part of Tokugawa economy.

A management tedai employed by Matsuya reveals a similar pattern in his

apology of 1868.

I have worked for you since childhood and have occasionally been
impudent and caused trouble. In the last rooster year [1861] I also ran
away and caused trouble for my foster parent. I thank you for

205Ymnagataya Kyubd d aI.. [to Sasaya UhciJ "Issatsu." Leller of apology. IIIO/IlH8. Kimura
collection No. B.J5. Kyoto City Library of Historical Documents. Kyoto.

:!06ShOshichi and Taheiji. [to Goshujin smna] "Issatsu no Koto," LCller of .Ipology. 3/1810. Kimura
coIlcction No. B31. Kyoto. Ogasawara Tmnon. [to Izutsuya Uhei dono) "Issatsu," Leiter of apology,
2/1813. Kimura collection No. B35. Kyolo. Ogasaw.lfa Tahci and Shoshichi a.k.a. Imadegawaya lhci. [to
Izutsuya Uhci1"!ssatsu." Letter of thanks, 8/1816. Kimura collection No. B41, Kyoto.
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welcoming me back. Since then, during the last ox year [1867], you
have paid me more money than I need for which I again thank you. As
I worked for you, I found myself sick in an inn in Shikoku as I made
the rounds of the Western provinces and used the company funds you
had advanced to me to get drunk. Now I have been fired mid-journey
and, realizing that I have committed many errors and have frequently
been impudent, yet I ask for permission to return to work for yoU.207

The collection contains another letter of apology from Sensuke on this

issue as well as one from his guarantor. There is no way of knowing whether

Matsuya actually rehired him this time. Nevertheless, they had apparently

rehired him in the past and there is no reason to believe they did not rehire

him again. I argue that the only reason employers would repeatedly rehire

workers who caused trouble was that these workers could not be replaced.

This need to keep the worker in the face of serious breaches of contract

implies labor shortage. Yet there are other factors to the equation.

Skilled workers were valuable assets which employers lost when an

employee ran away, even when no wages were paid in advance as revealed in

the following example.

Torakichi, an apprentice carpenter of the Tanaka house, was sent on an

errand for the house one day and disappeared. His mother reported the

investigation in her letter to the Tanaka house. Torakichi left on the

seventeenth day of the seventh month in 1848. Kamekichi, an employee of

Sumiya Yahei, claimed he saw Torakichi at the Osaka docks on the nineteenth

day of the same month. Torakichi's mother felt this investigation showed

207SCIlsukc, [10 Malsuyal "On Tanomi Mosu SorB," Apology and request, 911868, Matsuya
colh:ctiol1 No. 194, Kyoto Furitsu Shiryi'lkrul, Kyoto.
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beyond doubt that he had run away_ so she apologized to the Tanaka house and

asked what they wanted in compensation.208

Because this document was merely the report of an investigation, I

cannot say what happened afterwards. The investigation was necessary, even

though Torakichi had obviously disappeared, because he could have met with

some mishap and been injured or killed. Again, his guarantor and family were

in charge of the investigation and reported the results to the employer.

According to the contract, the guarantor was expected to continue looking for

Torakichi and provide the Tanaka house with a replacement in the meantime.

One common problem addressed by many contracts was that of

employees who took leave without notice. Obviously this action would be

difficult to distinguish from running away. An employee who took a sudden

leave of absence and borrowed money would be acting in the same way as one

who stole money and ran away. Certainly some employees caught at the latter

action may have claimed it was the former action. Repeated problems of this

kind explain the frequency of the following clause.

Even if something should happen to his parents or something
unusual occurs, he is not to take leave without notice. 209

Furthermore, if he should take time off, then, as agreed, he is not to
seek employment in the same profession.210

!08Echizenya Sono and Takesukt:. [to Omiya Kichibci] "Issatsu no Koto," Mter of apology, year of
the monkey (1848'!), T:utaka Kichihci colkction J1I24, Kyoto City Library of Historical Documents, Kyoto

209Yodoya SCIIZO et al.. [to Hishiya Sho'uemon] "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto," Labor contmct,
8/1834, Nakaji collection No. 132, Kyoto City Library of Historical Documents, Kyoto. .

210Ishidaya Kichizo ct aI., [to Koguyu Hisu'uemon) "Hokonin Ukcjo no Koto," Labor contract,
1JI1714, Kumagai collection No. 506. Kyoto City Library of Historical Documt:nts, Kyoto.
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Of course he is not to take time off without good reason ... 211

Tokugawa documents use the term hima for two different situations.

Workers were given hima when they were fired, but they took hima as a leave

of absence. The term was therefore used to mean either temporary or

permanent time off, either forced or taken voluntarily. Two workers at two

different houses who requested either time off or to be let go show what

happened in practice.

Yohei was in the middle of his contract with the Endo house when his

. father, Matsumaeya Uhei, requested his return in 1823. According to his

letter. Uhei decided he needed Yohei to take over the family business. The

Endo house apparently agreed to return Yohei for Uhei thanked them, but he

promised not to require Yohei's return within the year. He also agreed to

settle any problems that should occur.212

Zenzo of Omi province had a foster son Yoshimatsu who worked for the

Kimura house in Kyoto. Zenzo became Yoshimatsu's foster parent at the

request of Yoshimatsu's real father Thei in 1793. Ihei left an inheritance for

Yoshimatsu in the care of Zenzo, who then asked that the house return

Yoshimatsu to receive the inheritance in 1796. In his letter, Zenzo promised

that Yoshimatsu would not cause any trouble for the Kimura house or say

anything to anyone else, presumably about house production or business

practices.213

21 1Aboshiya Shobci et aL. [to Konishi Shin'Ul:mon] "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto." Labor contract.
9/1784. Konishi collection No. 6-2-7. ltami Shiritsu Hakubutsukan.ltami.

:!1:!Matsllmaeya Uhei ct al.. flo Hiranoya Yasaburo) "Issatsu." Leller reljuesting leave. 6/1823. Endo
collection No. 721. Kyoto City Library of Historical Documents. Kyoto.

:!13Zcnbci and Tori. [to IZlItslIY.1 Yasufllsa dono) "Issatsu." Leller re4ucsting leave. 1/1796. Kimura
collcction No. BII. Kyoto City Library of Historical Documents. Kyoto;
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Thus, the spread of house skills to comp~titors was a common concern of

businesses using skilled employees. Employees trained by the house were

expected to use their skills for the house that trained them and not for the

competition. The contracts of several houses contained specific prohibitions

against secretly contracting business on the side.

This person is not to take time off or go to work for someone else
during the contract period. If this should happen, she will accept
whatever action you feel is appropriate without one word of complaint.

If this person should secretly conduct business on the side, cause
you to lose money or profit, use an excessive amount of money, run.
away or take anything, we the guarantors will certainly investigate your
lost items and reimburse you so that you will not suffer any loss,214

He must not set up any private business or do any gambling,215

The reality of labor practice was equally harsh as shown by the following

two examples.

Zensuke, an artisan apprentice (deshi) of Wakasaya Rihei, wrote a letter

of complaint to the Kimura house in 1805. "Your [the Kimura house] Oman

has been serving a contract for Yawataya Kahei, while at the same time she

has contracted with us [at Wakasaya] under the same terms." Zensuke

demanded that she be returned to her parents and not allowed to live in Kyoto.

He also confirmed that his shop (Wakasaya) had already received 500 bu in

compensation money from the Kimura house.216

214Ik~zuya Kahci et al.. Ito Hiranoya Yasaburo] "Hokonin Ukejo no Koto." Labor contract.
10/1823. Endo cullection No. 690. Kyuto City Library of Historical Documents. Kyoto.

215AboshiyOl Shfihei et al.. 110 Konishi Shin'uemon] "H5konin Ukejo no Koto." Labor contract.
9/1784. Konishi collection No. 6-2-7. ltmni Shirilsu Hakubutsukan. Itami.

216Zensuke. [to Sasaya Uhci donoI "Issatsu." Letter of complaint. 5/10/1805. Kimura collection No.
821, Kyoto City Libr.try of I1istoricOlI Documents. Kyoto.
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From this letter, Oman was apparently identified as a member of the

Kimura house, but she was not a daughter of the house as she had parents

outside of Kyoto. As a Kimura house artisan she was working for Wakasaya,

apparently with the knowledge of the house. Privately entering into a contract

with Yawataya, however, took some ingenuity. Who guaranteed her? Or did

they not require a guarantor because they knew the Kimura house? Where did

she live? Did she commute? Unfortunately, I have no good answer to these

questions except to note that other Kimura house workers managed to

commute (Chiishichi above) so maybe Oman did so as well.

Shosuke, a worker at the Noguchi house, stole house products and started

selling them secretly on the side. He was caught and promised, together with

his guarantor and parents, that he would return the goods within the following

year. In addition to his written apology, they agreed to pay 800 monme in

compensation for the trouble Shosuke caused and the goods he took.

Furthermore, according to the penalty clause of his contract he' promised not

to work for another shop in the same business or hire out as an artisan to any

of the Noguchi house regular customers. He also promised not to approach

either the Noguchi shop or their customers and agreed that the house could

take any action they felt appropriate to stop him.217

The same punishment also appears in the contracts of several businesses

as shown in the following excerpt.

If he should take time off or be fired for failing to meet your
expectations, then even if he is offered the chance to work for or be

217Kagiya 10. Mikawa Scihci. and ShOsukc. [to Kanaya Yasubci] "Issatsu no Koto." Leu er of
apology. 1211815. Noguchi colb:tion No. 272. Kyoto City Library of Historical Documents. Kyoto.
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adopted into another house. we will not send him anywhere that will be
. a hindrance to YOU. 21R

Several important points deserve notice regarding this concern. First, the

penalty did not say the employee could never work elsewhere in the same

business. Rather, there were several limitations placed upon such work. The

employee was banned from doing business outside the house while still under

contract with the house. The same was true if the contract ended prematurely

whether the employee ran away or was fired. This prohibition reinforced

those against running away or taking leave without notice. Furthermore, it

prevented poorly or partially trained employees from working elsewhere and

damaging the reputation of the house. At the same time. these limitations

protected the house from loss of labor, profit, or business secrets. Finally, the

prohibition against working for other businesses or setting up an independent

business in the same industry seemed to apply only to workers who stayed in

the area.

Oman, above, was sent back to her parents and barred from working in

Kyoto. Her actions showed she had no compunctions about working for rival

businesses, so they decided to protect their secrets by sending her away. Of

course, she took her knowledge of their secrets with her, but that damage was

already accomplished. The businesses were preventing future damage.

Sh6suke (above), however, did not leak house secrets, but set himself up

in competition with his employer using house property. By doing so he stole

house property, profits, and customers, but he did not give any extra

advantage to competitors. Like Oman. he was fired and barred from working

218Hiranoya Shinzo and Kisahllro, ['0 Z<limokllya Hikobci] "Hokonin Uk~jo no Koto," Labor
contract, 8118~~. Aklltagawa collection No. 07, Kyoto City Library of Historical Docum~nts, KyolO.
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in the industry, but he was not sent out of Kyoto. In comparison, Oman's

"crime" had greater potential to damage house business even though she had

not stolen anything. In this regard, when Zenzo's son Yoshimatsu, who I

discussed above, gave his promise not to speak to anyone regarding house

business, the prohibition was probably limited to Kyoto. As I noted above, the

Kimura house and the trade association had no control over Yoshimatsu

outside of Kyoto.

Thus far most of the examples I have presented from miscellaneous

documents came from Kyoto collections and the textile and dyeing industries.

A group of documents in the Hakutsuru Breweries published collection,

however, reveals a similar pattern in a dramatic fashion.219

Magoshichi was fust hired by Hakutsl:lru, then known as the Kana house

or Zaimokuya, in 1781 when he was twelve years old. His name at that time

was Tsuigoro, son of Magoichiro of Mikage village, and his guarantor was

Kichibei of the same village.220 Magoshichi graduated to semi-independent

bekke status in 1798 at which time he also married and was loaned a house

shop, tools, furnishings, and a basic capital investment. He agreed to commute

to work at the main house for five years during which time he would try to

repay the basic investment of the house.

By 1809 Magoshichi had nearly repaid his debt to the house and was an

important officer in the house management. He kept his transactions clean

and was admired as a model of success. After achieving this position, he was

219Hakutsuru ed., Hakutsuru Komonjo; Shir:yOshu, 363-369.

220Men usually changed their names several times during the life course and these names could
reflect their social status or training. However. little research has attempted to track the pattern of name
changes and what their criteria were, if any.
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found guilty of secretly subverting officers and managers of the main house to

a scheme to take over the house from within. His guarantors compared his

actions to the adultery of a cherished wife in their letter reporting the results

of their investigation. What did he actually do?

Magoshichi approached the chief brewers and had leftover materials

secretly diverted to him. He also arr~nged to collect the rice that remained

stuck to the sides and lid of the steamer after most of the rice was removed for

the next step in the brewing process. He then used these leftovers and

Hakutsuru tools and persuaded some of the brewery artisans to help him

secretly brew sake from his gleanings. He sold this sake under the Hakutsuru

brand name, pocketing the profits and giving small private bonuses to the

workers who helped him. Brewery suppliers of wood and other necessities

were also subverted in the same manner. Finally, he did this at other

Hakutsuru branch breweries as well, and not just at the one he was in charge

of.

As punishment, the Kano house denied his identification as representing

Kanoya or Zaimokuya.221 He could no longer use either these names or their

official seals which were taken from him. He could no longer use any of the

shipping or retail clients of the house. He was denied access to house

property. He was required to vacate his house loaned to him by the main

house by the end of the year. However, he was allowed to keep his household

goods, personal funds, and tools. The results of the investigation and his

221Thcse two names wert: th~ business names used by Hakutsuru. Hakutsuru actually was their
brand mune which they adopted as the business name after the Tokugawa period ended. Kano was the
name of the house. Zaimokuya. meaning "lumber supply." probably retlects the business they did before
they began brewing sake. This whole process took place in front of the house ancestral shrine, giving it
magical authority. At the smue time. Hakutsuru infonned all collateral members of the house as wc:11 as all
of their business partners that Haklltsllru would not honor new contracts by Magoshichi and did not
recognize his use of their name. The key act here. however. was that they confiscated the seals that
contained their mune and logo.
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punishment were read and presented to him in front of the house Buddhist

shrine on the twenty-fifth day of the eighth month of 1809.

Hakutsuru sent letters to the retail shops and shippers who handled

Hakutsuru sake on the twenty-sixth day of the same month. These business

partners were infonned that all old transactions with Magoshichi would be

honored by the house, but that he was no longer recognized as a member of

the house and no new transactions would be honored by them. The house

requested that they infonn the house immediately if he should approach them

regarding any new transactions. Hakutsuru sent letters to all of its

subsidiaries, business partners and important members of the industry on the

twenty-seventh day of the same month informing them of Magoshichi's loss

of status and identification with the house. The other bekke officers replied,

stating their compliance and regrets that Magoshichi could have committed

such a crime.

Magoshichi wrote a letter of apology during the same month, although

the day is not given. He recognized the accusations and wrote he had not one

word of excuse. Then he recognized and accepted the punishments applied to

him. This letter was delivered to two officers of the house who copied it and

sent it to Jihei, the house head. Magoshichi was denied access to Hakutsuru

property, so he next approached Jihei's neighbors, Shioya Mohei, Yamadaya

Shinemon and Amiya Kichibei and apologized to them.

These three neighbors agreed to act as Magoshichi's representatives and

repeatedly approached other bekke officers of Hakutsuru, Heizo, Shobei, and

Risuke to beg forgiveness for Magoshichi. At the end of 1809 Magoshichi

asked through his representatives that he be allowed access to Jihei's garden.

This permission was granted in the first month of the lunar new year in 1810.
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Kano Jihei, head of the brewing company, performed the requiem rites

for the fIftieth anniversary of his grandfather Yoshikiyo's de"ath in the second

month of 1810. At that time Magoshichi was allowed to attend and he was

forgiven and reinstated with a toast in front of the house Buddhist shrine.

Magoshichi wrote his thanks for Jihei's forgiveness and his reinstatement on

the eleventh day of the month. The only difference from before was that

Risuke became first among the bekke officers and Magoshichi became second.

Finally, Jihei wrote to all the subsidiaries, business partners and industry

members that Magoshichi had turned over a new leaf and was reinstated to all

the same privileges and responsibilities as before. He requested them to forget

that the trouble had ever happened.222

As the cases of Magoshichi and other workers discussed above show,

Tokugawa employers apparently forgave their employees for quite serious

crimes such as stealing and embezzling. The troublesome employee was not

only forgiven, but rehired, often to the same position of responsibility he had

before he committed his crime. Furthermore, the employee could be fIred and

rehired several times in his career without adverse effect. Why did Tokugawa

employers tolerate and forgive such criminal activities so readily? This

tolerance was probably the result of three inter-dependent factors: the

workers' membership in the house which served as a surrogate family, the care

and training the employers invested in the workers over the years, and labor

shortage.

Essentially, the employer house became the surrogate family and the

house head became the surrogate parent of the contract employees.

222Hakutsuru ed., Hakutsuru KOIDonjQ: ShityOshu, 363-369.
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Magoshichi first became a member of the house at age twelve. Many of the

other employees at various shops who were repeatedly fired and forgiven,

began their apologies with the phrase, "I have served you since I was young..."

Contract employees were typically hired in their teens, sometimes in their

early teens as I discussed above in chapter two. The employer provided food,

clothing, education, and a place to sleep in the same house as the employer.

This paternalistic relationship probably encouraged employers to treat a

repentant employee as the proverbial prodigal son. However, many sons have

been disowned for actions much less serious than those described above.

These employees were not only members of the house from childhood;

they were skilled workers trained by the employer house at great expense.

Employers invested years of basic sustenance and training as well as regular

monetary allowances, loans, and later wages into these contract employees.

Their skills were human capital assets belonging to the employer. The care

and training employers invested in their contract employees was certainly a

major factor in the willingness of an employer to forgive and rehire repentant

employees. Otherwise, the employees and their skills would go elsewhere and

could be used to benefit competitors despite promises to the contrary. After

all, who can trust the promise of a thief?

Employers also found it difficult to r~place such workers because of their

skills. The guarantor may have promised to find a replacement for a worker

who caused trouble, but where would he find one with the necessary skills and

training? At a time of general labor shortage, each skilled laborer was a

precious asset that the employer often could not afford to lose.

This combination of labor shortage, the importance of skilled labor, and

a paternalistic system made the skilled workers' position relatively strong.
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But what choices did the skilled worker have if the employer house refused to

rehire him? Why did he continue to apologize and return?

While a skilled worker could establish his own independent business out

of town, either in the provinces or in another city, his former employer would

attempt to bar him from the network of contacts established when he was an

employee. The case of Magoshichi above shows the action an employer might

take in this respect. Nevertheless, the worker had his skills and probably could

start a small business if he could put together the necessary capital for the

initial investment.

An easier choice would have been to sell his skills as a freelance artisan.

Again, his former employer would try to persuade other employers not to

employ him, but the recalcitrant worker could probably succeed in another

city, town or region. Indeed, this is one way in which the silk, cotton, and

paper industries spread in Japan. Workers who gained skills in one region

traveled to other areas, ran away or were fired, and took their skills with them.

In many cases, however, the worker was probably in a better position if he

stayed with his original employer, and the benefits of a secure relationship

with the employer probably acted as a factor protecting the employer from

excessive problems with skilled workers.

Human Capital and Competition

A key aspect of labor-management relations was the issue of human

capital. For the Tokugawa employers, the skills of the workers trained by the

house were the embodiment of their house production secrets. Therefore, the

right to exploit those skills, the human capital of the workers, belonged to the

house for as long as the worker was a member of the house. Even after the

worker left the house, as a semi-independent bekke or a troublesome worker,
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the employer who trained him tried to guarantee that these skills would not be

used in competition against him in the local market.

In this section I ask how and why business competition depended so

heavily upon house production secrets and the control of human capital. I

argue that product quality and distinctiveness were the most dependent

variables in the equation for market success, and that these depended upon

human capital.

The Tokugawa economy suffered serious blows during the Tempo era

from famine and social turmoil and many businesses took steps to economize

in their struggle to survive the crisis. I discussed Yasuoka's findings regarding

Mitsui's efforts to economize their investment in human capital and the results

in worker illness and death in a previous section.223

The Mitamura house tried economizing on its production process by

doing fewer washes and rinses. This effort backfired, because it lowered the

quality of the paper they produced and they could no longer compete with

other local manufacturers on the basis of quality. At the same time, shipping

costs rose making the Mitamura paper more expensive on the urban markets.

When their paper quality was good or better than other manufacturers, the

higher shipping costs and the higher market price was not a major problem

because consumers would buy it for the quality. When this quality went

down, then consumers had no reason to choose Mitamura paper over other

cheaper papers.224

223Yasuoka Shigeaki, "Mitsui Ryogaelen ni okeru Hokonin 110 Kinzoku Jijo," Shakai Kal:aku 42
(Kyoto, 1989) 12-14.

224Kobata AtSlIShi, "Echizen 110 Hosho," ChUbu ChjhO, vol. 5 of Njhon Sanl:yOsbj Tajkei, ed.
Chihosbi Kenkyii KyOgikai (Tokyo: Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai, 1960).
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Quality was apparently a major factor in local competition, probably

because this variable was the least stable. All of the local manufacturers had

access to the same raw materials. In a wood technology, all of the local

manufacturers used the same kinds of tools and had the same investment. All

the manufacturers from the same region had the same transportation costs. In

fact, they often shared transportation costs when shipping their products to

other regions. This means that the production technology of a house - the

house secrets - and the skills of its workers - the human capital- were key

elements of the competitiveness of the house product on the local market and

in comparison with the other manufacturers in the region.

These house secrets and human capital became less important when the

product was sold on distant markets, because transportation costs became an

important factor. Therefore, manufacturers were less concerned with skilled

workers who went to other regions. The main concern, under the

circumstances, was to prevent the skills from leaking to other local

manufacturers who competed with the house on the local market, because

other factors, such as the quality of their raw materials, were equal.

This balance between capital investment, human capital, and

transportation costs operated throughout the Tokugawa economic continuum.

In the brewing industry, the "house secrets" factor, however, was less one of

human capital in terms of the skill of the workers, and more the particular

recipe of the house. Skill was a factor, however, as differences in timing

during the brewing process could change the taste of the final product.225

Here again, even though most of the brewery workers were unskilled or semi-

225YuIIoki. Sake Zukurj no Rekjsbj. 190-214.
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skilled, the brewery needed to keep experienced, skilled people in each of the

five key positions in the brewery.

In summary, the labor-management relations of the Tokugawa period

devloped from the interaction of three factors. The paternalistic corporate

system based upon the stem-family, the need to control the human capital of

skilled workers, and labor shortage. These three factors interacted so that

contract provisions designed to protect the employers were balanced by labor

practices that favored the workers.
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Chapter V: Conclusions

Industrial expansion affected nearly every aspect of the Tokugawa socio

economy at nearly every level of society. The effects of industrial expansion

and capitalism appeared in national and local government policies, and in

regional demographic changes. These effects included the emergence of

merchant, artisan, and manufacturing businesses of various sizes and

structures, and their competition for both full-time contract-labor and part

time casual labor. The use of farmers as casual labor created further

opportunities for agricultural wage labor and capitalism in agriculture.

The training workers gained from contract-labor contributed to the

spread of literacy, and the seasonal migration of casual labor led to the

diffusion of education, manufacturing skills, and general information. These

developments in tum contributed to the expansion of iural industry as rural

communities invested their capital in manufacturing, transport, and

commerce. These developments also contributed to social mobility as

peasants became artisans, merchants, and factory workers. The differences

between these "classes" also oecame blurred as individuals who participated in

multiple roles increased. These conditions also contributed to the

development of a national awareness as information regarding the

negotiations between the United States of America, as represented by

Commodore Perry, and the shogunate reached even "isolated" rural

comnlUnities.226

In this chapter I begin with a review of my findings. Next I consider the

implications of my findings in regard to Western social and economic theory

226Irokawa Daikichi, The Culture of the MeW Period, trans. Marlus Jansen (Princeton: Princeton
University Press. 1970) 44-50.
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and the interpretation of Tokugawa society. Finally, I show how the

Tokugawa socio-economy contributed to subsequent social and economic

developments, and continues to do so today.

Labor in Tokugawa Society

This study is based upon examination and analysis of contracts and other

labor related documents from twenty-three businesses in Kyoto and other

areas of central Japan. The documents span the years from the latter part of

the seventeenth century in the latter part of the early Tokugawa period, to the

latter half of the nineteenth century and the first years of the Meiji era after

the Meiji Restoration of 1868. I collected the documents from a broad range

of businesses that were both commercial and manufacturing, urban and rural,

and that were participating in various industries.

I expected to find basic differences in the organization of these

businesses and their labor practices, and I looked for differences between

industries and regions. I also expected to discover that factory manufacture

tended to develop toward the end of the period. Instead, I found that the

various structures of business and manufacturing developed simultaneously

with little connection to the expectations of progressive theories. I also found

that the stem-family formed a consistent, basic, adaptable framework for

businesses of all kinds and sizes throughout the region and the period.

I have described the Tokugawa economy as an economic continuum. On

one end there were small family businesses consisting of artisans and small

merchants. Toward that end, some businesses, particularly those involved in

the textile industry, participated in a protoindustrial system in which a

wholesaler merchant supplied thread to households who wove it and sold the

finished cloth back to the merchant. On the other end of the continuum were
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integrated corporate houses that used a combination of skilled and casual

labor in factory production, and also had a management hierarchy handling

supply, transport, multiple retail shops, and other aspects of business. I also

described intermediate steps on the continuum. Some businesses, like the

smaller paper manufacturers, were organized in a more protoindustrial form;

some, like dyers, were organized in a more factory-like form; and some, like

the larger paper manufacturers, were an in-between adaptation that had

similarities to both ends of the continuum.

I. found that the organization of production depended upon the

interaction of several factors: the nature of the product, the need for skilled

workers, the possibilities for casual labor, and the need to train and control

human capital. Factory production generally relied upon unskilled or semi

skilled casual laborers following the instructions of a few skilled workers. If

the production process required that all workers be skilled, then the industry

took a more protoindustrial form. If the production process could use casual

labor, but skills were easily learned and employers worried about controlling

the spread of house skills, then the industry took some intermediate adaptive

form. Time considerations in the production of sake, soy sauce, paper and dye

meant that most, or all, of the production process needed to occur in one place,

thus making factory production more practical than protoindustrial cottage

industry.

The stem-family provided the framework for the organization and

training of corporate management. This family structure was common

throughout society and formed the framework for all business forms found

along the continuum, regardless of whether a business participated in

protoindustry or was an integrated business using factory production. Skilled

workers and management workers became members of the employer-house
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stem-family. They usually joined as apprentices, were trained by the house

mistress and older workers, and remained by contract until they achieved

bekke status. As bekke they could move out and live independently, and they

received the capital to establish independent or semi-independent businesses.

These contract-workers included kin and the children of close

acquaintances, but such workers probably did not have or need written

contracts. Moreover, business expansion meant that employers needed to look

outside of this limited group for their workers. The legal problems of the

seventeenth century that led to the requirement of written contracts were

partly the result of employers accepting strangers as members of their stem

families, which I will call houses.

Analysis of hiring patterns for the more than three hundred contracts

from twenty-three businesses in the data revealed two distinctive hiring

patterns. Urban businesses based in Kyoto tended to hire equally both

workers from Kyoto and workers from other provinces. The workers from

outside of Kyoto did not generally come from any single province or region.

Rural-based businesses, however, tended to hire workers from the same

province as the business. Nevertheless, there is ample evidence that these

workers also probably did not know the employer personally.

The labor contract was literally a letter of guarantee from the worker, his

or her parent or other family representative, and one or more guarantors. The

contract began by identifying the worker and stating the technical terms of the

contract: beginning date, period, wage. The contract then guaranteed that the

worker was registered with a Buddhist temple and would obey both public

l~w and the private rules of the employer house. Finally, the guarantee

offered the surety that the guarantor would settle any problems the worker

might cause, particularly running away and stealing. The tempie registration
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system was organized by household and anyone not a member of a house was

not registered. The guarantee of temple registration, therefore, together with

the signatures at the end of the contract letter showed that the contract was

usually an agreement between two stem-families or houses. The worker thus

left his birth or adoptive house for the employer's house. .

Contract-labor provided a way for the stem-family to rotate collateral

members out of the birth house. Once the worker was employed, he became a

member of the employer house, but could be called back to the birth house if

necessary. More affluent houses, like the employer houses, also adapted the

stem-family structure to the needs of business expansion. Collateral members

and contract-employees who had reached a certain level in the management

hierarchy could be rotated out to establish independent businesses, or they

might establish semi-independent branch businesses that remained under the

main capital umbrella. Corporate houses used this strategy to form integrated

businesses with multiple interests and multiple branches with factories and

retail shops as mentioned above. Business houses sometimes found it practical

to disinherit incapable heirs by sending them to work for other houses and

adopting capable heirs from outside the stem-family. Similarly, when a

house-head had no heir, stem-families in general adopted heirs from outside

the family to ensure the survival of the house.

The guarantor provided the surety of the labor contract. Legally, the

guarantor was supposed to be an adult male who knew the worker and his

family personally. From the employer's viewpoint, however, it was more

practical and safer if the guarantor was well-known to the employer

regardless of his relation to the employee. Analysis of the more than three

hundred contracts in the sample supports this assumption, but with urban

rural variations. The ties between guarantor and employer are not difficult to
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find, but there were few apparent ties between guarantor and worker on the

urban contracts.

On the other hand, the rural contracts show stronger ties between worker

and guarantor and weaker ties between guarantor and employer. In the rural

setting, the employer probably had fewer immediate local sources for worker

introductions and relied upon the rural village network of the worker to

support the surety. Rural workers often had more than one guarantor and

were guaranteed by the elders of their home villages. Rural workers also used

chains of guarantors to gain introductions, although there is little evidence

that such chains usually included someone who knew the employer directly.

Instead, these chains often led to someone who would provide the

introduction, but not the surety. Business ties of some sort were also likely

when rural employers hired someone from outside of the local province.

Contracts were apparently not necessary for personal acquaintances

because they acted as a surety of trust. I have found that contract data is rarely

available for regions where all workers were hired from within the local

village network. In such cases, many of the stem-families in several nearby

villages participated in some industry and were members of a local trade

association. These families presumably knew each other and everyone in their

local communities well enough that local workers needed no further surety

beyond the fact of their local birth.

The stem-family framework of Tokugawa business provided the

framework for labor conditions and labor-management relations. Employers

typically provided food and lodgings to all employees, contract or casual.

Contract--employees also received clothing, medical care and training. The

skills they learned in the training received from the house were thought to

belong to the house. Control of this human capital became one of the major
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concerns of Tokugawa businesses. Because employers provided the above

basic amenities to their employees, servants were an important part of the

business, although they did not become members of the house in the same way

that the skilled workers did.

Tokugawa business and labor practices developed in an environment of

labor shortage. During the seventeenth century, Japan had high population

growth and developed an extremely high population density. It was during

this century that business opportunities, commerce and manufacturing

increased so that employers were forced to look outside of their usual labor

supply of close acquaintances, as I discussed above, and hired strangers. This

situation reflected a relative labor shortage because there was not enough

labor from the usual sources to supply business needs. Nevertheless,

employers adapted by hiring strangers and using written contracts and

guarantors.

The population of central Japan stagnated during the eighteenth century.

By stagnation, I mean that the region had low fertility and low mortality.

Urban mortality, however was relatively high compared to rural mortality and

urban fertility was relatively low c0I!lpared to rural fertility. As a result, the

rural population tended to drain into urban areas as rural villagers migrated to

replace the labor lost to urban mortality. Thus urban population was

maintained by rural migration and rural population loss. This phenomenon

was particularly evident in the population of regions that participated in local

commerce and industry by using and supplying labor. At the same time,

commerce and industry grew, encouraged by national policies hoping to gain

control over the economy and bring prices down, and required increasing

supplies of labor.
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Increased commercial and industrial labor opportunities together with a

stable or stagnant population meant that regions began to compete for labor.

The national government of the shogunate and the local governments of the

domains feared agricultural labor shortage as farmers migrated to lucrative

positions in commerce and industry. Some regions tried to prohibit or

suppress labor out-migration, but were generally unsuccessful. The situation

was further aggravated by population loss from epidemics and agricultural

loss from famine and flood.

Labor migration and paternalistic labor management under the stem

family framework contributed to these demographic problems. Labor

conditions and practices provided a favorable environment for epidemics and

their spread. Migration of casual labor meant that many fanning couples were

living apart for long periods of time, thus contributing to low fertility.

Contract-labor practices also delayed the age of marriage for male workers.

The competition for labor between agriculture and industry led to increased

capitalization of agricultural labor to replace farmers who migrated to

temporary work in industry. Eventually, domain lords began to encourage

rural manufacturing as a way to keep the agricultural population in the

domain and relatively near their fields.

In the nineteenth century, domains that had successfully suppressed labor

out-migration and remained apart from the commercial and industrial

network of the larger region found themselves burdened with an

impoverished surplus population. Some of these domains reversed their

policies and encouraged local industry and labor out-migration. Nineteenth

century Japan also suffered from a mortality crisis with population loss. At

this time, labor shortage apparently affected skilled labor as well. Employers
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were willing to forgive serious contract breaches and embezzling it> retain

control of their human capital.

The labor migration patterns, the competition for labor, and the labor

shortage described above all point to farming families having numerous

opportunities for additional income. Free time could be used to manufacture

products in a protoindustrial fashion, or to work in a local factory. The

agricultural off-season allowed rural villagers to iook for factory work in

other provinces as well as their own. Labor migration also meant an increase

in local agricultural wage-labor opportunities. Stem-families could also find

contract-labor positions for collateral members and children, and daughters

could work as maids while gaining the training necessary to manage a larger

household and opportunities for advantageous marriages.

The labor of children could also serve as collateral for monetary loans.

The paternalistic system guaranteed that these children received food,

clothing, lodging, education, and medical care during their service thus

removing these burdens from the birth family. Under these conditions I find

infanticide, suggested by the Eng-Smith hypothesis, to be an unreasonable

explanation for the low fertility of central Japan.227 Instead, labor migration,

delayed age of marriage, and infant mortality from epidemic disease are much

more likely explanations as discussed above.

The numerous opportunities for wage labor and extra income meant, of

course, a money economy and income for farming families. Under these

227The Eng-Smith hypothesis explains the low fertility and population of central Japan as the result
of infanticide used to maintain a balance of the sexes and to relieve extra financial burdens from the family.
Robert Y. Eng and Thomas C. Smith. "Peasant Families and Population Control in Eighteenth Century
Japan." Thomas Smith. Native Sources of Japanese Industrialization. 1750-1920 (Berkeley and Los
Angeles: University of Califomia Press. 1988) 103-132.
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conditions, and especially from the mid-eighteenth century when the shortage

of agricultural labor became a major political concern addressed by both local

and national government policies, I find it difficult to believe that farmers in

central Japan were forced off the land by impoverished economic conditions.

Farms may have been abandoned because of famine, flood, epidemic disease,

or other natural disaster, but probably not because political or economic

authorities pushed farmers off the land with high taxes and high rents.

Instead, these authorities were devising strategies to persuade farmers to

remain on their farms.228

On the other hand, there is little sign that individuals were either tied to

the land or to a specific class in the social hierarchy. Rather, the social

hierarchy of warriors, peasants, merchants, artisans, and other groups was

made up of stem-families. Individuals apparently migrated between villages,

towns, cities, and provinces with little difficulty as long as they had a positive

identification with a stem-family. Moreover, individuals could move freely

within the social hierarchy and change their personal identification, and

thereby their social class, by changing stem-families through contract-labor,

fostering, adoption and marriage.

Labor migration also meant a flow of information between villages,

towns, cities, and provinces as migrating workers carried news and gossip

. wherever they went. The education and training workers received as contract

laborers also contributed to the spread of literacy which, in tum, enhanced the

flow of information by letters as workers maintained contact with their birth

families and friends who migrated to other areas for work. Large business

228Tsuji Tatsuya. "Politics in the Eighteenth Century," Early Modern Japan, vol. 4 of I.b£
Cambrid~e HistoQ' of Japan, John Whitney Hall edt (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991) 470.
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houses also added to this flow by maintaining contact between their various

branches and business associates. Thus labor migration became a source for

news of events across the country depending upon where workers found

employment, the scope of the businesses of their employers, and the people

they met.

Labor migration and the accompanying flow of information provides

one explanation why Irokawa Daikichi discovered that "isolated" rural

villagers north of Edo read the treatises and knew of the rebellions and actions

of Oshio Heihachiro in Osaka, and Yoshida Shoin and Takasugi Shinsaku in

southwestern Japan. Labor migration also provides one way in which these

villagers could know the details of the treaty between the United States of

America and Japan negotiated by Perry and the shogunate.229 Moreover, this

flow of infonnation and increased national awareness suggests· the growth of a

national identity as people recognized that events across the country could

affect them and their neighbors. Economic and social ties also expanded the

sense of "us" as villagers and their relations worked for and joined houses

with national economic ties.

The Tokugawa rural socio-economy as affected by industry and labor

migration shaped other later developments as well. Rural based business

houses were often important members of rural communities. The Sugiyamas,

for example, served as members of the Tondabayashi town council, and the

head of the Terao house was also the village headman. These rural houses

owned fannland, which they rented out to tenants, and they invested their

capital in industry. Local fanners, and their own tenants, often borrowed

money from these landowner-entrepreneurs, and could work off the debt in

229lrokawa, The Culture of the Meiii Period, 44-50.
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the local factory, or by sending a family member to work in the household.

Furthermore, their industrial investment created wage labor for the local

community.

During the Meiji period, rural business houses invested in banking and

railroads. They also contributed funds for building local schools and

scholarships for bright village youths. After the tum of the century, however,

changes in the tax system made it cheaper for these landlords to live in the city

and become absentee owners, which upset the balance of the former

structure.230 Nevertheless, rural business houses promoted the modernization

policies of the Meiji government and played an important role in the

formation of twentieth century Japan. I argue that the co-dependent

relationship these houses had within the local community and their tradition

of investment in manufacturing and acting as a local monetary resource grew

out of Tokugawa industrialization.

The stem-family structure goes much farther back in Japanese history

than the Tokugawa period. However, it was only during this period that the

stem-family became common to all levels of society allover Japan.231 I have

discussed survival strategies developed by the stem-family and the business

house during the Tokugawa period. Many of these strategies, particularly

those that relate rural stem-families to outside labor opportunities have

continued to be a characteristic of rural stem-families in Japan until recent

times.

230Ann Waswo, Japanese Landlords: the Decljne of a Rural Elite (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 1977).

231Chie Nakane. "Tokugawa Society." in Tokucawa Japan. ed. Chie Nakane and Shinzaburo Oishi
(Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press. 1990) 216.
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Ezra Vogel found, in his study of rural Tokyo 1958-1960, that the

"Japanese kinship system adapted relatively easily to modernization and its

continued strength helped to make the transition a relatively smooth

process. "232 Many of the practices he observed - collateral members were

either adopted out or began independent branch lineages, and stem-family

control of children entering the labor market relied on personal connections

for arranging employment when possible - are reminiscent of Tokugawa

practices and expectations.233 In a footnote, Vogel notes that this reliance

upon personal ties is limited to skilled positions in the middle class, not blue

collar factory positions. This brings me to the legacy the Tokugawa socio

economy left for business organization and practice.

The non-contract casual laborers of the Tokugawa period easily became

the factory workers of the Meiji period. However, mechanization in heavy

industry meant that skilled workers were required on the factory floor. This

need for skilled workers caused several common practices to be regarded as

problems, and elicited various responses by employers in an attempt to control

skilled labor. One problem was worker turnover. Like the casual laborers of

the Tokugawa period, these factory workers tended to work on a here today,

gone tomorrow basis. Moreover, their wages were based upon their skill

levels, so workers preferred to wander from factory to factory to gain a broad

range of skills.234

232Ezra F. Vogel. "Kinship Structure, Migration to the City. and Modernization." in Aspects of
Social Chanee jn Modem Japan. R. P. Dore ed. (Princeton: Print;:eton University Press. 1967) 91.

233Ibid.• 93.

234Andrew Gordon. The Evolutjon of Labor Relations in Japan: Heavy Industry. 1853-1955
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press. Council on East Asian Studies. 1988) 43-46.
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As I showed in this study, when Tokugawa employers such as Matsuya

needed skilled workers for the production process, they used two main

strategies. First, they hired skilled workers on long-term or open-ended

contracts, trying to tie the workers to the company. Second, they trained their

own workers, who were expected to stay with the employer as members of the

house. Employers went to great lengths to keep skilled workers in the house,

and made them promise not to use or sell their skills to any of the local

competition. These strategies reflected the viewpoint that the skills, or human

capital, of the workers belonged to the employer house.

Later businesses in the heavy industries used similar strategies. They

tried various means to keep skilled workers tied to the company. One such

strategy was life employment and seniority wage increases. Another was to

form direct ties with the skilled worker instead of through his employment

agent.235 Companies also set up training programs and company schools.236

These companies believed that skilled workers were indispensable and used an

ideology of paternalism to keep them with the company. The Shibaura

shipyards, for example, emphasized that their workers were part of the

Shibaura family and were guaranteed jobs with and support from the

company as members of the family.237 I find that these attitudes and strategies

were direct descendants of Tokugawa business house paternalism in which

contract employees were members of the house and received support from the

employer in all basic amenities including medical services.

23SIbid.• 53.

236Ibid.• 54-61.

237Ibid.• 69.
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The Shibaura shipyards and other companies in heavy industry built their

companies from scratch during the Meiji era, and the strategies they used

continue to influence industrial relations and employment practices in

Japanese industry. Tokugawa businesses provided a paradigm for factory

production and factory workers, and a paradigm for business management.

Without this paradigm to form a basic framework which could then be

adapted to new conditions and new industries, Japan would have had a much

larger task when it set out to mechanize and compete with western indu~tries.

Without this paradigm, the innovators of the Meiji period would have had

very little to work with.

The Tokugawa economic continuum was inherited by Meiji and

twentieth century Japan. It has, of course, undergone some changes as larger

businesses became owned by stem-families rather than managed as stem

families. The continuum has naturally expanded arid adapted to new fonns.

But many older forms remain part of the continuum. The Nishijin silk

industry of Kyoto, for example, retains its protoindustrial organization even

though parts of the manufacturing process have mechanized. After

mechanization in the late nineteenth century, the Nishijin weavers decided to

focus upon producing luxury textiles hand-woven by skilled craftsmen.

Guarantors and the apprentice system also have not disappeared. Several

years ago my husband became the guarantor for a young man who

apprenticed to a confectionery business in Kyoto. The young man is the

cousin of an acquaintance, and we knew the owners of the confectionery

business through other acquaintances. In other words, we formed one link in a

chain of guarantors. We also became regular patrons of the confectionery.

The young man entered the company for a ten-year training period upon his
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graduation from high school. My point is that the economic continuum

continues.

Theory and Interpretation

The historiography of Tokugawa economic and social history has

followed two interpretations. These two interpretations fall roughly into the

categories "feudal" and "protoindustrial." I have offered an economic

continuum as a third model of the Tokugawa economy.

The highly commercialized society described above that relied so heavily

upon money could not have been feudal. Commercialization and a money

economy, not to mention industrialization, are contrary to the definition and

preconditions of feudalism. Indeed, the classic definitions suggest that

commercialization and the emergence of a money economy are signs that a

society was no longer feudal.

Scholars who follow a feudal interpretation of Tokugawa Japan focus

upon the existence of an apparent lord-vassal relation at the top of society

which was governed by a traditionally military class. These scholars either

tum a blind eye to the economic realities of Tokugawa society, or change their

definition of feudalism to accommodate those realities. Neither course is

helpful to understanding Tokugawa society, Japanese history, or world

history.

Protoindustry, on the other hand, formed a part of the economIC

continuum of Tokugawa society. However, the continuum encompassed far

more industries and business forms than those that took a protoindustrial

format, so I find "protoindustrial" insufficient as a description of the

Tokugawa economic continuum. By using this label, scholars ignore

integrated businesses like the Konishi, Hakutsuru, and Maruo breweries, and
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the factory adaptations of the Matsuya safflower business and paper

manufacturers like the Mitamura house.

The protoindustrial interpretation of society also presumes a progression

of industrial forms from local handicraft industry to protoindustry to "real lt

industry that is mechanized, and on to integrated big business. All of these

foons fit into another assumed progression of capitalistic forms which again

assume the emergence of capitalism out of feudalism. Ferdnand Braudel has

successfully argued against the capitalist progression as I noted in the f1£st

chapter. I now argue against the industrial progression. In this progression,

technology is the major cause for the organization of production, business, the

economy, and society. Thus the Industrial Revolution has been regarded as

the cause of factory production, bureaucratic management, and integrated big

business.

Protoindustrialization theory attempts to challenge this view by

suggesting that industrialization was not a sudden, revolutionary change that

resulted from technological development. Instead, the theory suggests that

industrialization and changes in the organization of production began a

century or more before the changes in technology that signal the Industrial

Revolution. Nevertheless, the term "protoindustrialization" implies that this

industrialization was somehow not real. Protoindustrialization theory

continues to see industrialization as a progression toward mechanization, and

many scholars write about protoindustrial society as preindustrial society.238

This attitude comes from equating industrialization with mechanization. I

argue that this definition makes the socio-economies of early modem societies

238See• for example. Susan B. Hanley and Kozo Yamamura. Economic and Pemocraphic Change
in Preindustrial Japan. 1600-1868 (Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1977).
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like Tokugawa Japan extremely difficult to discuss. How can one talk about

such industries as mining, paper making, sake and soy sauce brewing, cotton

and silk textiles, publishing, pottery, ink, or lacquer ware, to name a few, as

pre-industrial industries? Pre-industrial industry seems to be a contradiction

in tenns.

This same difficulty is found in Western history when discussing "pre

industrial" industries such as paper making, beer brewing, cotton textiles,

mining, glass making, and ship building.239 Western theorists have

sidestepped the problem by describing "pre-industrial" industries as proto

industries. The protoindustrialization framework retains the definition of

"industrial," but has essentially changed the meaning of industrialization from

mechanization to the increased production of non-agricultural products for a

common, non-local market. With this definition, the above "pre-industrial"

industries must be recognized as part of the industrialization process if they

produce for more than local consumption.

The Tokugawa economic continuum described above suggests that

industrial organization depended upon the nature of the product, the skill

needs of the manufacturing process, the availability of skilled and unskilled

labor, and the need to control human capital. This continuum is not

progressive. Factory production and integrated businesses with a bureaucratic

management hierarchy developed according to the needs of the market, the

product, and labor supply rather than mechanization and technological

change. The organization of labor is, after all, a social structure, not a

technological one. I expect that technological change affected labor

239These lists are not intended to be exhaustive. but merely examples of pre-industrial industry.
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organization when it affected the above factors, in particular the skill needs of

the manufacturing process and the need to control human capital.

Whereas I have described the Tokugawa economy as a continuum of

economic forms, I suggest that the stem-family may be more practical as a

framework to describe Tokugawa society. Terms like "feudalism,"

"capitalism," or "protoindustrialization" assume a universal progression of

historical change that does not fit the reality of Tokugawa society. The stem

family was certainly a common social and economic structure during the

Tokugawa period and it does not carry any progressive assumptions. After

removing ill-fitting labels derived from Western economic stage theory,

scholars can re-evaluate both Tokugawa society and the causes of historical

change.

The stem-family appears to work as a framework for describing social

and economic aspects of Tokugawa society. Further investigation will need to

evaluate how practical this structure is for describing the cultural and political

aspects of Tokugawa Japan as well as historical change.

Northeastern and southwestern Japan had demographic patterns quite

different from central Japan during the Tokugawa period. The economies of

these regions also need investigation.

Other industries also flourished during the Tokugawa period: ink,

ceramics, tobacco, and books and publishing are just a few of these industries.

They require investigation without the assumption of protoindustry. Do they

fit on the economic continuum I have described? Is there any relation

between industry, industrial forms and the demographic differences I

mentioned above?

The corporate verSIOns of the stem-family also need further

investigation. Did kin-family members receive wages the same as non-kin
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members? What, if any, were the distinctions between kin and non-kin

members? What about inheritance practices? What happened to kin members

who did not inherit?

Vagabonds and outcasts need investigation in regard to casual labor.

Could they work as casual labor? Did casual labor provide a route to

respectability? Labor shortage and competition for labor suggests that

employers could not afford not to hire workers from this population, but did

they?

How do changes and adaptations in the stem-family relate to historical

change in Japan? Recognition of the Tokugawa economic continuum also

affects interpretations of Japan during the Meiji period and on into the

twentieth century. Certainly the term mechanization can be applied, but how

much meaning does it hold? What, if anything, changed with mechanization?

Or was the change from the stem-family as a business to the stem-family

owned business more important? Were there other important changes that

better describe this period that have been ignored or missed because of the

way Western theory has been applied to Japan? How did post-Tokugawa

historical change affect the economic continuum?

In this dissertation I have reconsidered the economy of central Japan

during the Tokugawa period through the social structures of labor. My

findings have led me to conclusions rather different from previous

interpretations of Japan during this period. I have thus developed a very

different picture of Tokugawa Japan from those based upon the political or

cultural data, or from those that took a progressive view of history. However,

my findings have led to many more questions about Japan during the

Tokugawa period, Western theory, and historical change.
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Appendix A: Data Sources

Approximately half of my data is from commercial and manufacturing

enterprises in Kyoto. This data is available to the public at the Kyoto City

Library of Historical Documents (Kyoto Shiritsu Rekishi Shiryokan) and the

Kyoto Furitsu Shiryokan. Most of this data is stored as microfilm copies of

the originals which can be photocopied. The Matsuya documents in Kyoto

Furitsu Shiryokan are the originals. Modern Kyoto prefecture now includes

the former provinces of Tamba and Yamashiro, therefore, documents from

villages in these provinces are also part of the Kyoto collections as microfilm

copies.

As for my other data, the Mitamura collection is available at the

Imadatecho Rekishi Minzoku Shiryokan (Historical and Folk Archives). The

contracts in this collection are microfilm copies; the miscellaneous documents

are originals. The documents I have used from the Sugiyama, Konishi, and

Maruo collections are all originals. Kyoto University Museum stores the

Sugiyama collection; the Konishi collection happened to be on loan to Itami

Shiritsu Hakubutsukan (Municipal Museum) for cataloguing when I

contacted the museum in search of documents, and these documents remain

available through the museum. A portion of the Maruo collection is available

on microfilm at Tatsuno-shishi Hensansho (Tatsuno Municipal Office for

Historical Research), but the documents I used are originals from the Maruo

family's private collection. These documents are available only through

introduction and private request to the Maruo family.

Finally, I have used some documents from published collections. The

Hakutsuru Breweries' published collection is my source for a group of

miscellaneous labor documents. Okamoto Sonshi and Matsuzaka Shishi also
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include collections of published originals which I have used for background

research. These published originals all have the advantage of being already

deciphered and therefore easy to read. Published document collections,

however, have the disadvantage of containing only those documents the

compiler thought were interesting and worthwhile publishing. Frequently

such documents reflect unusual cases rather than common practice. For this

reason, I have relied primarily upon unpublished sources.

I have included many partial and full translations from the data set in this

dissertation. The classical Japanese used in these documents has no

punctuation, so any punctuation used in the translated text was added by me

for clarity.

Most documents have a date according to the era year and lunar calendar.

I have adjusted the era years to the Western calendar. For example, Tempo 2

is approximately equivalent to 1831 However, I have left the months and

days in the original calendar because I find no benefit for this study in

adjusting the first month of a lunar year to January or February. Hence, when

a document is dated "Tempo 2 month 3 day 5" I refer to the date as 3/5/1831.

Eras. however, had no predetermined length annd could change at any time.

Documents, particularly contracts. specifying a span of years frequently used

the twelve year cycle - rat, ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, ram,

monkey, rooster, dog" and boar - to specify a year rather than the era system.

Thus Tempo 2 was also the year of the rabbit. This method of referring to a

year was frequently used in the text of contracts and other letters and I have

retained this designation in the translation of the text for reasons of accuracy.

A very few documents do not use the era year for the date, but combine

the above twelve year cycle with a ten year cycle which creates a cycle that
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repeats every sixty years. In such cases I can only guess at the year specified

according to the range of years other documents in the collection cover.
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Appendix B: Sample Document Translations

Guarantee of Service240

I. I have many sons and, feeling weak in recent years, find it
difficult to train them myself. Taking this opportunity, I send my son
Tasaburo, age twelve this year, to serve you. Of course, [even] if there
are other [workers] in the same situation [who receive wages], we will
not ask for a wage. You may employ him for any job to train him and
he will follow your directions. You may set him to any task for as
many years as you feel appropriate. Furthermore, if in the future of his
training he should become capable of every task, then please hire him to
work for you in some capacity.

If the worker mentioned to the right [above] should run away or
elope or whatever, we will reimburse whatever goods you may have
lost so that you do not suffer any damage whatsoever. Of course, if he
should be of disservice, we will make sure he does not cause you any
trouble whatsoever. In addition, his religious affiliation is not the
prohibited sect. his temple registration will be available immediately at
any time you wish to move it. Otherwise, whatever he should do or
should occur, we the undersigned will come and take care of it. This is
a guarantee of employment to be used henceforth as written.

Bunka 10 rooster 11th month [1813] Kyokichi village
guarantor Saburozaemon*[chop]

same village
parent Tarobei*[chop]

Sei'uemon worker Tasaburo*[chop]

240"H6k6nin Ukejo no Koto," Mitamura collection No. 1-289, Imadatech6 Rekishi Minzoku
Shiry6kan.
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Guarantee of Service241

1. I am unable to pay the tax rice at the end of this year, so from
this rabbit [1747] twelfth month to the coming dragon [I748?] twelfth
month I affmn that I will work at your elder brother Miyake Genbei's
shop in Kyoto. I will not go against any of the house rules, not to
mention the shogunate prohibitions. For wage I have received an
advance of 120 monme which I will apply to the unpaid tax.

1. If this person runs away or whatever [nado], the undersigned
will come forward and reimburse everything he may have taken and, in
addition, will either find a replacement worker or return the money [he
was advanced as wage] according to your wishes. If at any time you
take a dislike to him and frre him we will return the money to you.

1. His religious affiliation is Jodo Shinshii and he is registered at
Fujiwara village Jokyoji temple. We will send his registration to a
different temple as necessary.

1. Ifhe should suffer from sudden illness or sudden death we will
not blame you.

It shall be as written above with no mistake. Furthermore,
whatever else may occur, the undersigned will come forward and
certainly apologise and take care of the matter so that there is no trouble
for you at all. This guarantee is to be used henceforth as written here.

Enkyo 4 rabbit 12th month 5th day [1747] Shimo Shingu village
employee Chobei*[chop]

Guarantor Shinguya Tahei*[chop]
Shimo Shingu village elder Ihei*[chop]

same village headman Jiro'uemon

Maroo Mago'uemon

241"H6k6nin Ukejo no Koto," Maru6 Mitsue private collection No. 40-490-3, Tatsuno.
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Guarantee of Service242

1. We certify that we send this person called Kisuke to work for a
half period from this horse [1858] ninth month. We have known this
person for a long time so we stand as his guarantors. His religious
affiliation is traditionally a member sect [montoshu] and we have his
temple registration certificate.

1. He will strictly obey your house customs not to mention the
shogunate prohibitions.

1. If this person should run away or take something during his
contract period we will certainly find him, and parent and guarantor
together will settle things so you will not suffer even the slightest
trouble. If he should become ill you will care for him for three to five
days, but if the illness should las longer we will take him back. If he
should happen to die suddenly we will retrieve him immediately so you
will suffer no inconvenience. Whatever trouble should occur in
addition to the above, we will immediately do as much as necessary to
settle the problem and apologise that you will not receive any trouble.
Ifyou find his work agreeable you may use this certificate for as many
periods as you like and we will guarantee him according to the written
terms. This is a certificate of guarantee of an employee to be used
henceforth.
Ansei 5 horse year 9th month [1858] ChiekOin Monzeki Takabatakech5

guarantor Omiya Tetsugor5*[chop]

Osaka Shimanouchi Nagahori 10 ch5me
Karamatsuya Yashichi's younger brother

employee Kisuke
l\tlatsuya Den'uemon

242"Hokonin Ukejo no Koto:' Matsuya collection No. 160. Kyoto Furilsu Shiryokan. Kyoto.
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Guarantee of Service243

1. This person called Hanjiro is sent to work for you from the
horse year [1714] for ten years. This person was born at Kyoto
Takakura Shijo sagaru cho as the son of Matsuya Ihei and we have long
known his family, therefore we stand as his guarantors. This person is
not a member of the prohibited Christian sect, not a ruffian and not a
masterless warrior [written "jailed warrior"]. He will strictly obey
shogunate laws. Whatever problems this person should cause, we will
report him to the authorities and not cause you the slightest trouble.

1. You will keep any money he earns as a clerk [tedai] on deposit
as well as the tools of his profession and you will not send him
elsewhere to work. If during his employment he should take anything
or run away, we will return those missing items according to your
directions and certainly do as much as necessary to settle the matter.
Furthermore, ifhe should take time off or be frred, then, as agreed, he is

.not to seek employment in the same profession. Of course, he also is
absolutely not to go into business for himself in the same profession.

1. As agreed, he will work for the contract period and he will not
worry about the money or tools you will keep for him until the year
before his contract ends. You may continue to use this certificate later.
This is a certificate of guarantee to be used henceforth as written here.
Shotoku 4 horse 9th month [1714] guarantor Ishidaya Kichibei*[chop]

Matsuya Ihei*[chop]
employee Hanjir6*[chop]

Koguya Hisa'uemon dono

243"Hokonin Ukejo no Koto," Kumagai collection No. 506. Kyoto City Library of Historical
Documents, Kyoto.
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Notice244

1. This time I was returned to my lodgings because I was rude.
However, when I apologised and requested permission to return, you
listened [to me] for which I am grateful and very happy. Now I will
obey all house rules and work diligently at all tasks. Of course, I will
put your protion frrst in all ways. This is an apology as written herein.

Bunka 7 monkey 3rd month [1810] employee Shoshichi

elder brother Taheiji*[chop]

Goshujinsarna.

Notice245

1. My younger brother Shoshichi has worked for you for a long
time and he has been insolent three times causing you business loss.
Now, after continued problems, he has no hope of forgiveness and
accepts that he will be .frred. At this time, if he goes to work elsewhere
it must not be in the same business. This is a certificate for later.

Bunka 10 rooster 2nd month [1813] elder brother parent
Ogasawara Tamon*[chop]

Izutsuya Uhei dono.

244"Issatsu no Koto." letter of apology, Kimura No. 831, Kyoto City Library of Historical
Documents, Kyoto.

24S"Issatsu no Koto," Certificate of guarantee, Kimura collection No. 835, Kyoto City Library of
Historical Documents, Kyoto.
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Notice246

1. Our Shoshichi was sent to work for you in the past and fired for
disservice. You were kind enough at that time to allow him to continue
association with your business for our dead father's sake. At that time
the departed Mr. Usa gradually gave him tasks and extended his
permission so that we and especially Shoshichi are very grateful. If he
should be insolent again in any way and you refuse his presence, then
we will not say a word of complaint. This we certify here.

Bunka 13 rat 8th month [1816] elder brother
Ogasawara Tahei*[chop]

Shoshichi a.k.a.
Imadegawaya Ihei*[chop]

Izutsuya Uhei.

Notice247

1. Our Rihei was sent to work for you and frred for disservice. At
that time Tachibanaya Rihei returned and frequently requested also that
the separated Rihei and the reconciled Shoshichi be put in his care to be
returned [to you] to work for you later. You listened to this suggestion
for which they, and of course we, are extremely grateful. The rules
decided for their return are on a separate sheet and they promise to obey
them. If we hear that he is insolent we will certainly take care of the
matter. Furthermore, we will not say a word of complaint if you fire
him. This we certify here.
Bunka 13 rat leap 8th month [1816] parent Obiya Munesaburo*[chop]

Ichijo Shichihonmatsu higashi e iru cho
guarantor Yanagiya Seibei*[chop]

Sasaya Uhei employee Rihei a.k.a. Gensuke

246"Issatsu." Certificate of guarantee. Kimura coIlection No. 841. Kyoto City Library of Historical
Documents. Kyoto.

247"Issatsu:' Certificate of guarantee. Kimura coIlection No. 842. Kyoto City Library of Historical
Documents. Kyoto.
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Notice248

1. Even though my parents were mereley farmers, you have
kindly promoted me to assistant house representative [myodai suke

yaku] for which I am truly thankful. I promise to follow the house
rules, work diligently and treasure my service.

Kansei 7 5th month [1795] Hachijiijima Han'uemon
Korenori [kao]

Mitamura Sei'uemon

Notice249

1. My son Tamekichi has worked for you since he was young and
became a..11 adult under your care. Within the last year he was fired, but
you kindly forgave him and allowed him to return for which we thank
you. Anyway, there is nothing we can say about your firing him as he
turned his back on your house tasks except for your business. My skill
in the clafi is fulfiHed by him from the bottom of his heart and I send
you five shu of gold in thanks for providing him the necessary tools and
allowing him to continue association with your business. However, he
is not to interfere and we promise not to foster him or let him be
adopted into another house. We witness that this certificate is valid as
written here.

Jinshin 7th month 7th day [1812 or 1872?]250
Kitamura Kisuke*[chop]

son Tamekichi#[blot]
Akutagawa Hikobei dono

248"Sashi Age Issatsu no Koto," Note of thanks, Mitamura collection No. 291-1. Imadatech6
Rekishi Minzoku Shiryokan, ImadatechO.

249"lssatsu," Akutagawa collection No. B32. Kyoto City Library of Historical Documents, Kyoto.

250Jinshin is a combination of the ten year cycle year jin and the twelve year cycle year shin or the
year of the monkey. This combination reapeats every sixty years. At the time this letter was written. the
year was probably obvious to them even though it is not obvious any more. Another possible date is
1752. but that is outside of the general range of the Akutagawa collection. Sixteen shit of gold is equal to
one r)'o.
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Notice251

1. At this time, after conferring with you and through your good
offices, I have decided to work for your master, and as a result he has
hired me for which I am very grateful. We will not have anymore
payments or bad feelings that we have had in the past. At this time I
will not tum my back on this foundation [agreement] for any reason. If
I disobey even in small matters, you may take any steps you conssider
appropriate. At that time I will have not one word of complaint nor
will I blame you. Of course I will obey whatever you should say. This
is a certificate and notice of guarantee valid as written here.

Bunsei 6 ram 10th month [1823] Shohachi*[chop]
Hiranoya Chiibei dono

Zenbei dono

All will be as written above with no mistake. Moreover, he will
certainly obey your instructions and value his service as he works.
Please keep this [document] just in case. end

Sasaya Kahei*[chop]
Hiranoya Chobei*[chop]

Hiranoya Chiibei dono
Zenbeidono

251 "Issatsu no Koto:' Labor agreement. Endo No. 693. Kyoto City Library of Historical
Documents. Kyoto.
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Notice252

1. At this time I suddenly took Teikichi to you without prior
notice and, hoping that all of you will mold him into someone useful, I
leave him here with you with this letter.

I hope that you will accept him and treat him with the same regard
that I receive in the main house, and I further pray that there will be no
disharmony for which I will be truly grateful. I also hope that Teikichi
will work hard for you and obey your instructions. Please employ him
as you do the other children [apprentices] for various tasks and I will be
grateful. I ask you please to care for him. If he should happen to not
work out, please call for me immediately and I will settle things
according to your wishes. End.

Tempo 4 snake year 6th month [1834] Ichibei*[chop]
Teikichi

Main house
the directors
the elders.

252"Issatsu no Koto." Konishi collection No. 6-2-22. Itami Shiritsu Hakubutsukan. Itami.
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Glossary

Banto. The leader of shop labor at the main branch who has charge of the
main branch when the house head is away.

Bekke. Literally "separate heuse." A management worker who has been
given the capital to set up an independent or semi-independent branch
business.

Bettaku. Literally "separate lodgings." A worker who has moved away from
the workplace and commutes to work.

Bu. Monetary valuation in gold. Four bu equalled one ryo.

Dekasegi. Literally"go out to earn." Labor migration.

Deshi. Artisan apprentice, student, follower.

Detchi. Merchant or shop apprentice, management apprentice.

Emon. The brewery worker responsible for the yeast and how it is used.

Fuchoho. Rude or ill-mannered.

Furachi. Insolence or unlawful activity.

Han. Domain.

Hima. Time off, to be let go, to be fired.

Hinin. Literally a "non-person." The lowest social rank.

Hitonushi. The parent, foster parent, or other guardian.

Hitoyado. Employment agent.

Hokonin. Contract worker, servant. A person who serves.

Honke Shihainin ToshiyorL Main house director and elder.
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Hyaku Nichi Kasegi. Literally "one hundred day laborer." Seasonal worker
at a brewery.

Kakeochi. To run away from work and responsibility.

Kamaya. Brewery worker responsible for steaming and cooling the rice.

Kanme. Monetary value in silver equal to one thousand monme or about
twenty ryo.

Kao. A drawn chop. See figure 2.

Kashira. The assisstant brewer, general supervisor.

Kodomo. Child, a shop apprentice.

Kokoroe Tagai. Dis0bedience.

Kuchiire. A person who introduces a worker to an employer without offering
surety. An employment agent.

Kumiai. Union.

Mai. Monetary value in silver equal to forty-three monme.

Mon. Monetary value in copper. One thousand mon of copper equalled one
ryoofgold.

Monme. Monetary value in silver. Fifty to sixty-five monme equalled one
ryo.

Motomawari. Brewery worker responsible for the fermentation process.

Mushukumono. Literally a "person without lodgings." An unregistered
person, a vagabond.

Myodai. A management worker given the power to represent the house.

Nagaya. Literally a "long house." A row of apartments. The Mitamura house
used this style of lodging as a dormitory for their on site workers.

Nakagai. A broker. A wholesaler merchant.

Osaka Jodai. The castellan of Osaka castle.
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Oya. Parent.

Oyadai. Surrogate parent.

Rakugo. Literary genre of short, often comic, tales.

Ri. Monetary value equal to four bu of gold.

Ridatsu Todoke. Certificate of disownment.

Robun. House elder.

Ronin. Masterless warrior. A warrior with no house.

Ryo. Monetary value. One ryo of gold was officially equal to one koku of rice
or enough rice to feed one person for one year. One ryo equalled 50-65
monme of silver depending upon the cost of rice on the market.

Seicho. To grow or develop. To mature.

Shichiire Boko. Pawn service, labor in pawn.

Shihainin. A director of a house or business.

Shihaininchii. The council of directors.

Shimariyaku. The Mitamura house term for the person responsible for a
branch shop.

Shu. Monetary valuation in gold. Sixteen shu equalled one ryo.

Tedai. A shop clerk, management worker.

Toji. The head brewer in a brewery.

Torinige. To steal items and run away.

Tsumein. A fmgerprint used as a chop.

Dba. A wet-nurse or nanny.

Ukenin. A guarantor. A person who provides surety for a contract.

Usukuchi. Thin, or light colored recipe for soy sauce.
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